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I will never tire of

recommending the custom,

practiced by the best

architects, of preparing not

only drawings and sketches,

but also models of wood or

any other material. These

enable us to examine the

work as a whole and, before

continuing any further, to

estimate the likely trouble

and expense.

Leon Battista Alberti

Chapter 1

Introduction

It is a truism that progress often comes from using an old idea in a new way. Com-
putational Physics for instance is one of the youngest and most rapidly evolving fields
in all of science, yet the fundamental idea behind it is not all that new. The great
Renaissance master architect and scholar Alberti certainly did not imagine anything as
exotic as bits in a computer storage when he pinned the words "any other material", but
he nonetheless described the task that our profession set itself with complete accuracy:
Firstly, computer models allow us to examine a system as a whole, with all the detailed
knowledge that the model can yield, without the limitations and inaccuracies of measure-
ment and experiment. The only downside to this is that the system we examine will of
course always be only a model system. To make the model and the real-world system as
closely related as possible while simultaneously keeping the computational efforts in the
limits of what present day computers can handle is the chief task of the computational
physicist. Secondly, since computational methods are often more cost-effective than ex-
perimental approaches [1], they can be used to estimate the likely trouble and expense
for our colleagues in experimental, design, and engineering fields.

Computational Physics is a field that covers all the disciplines of physics and is used
from the smallest [2] to the largest [3] scale of nature. Certainly the most widespread
application is, however, the description of condensed matter and many-electron systems
[4]. In particular the use of parameter-free approaches like Density Functional Theory
(DFT) and its derivatives has grown exponentially over the past decades [5], as increase in
computer performance and new theoretical methods allow their application to ever more
complex material systems. We are now in a position to apply DFT-based approaches to
some of the great challenges of our time.

Given the dire impact that fossil-based energy sources have on the global ecosystem
[6], it is obvious that alternative approaches like solar cells are becoming increasingly
important. Despite a recent decline in solar energy investments, cell production has
quadrupled between 2009 and 2013 [7]. Although there are many different concepts and
materials for photovoltaic cells. [8, 9, 10], more than ninety percent of the global industrial
solar cell production consists of devices based on either polycrystalline or monocrystalline
silicon [11, 12, 13, 14]. Traditional p-type Si solar cells are fabricated with an n-type
transparent conducting film, generally fabricated using a transparent conducting oxide
(TCO), such as tin doped indium oxide (ITO) or aluminum-doped ZnO (AZO) [15, 16].
TCOs are also promising candidates for transparent electronics [16, 17].
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It is therefore unfortunate that Si-TCO interfaces are to date only poorly understood
(see Ref. [18] and references therein). Even fundamental electronic properties like the
band offsets remain virtually unknown [18, 19]. Modern ab initio quasiparticle (QP)
methods have recently been successfully applied to predict the electronic and optical
properties of oxides and TCOs [20, 21, 22]. Consequently, it seems high time to tackle
the issue of Si-TCO heterostructures.

In this work we will focus on the description of the electronic properties of Si-TCO
interfaces, with a particular focus on the electronic band discontinuities, i. e. the relative
position of conduction and valence band edges on both sides of the junction, which
determine the separation of optically generated charge carriers in in photovoltaic devices,
and, hence, greatly influence the efficiency of Si-TCO based solar cells. We will employ
DFT and recent quasiparticle methods based on many-body perturbation theory and
combine these two theoretical approaches to predict the electronic configuration of these
important interfaces.
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I think that modern physics

has definitely decided in favor

of Plato. In fact the smallest

units of matter are not

physical objects in the

ordinary sense; they are

forms, ideas which can be

expressed unambiguously

only in mathematical

language.

Werner Heisenberg

Chapter 2

Theoretical Background

2.1 Density Functional Theory

2.1.1 Born-Oppenheimer Approximation and Hohenberg-Kohn

Formalism

The goal of this thesis is to describe the electronic structure of the interfaces between sili-
con and the TCOs In2O3, SnO2, and ZnO. Since electrons are able to follow changes in the
electronic fields of the nuclei almost instantaneously, we employ the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation [23], concerning ourselves only with the electronic problem and treat the
nuclei merely as an external potential V acting on the electrons. To further reduce the
complexity of the remaining many-body problem we employ Density Functional Theory
(DFT) in the Hohenberg-Kohn picture, which rests on the assumption that the ground-
state energy of a many-electron system is a functional depending solely on its electron
density n(x) [24]. The Coulomb interaction between the electrons is v(x,x′) = 1/|x−x

′|
(we are using Hartree atomic units, i. e. e2

4πǫ0
= ~ = me = 1). The total energy of the

system in the ground state is then described by

E(n) = T0[n]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

kinetic

energy

+

∫

dxn(x)V (x)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

electron-nucleus

interaction

+
1

2

∫ ∫

dxdx′n(x)n(x
′)

|x− x′|
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Hartree electron-electron interaction

+ EXC[n]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

exchange and

correlation

. (2.1)

Here T0 is the kinetic energy of non-interacting electrons. The functional EXC[n] contains
the not yet determined contributions of electronic exchange and correlation (XC) as well
as the correction for the self-interaction occurring in the Hartree term and the remainder
of the kinetic energy.

This means we neglect lattice vibrations in the studied systems, which certainly have
an influence on ground-state and excited-state properties. Mainly their zero-point en-
ergy will modify the atomic distances, and, hence, the lattice constants. Corresponding
changes of the order of 1 % may modify the positions of the band edges studied here by
about 0.05 eV assuming typical deformation potentials [25].

Another influence may arise from self-energy effects due to phonons, e. g. polaron ef-
fects in ionic materials [25]. These effects introduce similar inaccuracies as those discussed
above and will be neglected in the following.
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2.1.2 The Kohn-Sham Equations

Eq. (2.1) can be solved if we describe the non-spin-polarized system as a set of non-
interacting electrons in an effective potential

Veff [n(x);x] = VH(x) + V (x) + VXC(x), (2.2)

where

VH(x) =

∫

dx′ n(x
′)

|x− x′| (2.3)

is the classical Hartree potential and the XC term is described by

VXC(x) =
δEXC[n]

δn(x)
. (2.4)

The system is now formally equivalent to a system of non-interacting electrons, obeying
the one-particle equations

[

− ~
2

2me

∆+ Veff [n(x);x]

]

φi(x) = ǫiφi(x), (2.5)

known as Kohn-Sham (KS) equations [26]. The ground state density is then calculated
from the KS eigenfunctions by

n(x) =
∑

i

|φi(x)|2, (2.6)

with the index i running over all occupied states. In this framework, the KS eigenvalues
ǫi are often interpreted as single-particle energies. However, formally there are only La-
grange multipliers with no specific physical meaning, and interpreting them as excitation
energies does yield inaccurate energies for unoccupied states. The corresponding band
gap in particular is systematically underestimated in the KS formalism [27, 28, 29]. We
will discuss methods to solve this problem in Section 2.2.

Since the electron density depends on the electronic states which, in the KS formalism,
in turn depend on the density itself, we have to solve the KS equations through self-
consistent iterations. The solution will then supply us with the ground state of a system
of interacting electrons. The only open question is the nature of the "mystery" potential
VXC(x), for which we will try to find a good approximation in the next section.

In all explicit calculations the Vienna Ab-Initio Simulation Package (VASP) [30, 31]
is used, in which several approximations for the XC functional are implemented.

2.1.3 Local Density Approximation

The simplest and most commonly used approximation for the exchange and correlation
functional EXC is the local density approximation (LDA), which, by assuming slowly
varying electron densities, replaces the real exchange-correlation energy per particle by
that of a homogenous electron gas. This means the XC energy density per particle,
ǫXC(x, [n]), which is related to the XC energy via

EXC[n] =

∫

dxn(x)ǫXC(x, [n]) (2.7)
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is approximated by the XC-energy density of the homogenous electron gas of density n,
ǫhomXC (n), yielding

ELDA
XC [n] =

∫

dxn(x)ǫhomXC (n)

∣
∣
∣
∣
n=n(x)

. (2.8)

Since LDA is based on the assumption of slowly varying electron densities, it seems ill-
suited for the description of localized systems like surfaces or interfaces, let alone quantum
dots or molecules. However, DFT-LDA descriptions of highly localized systems proved to
be very successful, which is mainly due to the fact that inaccuracies in the description of
correlation effects tend to cancel each other out. The single particle exchange-correlation
energies for homogenous electron gases ǫhomXC (n) can be obtained by various methods, in
this work we employ the functional of Ceperley and Alder, based on an interpolation
of many-body calculations employing a Monte-Carlo method for several densities of the
homogenous electron gas [32].

Compared with gradient corrected XC-functionals like the generalized gradient ap-
proximation (GGA), LDA has a well-known tendency towards overbinding, i. e. to under-
estimate bond lengths [33]. However, we employ the non-local hybrid functional HSE06
as a starting-point for the calculation for the excited-state properties of the system (see
Sec. 2.2), and it has been shown that the bond lengths and lattice parameters obtained
within HSE06 are very close to those derived from LDA calculations [34]. Since structural
optimization within hybrid-functional approaches is very time-consuming, we use LDA
to determine the atomic geometry of the bulk materials. For the more complex struc-
tures like surfaces and interfaces our goal is to combine cost-efficient DFT calculations
with more accurate but expensive excited-state approaches. Therefore, LDA, despite the
mentioned underestimation of the distance between conduction and valence band states,
is also our best choice for the description of these systems.

2.1.4 Pseudopotentials

Solving the KS equations (2.5) using real nuclear potentials and all electrons of the system
is possible, but for larger systems this would dramatically increase the computational costs
of the description. Therefore, one makes use of the fact that chemical bonds and most
macroscopic features of condensed matter are determined almost solely by the behavior
of the valence electrons in the outer shells. Thus, we can assume that the effect of changes
in the chemical environment on electrons in the core region is small and we can add them
to the nucleus and consider only a combined potential emanating from nucleus and core
electrons. This frozen-core approximation can be further refined by assuming that the
valence electrons in the core region also do not alter under different chemical conditions,
i. e. replacing the singularity at the center of the nucleus’ electrostatic potential with
a differentiable pseudopotential, which allows us to describe the valence electron wave
functions as an expansion of a moderate number of plane waves.

There are various approaches to the construction of pseudopotentials. They all have
in common that they aim at recovering most of the physical and chemical properties
of the true atom in the pseudoatom, and at improving transferability of the pseudopo-
tentials in different chemical and structural environments. There are norm-conserving
pseudopotentials [35], which insist that the eigenvalues of the pseudoatom must equal
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those of the true atom, the angular-momentum radial wave functions must coincide be-
yond a certain cutoff radius, the pseudocharge inside the cutoff radius must be identical
to the true charge, and the energy derivative of the scattering phase must be the same
for the pseudoatom and the true atom.

In this work we use the projector-augmented wave (PAW) method [36], a generaliza-
tion of the norm-conserving pseudopotentials, where the demand of charge conservation
within the cutoff sphere is relaxed in order to obtain an additional degree of freedom,
which can be used to soften the pseudopotential, i. e. to increase the cutoff radius without
losing accuracy. In the PAW scheme, the wrong pseudocharge inside the cutoff sphere
is compensated by augmentation charges, derived via a non-local operator acting on the
wave functions.

2.2 Beyond Conventional Density Functional Theory

2.2.1 Non-local Effects in Exchange and Correlation: The HSE-

Functional

Expressing the XC functional in the KS equations (2.5) by a local potential like LDA
does not capture all contributions to XC, which is one of the reasons for the errors in the
description of excited state energies and the underestimation of the fundamental band gap
in DFT. Seidl et al. [37] have proposed a partial solution to this by incorporating a certain
amount of Hartree-Fock (HF) exchange into the local XC-functional. In this work we use
the HSE06 functional by Heyd, Scuseria and Ernzerhof [38] with an adjusted screening
parameter [39] which is developed out of the PBE0 hybrid functional by Ernzerhof and
Adamo [40, 41]. PBE0 features an XC energy

EPBE0
XC = aEHF

X + (1− a)EPBE
X + EPBE

C , (2.9)

which adds a HF exchange term to the XC energy of the generalized gradient approxi-
mation PBE functional parametrized by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof [42]. The mixing
parameter a is generally fixed at 1/4 [43, 44].

The HSE06 functional makes use of the fact that the exchange interaction in a non-
metal is screened, so that the long-range (LR) part of the HF exchange can be truncated
to reduce the computational costs. When we split the exchange energies in Eq. (2.9) into
a short-range (SR) and an LR part, the HF and the PBE LR part tend to cancel each
other out [38]. Neglecting this yields the XC functional

EHSE06
XC = aEHF,SR

X (ω) + (1− a)EPBE,SR
X (ω) + EPBE,LR

X (ω) + EPBE
C . (2.10)

Here, ω is a parameter describing the separation of short-range and long-range terms.
For ω = 0 the LR part vanishes and we obtain the full Coulomb operator, for ω → ∞ the
SR term disappears and Eq. (2.10) becomes PBE-GGA. In HSE06 the parameter is set
to ω = 0.15a−1

0 [39], obtaining a good compromise between accuracy and computational
efficiency.

The electronic structures obtained within the HSE formalism yield band gaps signifi-
cantly closer to experimental values than those derived from LDA calculations. Yet, there
is still a systematic underestimation of the band gap [34]. Improving the description of
electronic behavior requires the inclusion of excitation effects into the modeling process.
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2.2.2 Quasiparticle Corrections: The GW Method

As we have hinted at in Sec. 2.1.2 the interpretation of the KS eigenvalues ǫi as excitation
energies to determine band structures is problematic and leads to an underestimation of
the fundamental band gap. Measuring band structures always involves the removal of
an electron or a hole from the system, which is then of course no longer in the ground
state described by DFT. Excitations have to be dealt with by taking into account the
reaction of the electron system on the perturbation. An alternative method of describing
electronic systems is based on the single-particle Green’s function

G(xt,x′t′) = G(xx′, t− t′) =
1

i~
〈T̂ {ψ̂(x, t)ψ̂†(x′, t′)}〉, (2.11)

employing the creation operator ψ̂†(x, t), the annihilation operator ψ̂(x, t) and the time-
ordering operator T̂ . For times t > t′ (t < t′) the Green’s function can be interpreted
as the probability amplitude to find an electron (hole) at time t and position x that
evolved from an electron (hole) created at time t′ and position x

′. Excitation energies are
then derived from the poles of the systems Green’s function in the complex plane. The
formalism is based on a set of five coupled equations [45] first introduced by Hedin and
Lundqvist[46]:

Σ(1, 2) = i~

∫

d(3, 4)W (1, 3)G(1, 4)Γ(4, 2; 3), (2.12)

P (1, 2) = −i~
∫

d(3, 4)G(1, 3)G(4, 1)Γ(3, 4; 2), (2.13)

W (1, 2) = v(1, 2) +

∫

d(3, 4)v(1, 3)P (3, 4)W (4, 2), (2.14)

Γ(1, 2; 3) = δ(1, 2)δ(1, 3) +

∫

d(4, 5, 6, 7)
δΣ(1, 2)

δG(4, 5)
G(4, 6)G(7, 5)Γ(6, 7; 3), (2.15)

G(1, 2) = G0(1, 2) +

∫

d(3, 4)G0(1, 3)Σ(3, 4)G(4, 2). (2.16)

Here and from now on we use the common shorthand for space and time coordinates

(1) = (x1t1) and (1+) = (x1, t1 − iγ). (2.17)

Generally the shorthand also includes a spin coordinate, but since in this work we only
study systems with paired spins, we do not explicitly consider spin. The XC self-energy
Σ(1, 2) contains the parts of the electron-electron interaction not accounted for in the
Hartree term VH(1) =

∫
d(2)v(1, 2)G(2, 2+). P (1, 2) is the system’s polarization function,

W (1, 2) the screened Coulomb potential, and v(1, 2) = (e2/|x1 − x2|)δ(t1 − t2) the bare
Coulomb potential. The vertex function Γ(1, 2; 3) is defined in Eq. (2.15) using the
single-particle Green’s function G(1, 2) and the self-energy Σ(1, 2). It especially contains
screened and unscreened two-particle interactions. The Green’s function in the Hartree
approximation, i. e. without XC effects, G0(1, 2) obeys the equation of motion

[

i~
∂

∂t1
+

~
2∇2

x1

2m0

− Vext(1)− VH(1)

]

G0(1, 2) = δ(1, 2). (2.18)
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This equation looks a lot like the KS equations (2.5), the problem is again formally
reduced to a one-particle problem. To fully determine G(1, 2) we have to solve Hedin’s
equations in a self-consistent way.

We can now use the eigenvalues of the KS equation or - by employing a hybrid func-
tional like HSE06 - the generalized KS equation as starting points for a perturbation
theory approach to approximate the energies of the quasiparticles (QP) described in the
full Green’s function G(1, 2). The term quasiparticle implies that we are no longer dealing
with just electrons or holes but with electron- or hole-like objects that also contain the
reaction of the other electrons, e. g. screening, through the interaction. For a translation-
ally invariant system, in which the set of quantum numbers i is replaced by the Bloch
wave vectors k and the band index n, QP energies are calculated by

ǫQP
n,k = ǫKS

n,k +∆QP
n,k, (2.19)

where ∆QP
n,k denotes the QP shift, which, if we neglect the non-diagonal elements of Σ,

can be calculated as
∆QP

n,k ≈ 〈φn,k|Σ(ǫQP
n,k − VXC|φn,k〉. (2.20)

But we have to keep in mind that Σ(1, 2) in Eq. (2.16) is generally a non-local, energy-
dependent operator, and furthermore non-Hermitian, i. e. it has complex eigenvalues,
corresponding to a finite life-time of the excited states. Hence, approximations are nec-
essary to solve Hedins equations for practical problems. The dynamical and non-local
reaction of the system to a single-particle excitation is included in the screened Coulomb
potential W (1, 2). Neglecting the vertex corrections, which means setting Γ(1, 2; 3) = 1,
gives Hedin’s GW approximation of the self-energy [46]

ΣGW (1, 2) = i~G(1, 2)W (1, 2+). (2.21)

The quality of the results obtained within the GW approximation depends crucially on
the starting point for the computation of the QP shifts. For oxides, Fuchs et al. [34] have
shown that using wave functions derived from LDA or other localized functionals is not
sufficient, but that by first performing non-local HSE calculations and then adding the
QP shift obtained within the GW approach yields band gaps close to the experimental
values.

This is the approach used in this work to determine QP band structures for the
bulk materials. Wave functions φi and eigenvalues ǫi are obtained via a generalized KS
equation (2.5) with a spatially non-local XC potential derived from the XC functional
(2.10) and QP shifts ∆QP

n,k are calculated via (2.20) using the GW approximation (2.21)
for the electronic self-energy Σ. Since this method is computationally very demanding, we
describe more complex structures like surfaces or interfaces in this study via the LDA XC
functional, which yields structural parameters very close to the HSE treatment, and then
find a way to combine the accurate electronic results of the QP bulk calculations with the
results from the cost-efficient LDA description of those structures (see Secs. 2.3.2, 2.4.1,
2.4.2, and 2.5.1).
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.1: Rectangular supercells for the modeling of (a) the rutile-SnO2(001) slab
with vacuum layer, and (b) the Si(001)-bixbyite-In2O3(001) interface without vacuum,
i. e. with two interfaces per supercell, and (c) triclinic supercell for the Si(001)-wurtzite-
ZnO(202̄3) interface with vacuum layer.

2.3 Surface Properties

2.3.1 The Repeated Slab Supercell Method

Computing surfaces or interfaces within DFT-based approaches is not a trivial task. The
k-point formalism that allows the expansion of the wave functions by plane waves requires
periodic boundary conditions which are of course not given in non-periodic systems like
finite materials with surfaces or interfaces. One way of solving this problem is by ensuring
that the conditions at the cell boundaries are equivalent to the conditions at an infinite
distance. This is the fundamental idea of the supercell method [47]. The studied system is
surrounded by vacuum and the periodicity is then introduced on top of that. The vacuum
thickness has to be sufficiently large, so that there is no interaction between neighboring
cells. In dealing with symmetry-breaking in only one direction, i. e. in the case of surfaces
or interfaces, the artificial periodicity has to be introduced in only one direction. For
surfaces the supercell is constructed by stretching the unit cell in surface normal direction,
introducing a vacuum layer between neighboring cells, while interfaces can be constructed
as superlattices without vacuum layers, so that every supercell contains two interfaces,
or as double-layers with a vacuum region, creating one interface and two surfaces in the
cell. Three examples used in this work are depicted in Fig. 2.1.

One problem that arises in the supercell method is that of long-range interaction. If
the studied material slab is charged or possesses a non-vanishing multipole moment [48]
there will be interaction between the cells no matter how thick the vacuum layer is. This
is of particular importance for our study. Since we are examining oxides with strong
ionic bonds, i. e. polar materials, many of the relevant surface orientations are polar
and, hence, stoichiometric slabs of these materials will create a dipole potential. This
problem can be addressed in two ways. One is the dipole correction method [49], where
an artificial dipole potential is introduced in the vacuum region of the cell, balancing
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out the dipole moment of the slab. The other method is breaking the stoichiometry of
the material by adding layers to the slab to create a symmetric system. The effects of
these alterations for the plane-averaged electrostatic potential are shown in Fig. 2.2 (b).
Sawtooth potentials deriving from dipole fields within the supercell can be avoided or at
least reduced. Both these methods have advantages and disadvantages when it comes to
computing fundamental surface properties, as will be discussed in the following sections.

2.3.2 Surface Barriers

Describing the electronic properties of surfaces starts with a discussion of the potential
barriers that confine electrons inside the material. In semiconductors, we are especially
interested in the ionization energy I, that is, the energy cost for removing one electron
from the system, and the electron affinity A, the energy that a free electron gains by
entering the system. These values are defined as the difference between the vacuum level,
which is defined experimentally as the energy of an unbound electron with vanishing
kinetic energy and the band energy of that electron in the material

I = Evac − Ev, (2.22)

A = Evac − Ec. (2.23)

Here, from the theory point of view, Evac is the electrostatic potential of the free electron
as fixed by the Hartree term in (2.5) for x in the vacuum, Ev refers to the top of the
valence band, i. e. the highest energy ǫKS

n,k (or ǫQP
n,k in the case of QP description) of an

occupied state in the Brillouin zone, and Ec is the bottom of the conduction band, the
lowest energy of an unoccupied state in the Brillouin zone. In semiconductors, Ev and
Ec are related via the fundamental electronic or quasiparticle (not optical) band gap Eg

by
Eg = Ec − Ev = I − A. (2.24)

The definitions (2.22)-(2.24) combine pure bulk and surface quantities. Therefore, deriv-
ing QP values for I and A is challenging. Performing GW calculations for the slab itself
is computationally very demanding and therefore unpractical for most problems. What
we are left with is the task of combining the QP eigenvalues Ev and Ec derived from GW
bulk calculations with the Evac of DFT-LDA supercell calculations. This boils down to
aligning the energy scales of different calculations, a problem that we will meet again and
again throughout this study.

For the energy alignment of slab and bulk calculations of the same material, the
electrostatic potential

Vel(x) = V (x) + VH(x) (2.25)

seems an obvious reference energy. Since the fundamental difference between the two
calculations lies in a different XC term, the pure Hartree potential VH(x) in LDA and
HSE calculations should differ from each other only slightly, due to differences in the
ground state electron density n(x). The electrostatic potential is calculated from the
Hartree term and the potential of the nuclei V (x) in the KS equation and then spatially
averaged in the direction of the surface normal (or in any case in a direction with a
component normal to the surface), here referred to as the z direction, for both the GW
bulk calculation and the LDA slab calculation. We observe atomic oscillations in the
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Figure 2.2: (a) Electrostatic potential Ṽel(z) averaged over planes perpendicular to the
crystallographic axis z||[101̄0] for the ZnO(101̄0) slab (black) and for ZnO HSE+GW
bulk calculations (red). The conduction band minimum Ec and valence band maximum
Ev are shown in blue. Ionization energy I and electron affinity A are indicated. (b) Ṽel(z)
for the bcc-In2O3(001) slab, using a polar slab without dipole correction (black), a polar
slab with dipole correction (red) and a symmetric slab with an additional atomic layer
(green). The vacuum level Evac is used as energy zero.

bulk and in the slab region. The potential obtained from the repeated slab supercell
calculation then rises to a plateau at Evac (see Fig. 2.2). We can now take the values
of the QP energies εQP

n,k relative to the the atomic oscillations in the bulk electrostatic
potential and then shift them along with the potential until the bulk and slab oscillations
are aligned. Since it turns out that for some oxides there is a visible difference in the
electrostatic potential near the oxygen atoms, we chose not to locally average over the z
direction as well, but rather take the flanks in the oscillations for alignment (see Fig. 2.2
(a)). This alignment procedure allows us to derive QP values for I and A, using (2.22)
and (2.23).

If we are dealing with a polar surface, the electrostatic potential in the vacuum region
will not converge to a flat plateau at Evac, but instead show a linear slope in z direction
due to the dipole field between neighboring cells (black line in Fig. 2.2 (b)). This of
cause means that the vacuum level cannot be obtained from these calculations, since the
electric field means that the energy of the electron depends linearly on the z-distance
from the surface. Introducing a dipole correction adds a step in the vacuum plateau,
giving us two different values for Evac. In principle, this is not a problem, since this
difference in I and A should physically be the difference between the surface barriers
for the different terminations of the polar slab. There is however an additional problem
to this. The energy minimization of a polar material slab will cause a charge transfer
from the anion- to the cation-terminated side, a transfer that will not occur in real sam-
ples, which may be described as halfspaces instead of thin material slabs in the surface
modeling and are, of course, not terminated by different atoms on different sides of the
slab. To closer simulate the experimental situation we therefore chose to symmetrize our
slabs by breaking the stoichiometry and adding an additional atomic layer to eliminate
the net dipole moment of the supercell whenever possible. Our models of course neces-
sarily describe idealized systems. Real surfaces are also affected by non-stoichiometric
terminations, partial coverages, adsorbates, large scale reconstructions, etc.
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2.3.3 Surface Energies

The surface energy is defined as the energy cost for creating a surface in a bulk crystal.
For stoichiometric cells with symmetric slabs with surface area A containing N bulk unit
cells it can easily be calculated as

ESF =
Eslab −NEbulk

2A
, (2.26)

where Eslab and Ebulk are the total DFT-LDA energies for the slab supercell and the bulk
unit cell respectively. The factor 1/2 accounts for the fact that we have two equal surfaces
in the cell. Examples are (001) surfaces of diamond-structure crystals or the non-polar
(110) cleavage face of zinc-blende semiconductors.

Supercells containing asymmetric slabs can of course not be used to calculate surface
energies, since the value given by Eq. (2.26) would only yield an average of the surface
energies for the two different terminations. For non-stoichiometric cells we have to gener-
alize the formalism by replacing the total energy by the grand canonical thermodynamic
potential [50], thus including the chemical potential µcat and µan of the cation (i. e. In,
Sn, or Zn) and the anion (O), respectively [51]. For a slab with Ncat cations and Nan

anions Eq. 2.26 becomes

ESF =
1

2A
[Eslab(Ncat, Nan)−Ncatµcat −Nanµan] . (2.27)

Since the bulk material acts as a reservoir, the chemical potentials of the atoms are related
to each other by by

ncatµcat + nanµan = µbulk, (2.28)

where ncat and nan denote the number of cations and anions per formula unit, µbulk =
Ebulk/nunit is the chemical potential per formula unit and nunit is the number of formula
units per bulk unit cells. Substituting Eq. (2.28) into Eq. (2.27), we obtain

ESF =
1

2A

[

Eslab −
Ncat

ncat

µbulk +

(
nan

ncat

Ncat −Nan

)

µan

]

. (2.29)

This enables us to determine surface energies in dependence on the chemical potential
of the anion, in the case of the oxides the oxygen atom, usually given in relation to µO2

,
the chemical potential of the free oxygen molecule. This convention reflects the fact that
in many crystal-growth environments and sample-preparation techniques the surfaces are
exposed to molecular oxygen. Of course there are also methods where the surface will
interact with activated, i. e. atomic oxygen. However, since the difference between the
two energies is simply the oxygen molecular binding energy, all the convention does is
simply fix the energy zero of the graph, and a simple shift of the energy axis by half the
molecular binding energy of the O2 molecule is needed to transfer a phase diagram from
molecular to activated oxygen.

2.4 Mesoscopic Band Alignment Methods

One of the main objectives of this work is to predict band discontinuities at the Si-TCO
interfaces. These differences in conduction and valence band edges are fundamental for
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Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of different types of band lineups and their influence
on charge-carrier separation in photovoltaic devices: the straddling type-I heterostruc-
ture, the staggered type-II heterostructure and the misaligned type-III heterostructure
[52]. The valence bands are marked in cyan, the conduction bands in red.

the functioning of any optoelectronic or photovoltaic device based on Si-TCO heterosys-
tems. In solar cells, for example the charge carrier separation between the photoactive Si
layer and the transparent electrode requires that both Ev and Ec are lower on the oxide
side of the interface, providing a barrier for the holes to keep them in the silicon and pre-
senting a slope for the electrons to attract them into the oxide, thus ensuring separation
of the electron-hole pairs created by optical excitation and preventing recombination (see
Fig. 2.3). The band offsets in a heterostructure of non-metals 1 and 2 are defined as

ΔEc = Ec2 − Ec1, (2.30)

ΔEv = Ev1 − Ev2, (2.31)

with ΔEc +ΔEv = Eg2−Eg1 = ΔEg, the band gap difference of the two semiconductors
in contact. The definition of the signs of the band discontinuities ΔEc and ΔEv is chosen
in such a way that a positive value indicates a barrier and a negative value a slope for the
respective charge carrier (electrons for ΔEc and holes for ΔEv) traveling from material 1
to material 2. It is important to keep in mind, that the picture of band discontinuities, by
describing the electronic band structure of a heterostructure through only two numbers,
does leave out many details of the actual electronic structure at the interface. In particular
it neglects the fact that the atoms at the very interface, by forming chemical bonds with
another material are of course in a chemical situation completely different from that of the
bulk atoms further away from the junction, and will therefore exhibit electronic energy
levels different from the bulk bands. Furthermore, interface states within the fundamental
gap, which can arise from dangling bonds, contact-induced states [53] or virtual gap-states
[54], and which can influence the electronic structure of the semiconductors for several
atomic layers, are not taken into account at this level of description. Nevertheless, the
band discontinuities can serve as a very good approximation to the actual bandstructure
of a heterojunction between two semiconductors, as we shall see when investigating the
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details of the electronic structure of heterointerfaces in Chapter 5. In general, three
different situations are possible, as illustrated in Fig. 2.3. At a type-I junction, it holds
that ∆Ec > 0 and ∆Ev > 0, so there is a barrier for electrons and as well as for
holes, which prevents charge-carrier separation at the interface. For a separation of
optically created electron-hole pairs one aims at a type-II heterostructure, which arises
from ∆Ev > 0, ∆Ec < 0 and |∆Ec| < Eg1 . Here the electrons can freely cross the interface
from material 1 into material 2 while the holes still see a barrier. A more extreme case of
this is the misaligned type-III heterostructure. Here it holds that ∆Ev > 0, ∆Ec < 0 and
|∆Ec| > Eg1 . Since this would imply that the lowest conduction-band states on the oxide
side of the interface would be energetically favored over the valence-band states in the
silicon, we do not expect to see this kind of band discontinuities in real-world samples,
because it should lead to a charge transfer at the interface that creates a dipole moment
and shift the band edges towards a stable type-II heterojunction.

These fundamental interface properties are, however, difficult to assess. Experimental
determination of the electronic band offsets suffers from the fact that the interface is -
by definition - surrounded by material layers on all sides and can therefore not easily be
investigated by spectroscopical methods as used for the determination of surface barri-
ers [50]. A theoretical determination of band offsets is, however, also not a simple or
straightforward task. The natural assumption is that these quantities should depend on
the exact electronic arrangement at the interface, and that therefore the details of the
interaction between the two materials determine the electronic nature of the heterostruc-
ture. A full description of the excited-state electronic properties of an interface between
two halfspaces requires atomic models of the interface structure and a QP-treatment of
an interface-supercell. This is at present impractical due to the high computational cost
of QP-schemes. Even worse, since the periodic-boundary requirements of the k-space
formalism introduces an artificial periodicity into the description, finite-size effects like
electronic quantum confinement will modify the band structure of the multilayer-system,
creating an additional parameter that will make it difficult to transfer the theoretic pre-
dictions to real-world samples, where the material layers are generally large enough to
avoid quantum confinement. To sidestep these problems several methods for the align-
ment of bulk band structures on both sides of an interface have been devised, providing
so-called natural band discontinuities, that do not depend on the details of the atomic
and electronic structure of the heterojunction, but instead rely on a common reference
energy level for band alignment. In this section we will introduce two of these methods.

2.4.1 The Shockley-Anderson Model

The most widely used method for predicting band offsets at semiconductor interfaces
is the Shockley-Anderson model or vacuum-level alignment method [55, 56]. The idea
behind this model is to use the vacuum level Evac derived from surface calculations or
measurements as a universal reference level to align the bulk band structures on both
sides of the interface. This amounts to comparing the surface barriers on both sides of
the interface to predict natural band offsets between materials 1 and 2 via

∆Ec = A1 − A2, (2.32)

∆Ev = I2 − I1. (2.33)
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Figure 2.4: Band structure diagrams for p-n semiconductor heterojunction in the frame-
work of the Shockley-Anderson model (a) before contact and (b) after contact. The band
bending due to Fermi level pinning does not influence the band offsets at the interface.

The idea is illustrated in Fig. 2.4. An important aspect to keep in mind is that in the
Shockley-Anderson model the electronic band edges on both sides of the interface run
completely parallel to the vacuum level, as illustrated in Fig. 2.4 (b). This means that
the band discontinuities in (a) and (b) are assumed to be the same. The difference of
the work functions Φi = Evac,i − EF,i defines the band bending (occurring on a scale of
several hundred nanometers, depending on the doping levels [47]) and, hence, the built-in
voltage Vb = Φ1−Φ2, but not the band offsets, which in this model depend solely on the
ionization energies and electron affinities. Therein also lies the major weakness of the
vacuum-level alignment method. Since I and A are not universal material constants but
instead depend on the specific surface, the method can be applied only for experimentally
determined or theoretically derived surface barriers, which are not necessarily equal to
the energy differences between the vacuum level and the respective band edges at the
interface. The basic assumptions made in the Shockley-Anderson model are:

1. negligible density of interface states in the band gaps,

2. doping affects band bending, but not band discontinuities,

3. band offsets are independent of interface bonding, the exact positions of atoms near
the interface, and the strain due to lattice misfit.

The main advantage of this model is that it takes into account the influence of surface
orientation and termination, which in highly polar materials like the TCOs is, of course,
considerable [57]. But the fundamental assumptions might limit its predictive power for
band discontinuities. Neglecting any charge transfer at the interface means assuming
the dipole at the interface to be the sum of the two surface dipoles, i. e. the interface is
treated as being electrostatically equivalent to two surfaces that just happen to be very
close to each other. This should prove problematic in case of interface states within the
fundamental gap or the formation of ionic bonds at the interface.

2.4.2 The Branch-Point Alignment Method

A method of aligning the bulk band structures at the interface that does take charge
transfer occurring at the interface into account is the branch-point alignment method
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first proposed by Tejedor and Flores [58] and later refined by Tersoff [59, 60]. This
method is based on the assumption of electronic states within the fundamental gap near
the interface. These states might derive from

1. dangling bonds,

2. the intimate contact with the electrons on the other side of the contact, in particular
in the case of a type-II or III heterostructure, that leads to a tunneling of electrons
into the first few layers of the other material, analogous to metal-induced gap (MIG)
states[53],

3. virtual gap states (ViGS) [54] with complex wave vectors exponentially decaying
into the material.

Any state in the gap is necessarily a mixture of functions with bulk valence and conduction
band character. The spectral weight of the gap state is then taken from the local valence
and conduction bands, in proportion to its wave function character. The idea behind
Tersoffs approach is that the charge rearrangement in the gap-states near the interface
provides a screening that drives the band offsets towards a canonical value which is
determined by the condition of charge neutrality at the interface. This is the reason why
many authors [61] use the term charge-neutrality level instead of branch point. Charge
neutrality means that the valence band has to be completely filled and the conduction
band completely empty. A filled gap-state near Ev means therefore only a slight excess
charge, while leaving it empty would be almost equivalent to creating a hole in the valence
band. Conversely, filling a state close to Ec gives a large excess charge but leaving it empty
gives only a small local charge deficit. That means there has to be an energy EBP, known
as the branch-point or charge-neutrality level, at which the contribution of conduction
and valence states to the character of the gap state is 1/2 each, and the amount of surplus
or deficit charge of a gap state is dependent on ǫn,k −EBP. The name branch point goes
back to the idea of a complex band structure allowing complex wave vectors and, hence,
evanescent waves, where an energy branch may occur in the fundamental gap for purely
imaginary wave vectors [53, 54].

The consequences of this can be illustrated by looking at three different scenarios.
Firstly the situation illustrated in Fig. 2.5 (a). We consider an interface between two
identical semiconductors, i. e. Eg1 = Eg2, identical band structures and wave functions
etc. This is of course equivalent to a single homogenous semiconductor. EBP is assumed
to be at the center of the fundamental gap. Now we deviate from the canonical lineup
EBP1 = EBP2 by introducing an external step potential of height V . The contact-induced
gap states then create a counter dipole that will drive the interface back towards the
canonical lineup.

Fig. 2.5 (b) shows an interface between two different semiconductors, Eg1 6= Eg2,
with EBP1,2 still assumed at the center of the respective energy gaps. Again we see
how a deviation from the charge-neutrality condition leads to changes in the charge
arrangement that create a potential shift back towards an alignment of the branch-point
energies. However, it also shows that the assumption

EBP =
Ev + Ec

2
, (2.34)
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Figure 2.5: Schematic illustration of the screening reaction of a semiconductor interface
to a deviation from the canonical band lineup EBP1 = EBP2. (a) Eg1 = Eg2, EBP at
the center of the fundamental gap, (b) Eg1 �= Eg2, EBP at the center of the fundamental
gap, and (c) Eg1 �= Eg2, EBP not at the center of the fundamental gap. The size of the
circles corresponds to the amount of charge excess (deficit) of a filled (empty) state at
this position in the gap.

that places the branch point at the center of the fundamental gap would mean that
interfaces between different semiconductors would always tend towards a straddling type-I
heterostructure. Bad news for photovoltaics!

Luckily there is no reason to assume that the conduction or valence band character of a
gap state is strictly proportional to its distance from the band edges. In fact we are about
to introduce a way to approximate the charge-neutrality level that does not necessarily
obey the condition (2.34). If we allow for that, we can assume a situation as depicted in
Fig. 2.5 (c): A semiconductor interface with a canonical band alignment that leads to a
type-II heterostructure, achieved by a dipole at the interface, that shifts the alignment
from the Shockley-Anderson values derived from a mere difference in electron affinities.
Again, let us consider the effect of deviating from this lineup. The contact-induced gap
states ever closer to the branch-point level create an increasingly large counter dipole
against the deviation. That means that the Fermi level of the system should - at the
interface - be pinned at the branch-point or charge-neutrality level EBP. Any deviation
from this setup would result in a screening potential that would push the system back to
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the canonical lineup.
Let us consider how to approximate the branch-point level for a given semiconductor.

Schleife et al. [62] recently developed an approximative method to compute EBP solely
from electronic bulk properties. Instead of the simplistic mid-gap energy we take the
average of the midgap-position over the entire Brillouin zone as [63]

EBP =
1

2Nk

∑

k

[

1

NCB

NCB∑

i=1

εki +
1

NVB

NVB∑

j=1

εkj

]

. (2.35)

The average is taken over the QP eigenvalues of the lowest NCB conduction bands
and the highest NVB = 2NCB valence bands. The number of bands is scaled with the
number of valence electrons (without d electrons) in the primitive unit cell. For cd-Si
with 2 atoms with configuration 3s23p2, i. e. 8 valence electrons, we use NCB = 1, for
wz-ZnO with two Zn atoms (4s2) and two O atoms (2s22p4) per unit cell NCB=2, etc.

If we express the branch-point energy relative to the conduction band edge, we can
derive natural band offsets by

∆Ec = [Eg(oxide)− EBP(oxide)]− [Eg(Si)− EBP(Si)], (2.36)

∆Ev = EBP(oxide)− EBP(Si). (2.37)

The advantage of the branch-point approach is that it takes into account the charge
rearrangement at the interface (at least in its physical interpretation) and - in the ap-
proximation introduced - can be computed solely from the bulk band structures of the
materials [60]. But since it neglects the influence of surface orientation and termination
at the interface as well as that of bonding mechanisms, its predictive power for ionic-bond
interfaces containing highly polar materials remains to be seen.

2.5 Microscopic Band Alignment

2.5.1 Alignment from Interface Calculations

If there exists a realistic model structure for an atomic interface geometry, it can of course
also be used to predict the electronic band offsets. However, since most interface models
require quite large supercells, QP algorithms like HSE+GW need far too much computa-
tional effort to be practical. We have therefore once again to resort to energy alignment
to determine the QP band discontinuities at the heterojunction. As was the case when
we calculated the surface barriers (Sec. 2.3.2), we employ the electrostatic potential as a
reference energy for band alignment. We perform DFT-LDA calculations for our interface
model supercell and HSE+GW calculations for the bulk materials on both sides of the
interface. Then we once again average over the electrostatic potential perpendicular to
the surface normal and align the atomic oscillations from the bulk calculations with those
of the interface supercell. Since we know the energies of the QP band edges relative to the
atomic oscillations, the band offsets can then be determined directly via Eqs. (2.30) and
(2.31). A similar approach has recently been used by Wang et al. [64] for band alignment
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at ZnO-GaN heterostructures. This approach does not suffer from the implicit assump-
tions that the mesoscopic methods make. The full structural and chemical nature of the
interface is taken into account. This means that we include the influence of the interface
orientation that the branch-point method neglects, the influence of charge rearrangement
and chemical interaction between the materials, which the vacuum-level alignment ne-
glects and the influence of the exact atomic configuration at the junction as well as the
effects that dangling bonds and interface states have on the electrostatic potential. The
downside of this method is that it requires a realistic structural model of the interface,
and, hence, more work and computational effort. It will therefore be of great interest to
compare the results from this much more realistic and comprehensive approach to the
predictions made by the idealized mesoscopic methods described in the previous section.
If one of them will prove to be sufficiently accurate for the description of the interfaces
examined in this work, future research could spare a lot of effort. There is, however, one
idealization left in this method: Since in general we have to introduce strain into the
model to compensate the lattice mismatch of the two materials, the electron density n(x)
and, hence, the Hartree potential VH [n,x] will not be the same in the supercell and in
the bulk material. By making the alignment via the electrostatic potential alone we will
therefore assume a negligible influence of the strain on the average electrostatics as well
as on the band energies.

2.5.2 Creating Atomic Interface Models: The Lattice Coinci-

dence Method

If we are to use electronic interface calculations to predict band discontinuities we have
to create realistic atomic models for the structure of these interfaces. In the case of
TCOs and silicon we are dealing with materials that have different lattice constants,
different lattice structures and different types of bonding on each side of the junction.
Predicting atomic structures is therefore not a trivial task. In general one assumes that
interfaces with good lattice coincidence are energetically favored over interfaces with bad
lattice coincidence [65]. Lattice coincidence means that a finite fraction of lattice points
coincide between the two surface lattices. The higher the density of these coincidence
sites, the better the surfaces fit together [66]. We therefore expect favorable conditions
at lattice-matched interfaces due to a minimization of dangling bonds.

Aside from the physical considerations there are also methodological reasons for going
after good lattice coincidence. Since our k-point formalism requires periodic boundary
conditions, the size of the coincidence lattice unit cell also determines the lateral cell size
of our interface supercell and the computational cost of the description. The first step
for obtaining a good atomic model for a heterostructural interface has therefore to be
the determination of surface orientations that provide a good lattice coincidence with low
strain.

First we have to determine the surface lattice unit vectors. We follow the methodology
described in Ref. [47]. A surface can be characterized by a normal vector

n = h1b1 + h2b2 + h3b3, (2.38)

given as a linear combination of the primitive vectors of the reciprocal lattice bi of the
Bravais lattice characterized by the unit vectors ai with the integer coefficients hi and
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of the coincidence lattice method. Two 2D Bravais lattices defined
by their primitive basis vectors (f1, f2) and (f3, f4) form a coincidence lattice (F1,F2) ≈
(F3,F4) for F1 = 3f1 + 3f2, F2 = 2f1 − f2, F3 = 2f3 + 2f4, and F4 = 2f3.

the reciprocal condition
aibk = 2πδik. (2.39)

If we use a coordinate system with an origin in the surface plain we can conclude that
the lattice points

R = r1a1 + r2a2 + r3a3 (2.40)

with integer coefficients ri are situated in the surface plane if

nR = 0, (2.41)

or
h1r1 + h2r2 + h3r3 = 0. (2.42)

Eq. (2.42) represents a Diophantine equation [67] that can be solved via a Euclidean
algorithm [47] to yield

r1 = α11s1 + α12s2

r2 = α21s1 + α22s2

r3 = α31s1 + α32s2, (2.43)

which means that the surface lattice is defined by a 2D Bravais lattice

R = s1f1 + s2f2, (2.44)

with the primitive basis vectors

f1 = α11a1 + α21a2 + α31a3

f2 = α12a1 + α22a2 + α32a3. (2.45)

Having identified the surface lattice vectors f1, f2 and f3, f4 of the two-dimensional surface
lattices of the two surfaces which are to form the interface, we look for lattice coincidence
by comparing linear combinations of lattice vectors

F1 = m11f1 +m12f2

F2 = m21f1 +m22f2

F3 = m31f3 +m32f4

F4 = m41f3 +m42f4. (2.46)
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These vectors define superlattices of - in general - reduced symmetry, which can be
compared to each other. If these superlattices given by the basis vectors (F1,F2) and
(F3,F4) are identical, we have found a coincidence lattice. Good lattice coincidence is
obtained when the area of the coincidence lattice unit cell is small. However, since we
do not expect to find perfect lattice coincidence between materials with different lattice
constants we have to allow for strain, i. e. the condition for lattice coincidence becomes

(F1,F2) ≈ (F3,F4). (2.47)

Since the materials and, hence, the surface lattices can be rotated around the surface
normal in order to find lattice coincidence, we can reduce the problem to three numbers
which have to be compared. Without loss of generality let F1 ≥ F2 and F3 ≥ F4. Then
we can calculate three different strains by

s1 =
|F1|
|F3|

− 1

s2 =
|F2| cos θ12
|F4| cos θ34

− 1

s3 =
|F2| sin θ12
|F4| sin θ34

− 1, (2.48)

with θij being the angle between the superlattice unit vectors Fi and Fj. The smaller the
strain and the smaller the surface area of the coincidence lattice unit cell the better the
lattice coincidence. How exactly the energy cost or benefit for the creation of a particular
interface is influenced by strain and size of the superlattice unit cell, depends on the
materials involved and the bonding mechanisms at the interface [68]. The less elastic
the materials, the more strain matters, and the less elastic the bonds at the interface,
the more the size of the coincidence lattice unit cell will influence the total energy of
the heterostructure. For the ab initio simulation of interface structures, the size of the
superlattice unit cell, is of course of paramount importance, since it gives the lateral
size of the supercell required for the description of the system and thus determines the
computational demands of the calculations.
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No one has ever seen the

inside of a brick. Every time

you break the brick, you only

see the surface.

Richard Feynman

Chapter 3

Properties of Silicon and Transparent

Conducting Oxides

The electronic bulk and surface properties of Si and the TCOs can be used to predict
band offsets within the branch-point and Shockley-Anderson model (see Secs. 2.4.1 and
2.4.2). Consequently, knowledge of these quantities is of great interest, but poor in
practice. This is mainly due to sample-preparation problems for the TCOs, in which
natural doping occurs from growth defects, in particular oxygen-vacancies [69, 70, 71].
Estimates for the ionization energies I and electron affinities A in the literature are at
variance (see below). In this section we use the methods described in Sec. 2.3 to predict
the bulk crystal properties, the electronic surface barriers I and A as well as the surface
energies for various orientations and terminations of Si, In2O3, SnO2, and ZnO.

3.1 Bulk Crystal Properties

The structural ground state properties of Si and the oxides were determined by total
energy minimizations of DFT-LDA bulk calculations. Silicon crystallizes in the cubic
diamond (cd) structure. In the case of In2O3 we study the two most stable polymorphs,
the body centered cubic (bcc) bixbyite and the rhombohedral (rh) geometries [22]. For
SnO2 only the most favored rutile (rt) geometry is investigated, while the native oxide of
Silicon, SiO2, is studied within the cubic β-cristobalite (cb) structure with an fcc Bravais
lattice, whose electronic properties are similar to amorphous SiO2 [72], and ZnO is studied
in its most stable hexagonal wurtzite (wz) structure. The electronic wave functions are
expanded up to cutoff energies of 450 eV (Si), 550 (In2O3), 450 (SnO2), and 500 eV
(ZnO), respectively. Brillouin-zone (BZ) integrations are emulated by summations over
special points of the Monkhorst-Pack (MP) type [73]. MP-meshes of 10×10×10 are found
sufficient for Si, while for the oxides we obtained converged total energies for 5×5×5 (bcc-
In2O3), 8×8×8 (rh-In2O3), 12×12×7 (wz-ZnO), and 8×8×14 (rt-SnO2) k-points. The
resulting lattice parameters a0 (cubic lattice) or a and c (non-cubic lattice) as well as the
fundamental band gaps are listed in Table 3.1.

The lattice parameters are in good agreement with experimental data. The significant
deviation from the measured value of the SiO2 lattice constant is due to the fact that the
measurements were carried out on the I 4̄2d geometry while we use the ideal structure with
the Fd3m space group. Our lattice constant is in good agreement with other theoretical
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Table 3.1: Bulk ground state properties of Si, SiO2, and the TCOs: lattice constants
a0,a and c in Å and fundamental band gap Eg in eV as obtained through HSE+GW
calculations. Experimental values in parentheses.

Crystal a0,a c c/a Eg(HSE+GW )
Si 5.402 1.29

(5.431)a (1.17)a

cb-SiO2 7.391 8.76
(7.131)b (8.9)c

bcc-In2O3 10.094 3.15
(10.117)d (2.93)e

rh-In2O3 5.479 14.415 2.631 3.31
(5.487)d (14.510)d (2.644)d (3.02)e

rt-SnO2 4.737 3.200 0.676 3.64
(4.737)f (3.186)f (0.673)f (3.6)g

wz-ZnO 3.28 5.28 1.61 3.21
(3.249)a (5.204)a (1.602)a (3.38)a

a Reference [74] e References [75] and [76]
b Reference [77] f Reference [78]
c Reference [79] g Reference [80]
d Reference [81]
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predictions for this geometry [77]. Apart from c of rt-SnO2 the lattice constants differ
from the corresponding experimental values by less than 1 %.

The resulting structural parameters are then used for the calculation of the QP band
structures using the HSE+GW method described in Sec. 2.2. In the case of bcc-In2O3,
the large crystal unit cell containing 40 atoms makes a full QP calculation computation-
ally very demanding. We have therefore performed only non-local HSE calculations for
this polymorph and then added the QP shifts ∆QP

n,k (2.20) obtained from the HSE+GW
calculations for rh-In2O3 on the band edges Ec and Ev. The gap energies Eg(HSE+GW )
computed by non-local QP calculations agree well with measured values with an accuracy
of 0.2 eV or better. However, one has to keep in mind that the experimental gap energies
are still under discussion. This holds especially for In2O3 for which the values in Ref. [75]
are much below the values generally given in the literature (see e.g. Ref. [82]).

3.2 Electronic Surface Barriers

The surface barriers of Si and the TCOs have been determined for various surface orienta-
tions and terminations by aligning the electrostatic potentials of theGW bulk calculations
with those of the DFT slab calculations as outlined in Sec. 2.3.2. The polar directions
of the TCOs are treated by inserting an additional atomic layer and thus symmetrizing
the slabs as described in Sec. 2.3.1. In the case of polar surfaces the termination of a
slab is given by a subscript, e. g. SiO2(001)Si for the Si-terminated (001) surface of SiO2.

For the Si(001) surface we have used a slab of 15 atomic layers, the TCO slabs con-
sist of 9 (bcc-In2O3(001)), 8 (bcc-In2O3(110)), 11 (rh-In2O3(0001)), 8 (rt-SnO2(001)), 19
(rt-SnO2(100)), 8 (wz-ZnO(101̄0)), and 20 (wz-ZnO(0001)) layers, respectively, with 12
Å of vacuum each. Convergence of the surface energies with respect to these parameters
was carefully checked. Since for ZnO the (0001) surface and the (0001̄) surface are not
equivalent even if terminated with the same species of atom, we created a symmetric
(0001)-slab by "mirroring" the slab at the central layer, i. e. introducing a (0001̄)-(0001̄)
interface in the center of the material slab.

In addition to the low-index surfaces we have also investigated the ZnO(202̄3) surface.
It is a polar surface orientation with alternating buckled Zn2O3 and Zn3O2 layers and
a promising candidate for crystalline Si-ZnO interfaces (see Sec. 5.3). The unrelaxed
atomic geometries of the surfaces are shown in Fig. 3.1.

We also performed ionic relaxations for all investigated surfaces, except the polar
ZnO surfaces, for which the artificial interface led to problems with the convergence of
the electronic structure during relaxation. The positions of ions in the central layers
were kept fixed, while the three outermost layers of every slab were allowed to relax.
Relaxation was performed using a conjugate gradient algorithm [83] until the Hellmann-
Feynman forces were below 5 meV/Å.

The planar-averaged electrostatic potentials near the surface of Si and the studied
oxides are plotted in Fig. 3.2 for different polymorphs (in the case of In2O3) and different
orientations. Already here we can see a strong influence of the surface orientation on
the relative positions of the atomic oscillations in the bulk regions and the plateau of
the vacuum level. The difference in surface dipoles is of the order of several eV. The
resulting ionization energies I and electron affinities A of Si and the various orientations
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(a) SiO2(001)O (b) SiO2(001)Si

(c) bcc-In2O3(001)O (d) bcc-In2O3(001)In

(e) bcc-In2O3(110) (f) rh-In2O3(0001)

(g) wz-ZnO(0001)O (h) wz-ZnO(0001)Zn

(i) wz-ZnO(101̄0) (j) wz-ZnO(202̄3)Zn3O2
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(k) rt-SnO2(100)O (l) rt-SnO2(100)Sn

(m) rt-SnO2(001) (n) Si(001)

Figure 3.1: Top and side views of the unrelaxed atomic geometries of the surfaces modeled
in this work. The surface unit cells are indicated by black lines.

and terminations of the oxides are listed in Table 3.2.
The surface barriers of Si are not much affected by ionic relaxation. However, since

the calculations were carried out for the Si(001)-(1 × 1) surface, surface reconstruction
like the well-known (1×2) dimer formation [84] was not taken into account, which might
also account for the overestimation of the surface barriers [85]. The most striking feature
of the oxide surface barriers is how strong they depend on the details of the surface
structure. Changes in surface orientation and termination give rise to variations in I and
A in the order of several eV. This is due to the strong influence of the surface dipole in
highly polar materials like the TCOs. Dangling bonds at the unpassivated surfaces will
most likely increase polarity, and therefore the surface dipole of the slab.

Ionic relaxation increases the surface barriers for silicon and all studied oxide surfaces
except the SiO2(001)Si surface and the O-terminated bcc-In2O3(001) surface. This is a
somewhat unexpected result, since the naive assumption is that relaxation would lead to
a decrease of the surface dipole (i. e. a lowering of the surface barriers for O-terminated
and an increase of the cation-terminated surfaces) in polar surfaces, as non-polar surfaces
tend to be energetically favored to polar surface orientations (see Sec. 3.3). This might,
however, be due to the fact that we only studied (1×1) surface cells, so large-scale surface
reconstructions could not be reproduced for most oxides.

For bcc-In2O3, however, the (1 × 1) cell is sufficiently large, so that reconstructions
such as dimerization of atom pairs can occur. Here, relaxation seems to drive the surface
atoms towards a lowering of the surface dipole. In particular the O-terminated (001)
surface shows a significant decrease of I and A. This lowering of the surface barriers by
2.17 eV is caused by significant surface rearrangements. Figure 3.3 shows the structural
and electronic changes occurring on the relaxed In2O3(001)O surface. In the outermost
In-layer the buckling of the atoms is greatly reduced from 0.68 Å to 0.21 Å. The oxygen
atoms move towards the surface by an average of 0.2 Å, lowering the surface dipole, and,
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Figure 3.2: Plane-averaged electrostatic potentials (black) near the surface for Si, SiO2,
and different surfaces of the TCOs bcc-In2O3, rh-In2O3, rt-SnO2, and wz-ZnO as com-
puted within DFT-LDA. The QP conduction (valence) bands are indicated by magenta
(cyan) shading. The vacuum level is used as energy zero, (a) unrelaxed and (b) relaxed
surface structures.
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Table 3.2: Electron affinity A and ionization energy I of Si(001) and different oxide
surfaces. The orientation used for the calculation of I and A is indicated by the Miller
indices (hkl) or (hkil). For polar orientations the termination is given by subscript.
Experimental values are given as well. All values in eV.

unrelaxed relaxed Experiment
Crystal Orientation A I A I A I

Si (001) 4.54 5.83 4.66 5.95 (4.0-4.2)a (5.15-5.33)a

SiO2 (001)O 3.07 11.83 3.59 12.35
(001)Si 1.44 10.20 0.94 9.70

rh-In2O3 (0001) 6.11 9.41 6.17 9.47
bcc-In2O3 (110) 5.30 8.45 5.63 8.79 (3.5-5.0)b (7.1-8.6)b

(001)In 6.10 9.25 6.12 9.27
(001)O 9.22 12.37 7.05 10.20

rt-SnO2 (001) 4.10 7.73 4.45 8.08 (4.44)c (8.04)c

(100)O 5.58 9.20 5.99 9.62
(100)Sn 3.45 7.08 3.94 7.57

wz-ZnO (0001)O 6.65 9.86 (3.7-4.6, 4.05, (7.1-8.0, 7.45,
(0001)Zn 5.05 8.26 4.42, 4.64)a,c,d,e 7.82, 8.04)a,c,d,e

(101̄0) 3.64 6.85 4.24 7.45
(202̄3)Zn3O2

4.19 7.40
a Reference [86] d Reference [87]
b References [88] and [89] e Reference [90]
c References [91] and [92]
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Figure 3.3: Atomic configuration of the unrelaxed (left) and relaxed (right) bcc-
In2O3(001)O surface seen from [001] (top view, below) and from [100] (side view, above).
Charge density isosurfaces are displayed to show the O-O dimer bonds. Isosurface value 2
e/Å3. For better visibility the top view images show only the charge around the topmost
atomic layer. The surface unit cell is marked in black.

hence, the surface barriers. However, the main displacement occurs laterally: Eight of the
twelve O atoms in the surface unit cell form dimers and leaving only four O atoms with
dangling bonds, i. e. no neighbors in [001] direction. This reduces the electron transfer
from the indium atoms to the topmost oxygen layer, which should lead to a further
reduction of the dipole. The dimers are arranged along rows in the [010] direction, tilted
with respect to this direction by ±40◦. Every second row shows single non-dimerized O
atoms.

The surface properties of In2O3 and ITO are poorly known. Depending on the doping
concentration the electron affinity seems to vary in the range of A =4.1-5.0 eV in depen-
dence on the doping concentration (see Ref. [93] and the References therein). Using the
experimental gap of 3.6 eV we can derive ionization energies of I =7.7-8.6 eV. In other
studies values of A = 3.5± 0.2 eV and I = 7.1± 0.15 eV for evaporated In2O3 films [88]
and A = 4.45 eV and I = 8.05 eV for ITO samples were found. Among the investigated
TCOs, In2O3 displays the strongest dependence on surface orientation and termination.
The O-terminated (001) surface differs from the In-terminated by more than 3 eV. This
is because "dangling bonds" at the oxygen atoms will most likely increase the surface
dipole, while the electrically positive In-termination will decrease the surface dipole, thus
lowering the surface barrier for electrons. To illustrate this we have plotted the planar
average as well as isosurface plots of the electrostatic potential Vel(x) (2.25) in Fig. 3.4.
We see a shift of the electrostatic potential inside the slab by several eV in Fig. 3.4 (a),
and a clear increase of the electrostatic surface barrier in (b).

All in all, our findings seem to overestimate the experimental results for surface barri-
ers in general. The discrepancies to the largest experimental values are of the order of 0.5
eV. One possible reason for this are uncertainties in the theoretical description, in particu-
lar the neglect of the vertex corrections in the GW approximation (i. e. setting the vertex
function Γ = 1, as in Eq. (2.21)). Some have argued this should result in a lowering of the
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Figure 3.4: Surface barriers for different terminations of the unrelaxed bcc-In2O3(001)
surface. (a) Planar average of the electrostatic potential Ṽ (z), (b) Isosurfaces of the
spatially resolved electrostatic potential for V (x) = Evac − 3 eV for the O-terminated
(above) and In-terminated (below) bcc-In2O3(001) surface.

electronic band energies [94], thus increasing their distance from the (unaffected) vacuum
level and, hence, the surface barriers. On the other hand, several problems in real-world
sample preparations (doping influence, surface coverage, etc.) might also account for the
deviations. Also, the gap value of 3.6 eV taken from optical measurements deviates by
0.5 eV from a recently predicted one [21], mostly because the lowest interband transitions
are dipole-forbidden in the bixbyite structure [95], so that in the optical measurement
the absorption edge above the fundamental gap is determined.

There are several measurements of surface barriers of wz-ZnO which vary over a
wide range. Jacobi et al. [96] found electron affinities of A = 3.7, 4.5, and 4.6 eV,
depending on surface orientation and termination. Other electric measurements yield an
electron affinity of A = 4.64 eV [90]. Studies of the ZnO-electrolyte interface yielded a
value of A = 4.05 eV [92], which together with the known gap [97] yields I = 7.45 eV.
Another measurement gave I = 7.82 eV [86]. Our predicted surface barriers again seem
to overestimate the measured values.

For rt-SnO2 we have investigated the non-polar (001) surface as well as two different
terminations of the polar (100) surface. The ionization energies and electron affinities
vary by about 2 eV. The surface barriers of the non-polar (001) face lie just in between
the values for the two different termination of the polar (100) cleavage face. SnO2 surface
properties are barely known. Measurements gave A = 4.44 eV [92], which, in combination
with the gap of 3.6 eV measured for rt-SnO2 [97], gives an ionization energy of I = 8.04
eV. For tetragonal SnO2 values in the interval I = 7.9− 8.9 eV, depending on Sb doping,
have been reported [98]. The predictions made for the relaxed (001) surface are in very
good agreement with the measurements, but since the polar (100)O surface should be
energetically more favorable (see Sec. 3.3 and 3.4), we would expect to see ionization
energies closer to the values we predicted for that surface. SnO2 is therefore the only
TCO, where our predictions seem, on the whole, to underestimate the electronic barriers
at the surface.

The large variety of measured values for I and A of the TCOs is probably not only due
to a difference in sample quality, but also to the strong influence of surface orientation
and termination on the surface barriers. The doping level may also play a role. This
influence raises the question of the relative stability of different TCO surfaces, which will
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Figure 3.5: Phase diagrams of (a) SiO2(001) surfaces, (b) bcc-In2O3 surfaces, and (c)
SnO2 surfaces

be discussed in the following section.

3.3 Surface Energies

The stability of a surface is characterized by its surface energy. Surface energies for Si
and the TCOs have been calculated using Eq. (2.26) for stoichiometric slabs (i. e. for non-
polar directions and Si) and Eq. (2.29) for non-stoichiometric slabs in polar directions.
Since for polar directions ESF is dependent on the chemical potential µan or µcat of one of
the component materials, we can draw phase diagrams for the relative surface stability.

We chose the chemical potential of the oxygen atom µO as the independent vari-
able. To determine the energy zero we performed an LDA calculation of the free oxygen
molecule O2 using a cubic supercell with 12 Å side length. The positions of the ions were
relaxed until the Hellmann-Feynman forces were below 2 meV/Å. Energy convergence
with respect to all parameters was carefully checked. The total energy of the free O2

molecule was taken as twice the chemical potential of the oxygen atom at full oxygen
pressure EO2

= 2µmax
O , used as energy zero in the phase diagrams.

Figure 3.5 shows the phase diagrams for various surfaces of SiO2, bcc-In2O3, and SnO2.
We see how strongly the stability of the polar surfaces depends on the oxygen chemical
potential µO, i. e. on the chemical environment. For oxygen-rich environments, where
µO ≈ 1/2µO2

(right side of the phase diagrams) oxidation of the surface is energetically
favored, whereas in oxygen-poor environments (left side of the phase diagrams) the cation-
terminated surfaces are more stable. The SnO2(100)O surface, however, presents a special
case [99]. Since the atomic layers in that direction are ordered Sn-O-O, it is in fact possible
to create a symmetric stoichiometric slab for this oxygen-terminated polar surface. The
dependency on µO in Eq. (2.29) vanishes, and the surface energy becomes constant in
all chemical environments. The comparison with the (µO-dependent) (100)Sn surface can
still be used to predict at which chemical potentials oxidation is favored.

For the Si(001) surface we find a surface energy of 148.1 meV/Å2, in reasonable
agreement with experimental results (133 meV/Å2[84]), despite the overbinding tendency
within DFT-LDA.

For the SnO2 surfaces our results are in good agreement with other DFT calculations
[99]. For the (100)O surface we obtain a surface energy of 97.9 meV/Å2, in excellent
agreement with other results obtained within DFT-LDA (99.9 meV/|AA2 [100]) some-
what larger than surface energies obtained within GGA (70.4 [51] and 71.2 meV/Å2 [101]),
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B3LYP (79 meV/Å2 [102]) but closer to values from total-energy calculations using em-
pirical ionic potentials (86.1 meV/Å2 [103]). The same trend holds for the non-polar
(001) direction. We calculated 140.4 meV/Å2, again very close to other LDA results
(139.8 meV/Å2 [100]) larger than the GGA values (107.4 [104] and 114.8 meV/Å2 [101])
and the B3LYP results (115 meV/Å2 [102]) but smaller than the ionic potential figure
(147.7 meV/Å2 [103]).

Due to its complex structure, there are hardly any literature values for the bixbyite
In2O3 surfaces. However in a recent study, Walsh and Catlow [105] gave a value of
67 meV/Å2 for the (110) surface based on PBE-GGA calculations. As with the SnO2

surfaces, our value (93.8 meV/Å2) is somewhat larger than that. The same study, however
confirmed the energetic favorability of the non-polar (110) surface over the polar (001)
surfaces. The same paper gave values for a partially oxidized (001) surface, which will be
discussed in the next section.

To sum up, we find our results in very good agreement with other DFT-LDA stud-
ies, but the surface energies derived in this study are significantly higher than those
derived within GGA frameworks. This discrepancy in surface energies between LDA and
GGA computations is due to the well-known overbinding effect in LDA. The breaking of
chemical bonds is more costly, the surface energies are consequently overestimated.

3.4 Partial Oxidation of the bcc-In2O3(001) Surface

The strong dependence of the surface barriers on the termination and the influence of the
chemical potential, i. e. the chemical environment, on the stability of TCO surfaces gives
rise to the interesting possibility of fine-tuning ionization energy and electron affinity
through a careful choice of chemical environment. In order to investigate this further, we
have studied partially oxidized bcc-In2O3 surfaces and determined surface barriers as well
as relative stabilities.

Since ionic relaxations are computationally demanding, we have limited ourselves
to unrelaxed surface structures. Starting with the In-terminated (001) slab, we have
successively added oxygen atoms in symmetric positions on each side of the slab. Test
calculations with two atoms located at different sites showed that neighboring O atoms
are less stable than lone oxygen atoms, probably because single oxygen adatoms can
saturate more In dangling bonds than oxygen dimers. We have determined the electron
affinities A and ionization energies I as described above.

The phase diagram of the In2O3(001) surface is shown in Fig. 3.6 (a). It shows that
with increasing oxygen potential µ

O
the stability of oxidized surfaces increases up to a

coverage of Θ = 2/3 (oxygen coverage given in atomic layers). Higher coverages are less
favored even in oxygen-rich environments, i. e. for µ

O
≈ 1/2µO2

. If these results hold
up under relaxed conditions, the bcc-In2O3 surface should always favor partial oxygen
coverage. This might account for the ubiquity of O-vacancies in In2O3 and ITO-samples.

Electron affinity and ionization energy grow steadily over a range of several eV with
increasing oxygen coverage, as is illustrated in Fig. 3.6 (b). The increase starts very
rapidly and slightly levels off towards higher coverages. The surface barriers of real-
world samples should therefore be highly sensitive to the precise oxygen ratio on the
surface. Since the coverage in turn is determined by the chemical potential, it should
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Figure 3.6: Surface properties of the partially oxidized In203 (001) surface. (a) Phase
diagram, oxygen coverage is indicated by color. (b) Electron affinity A (black) and
ionization energy I (red) vs. coverage.

be possible to fine-tune the electronic barriers by controlling the chemical environment
during preparation.

For an oxygen coverage of Θ = 0.5, Walsh and Catlow [105] determined a surface
energy of 152.9 meV/Å2, employing a PBE GGA XC functional. This is again somewhat
lower than our results (193.7 meV/Å2). Another group reported surface energies derived
from DFT-GGA calculations between 100 and 131 meV/Å2 for a coverage of Θ = 2/3
in O2-rich conditions, depending on the choice of atoms [106]. The same study gave
values between 144 and 150 meV/Å2 for Θ = 1/3 and μO = 1/2μO2

. Our calculations
predict values of 177.1 meV/Å2 for Θ = 2/3 and 209.5 meV/Å2 for a coverage Θ = 1/3
in oxygen-rich environments. As for the other TCO-surfaces (see previous section), the
overbinding in LDA treatment leads to somewhat higher surface energies for the partially
oxidized In2O3(001) surface compared to GGA results.
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There is a tide in the affairs

of man, which, taken at the

flood, leads on to fortune!

William Shakespeare

Chapter 4

Natural Band Discontinuities

We employ two methods for the prediction of natural band offsets, the Shockley-Anderson
model or electron affinity rule as described in Sec. 2.4.1, employing the surface barriers
derived in the previous chapter, and the branch-point or charge-neutrality level method
as outlined in Sec. 2.4.2. It must be said that these two approximative methods make
fundamentally different physical assumptions. Indeed, it would not be going too far to say
that what the one method neglects is what the other takes into account and vice versa.
We therefore do not expect to see congruent results in these two approximations and in
the end only the comparison with band offsets derived from full interface calculations (as
outlined in Sec. 2.5) might tell us which of the two methods - if any - is closer to the real
electronic interface structure.

4.1 Shockley-Anderson Model

The Shockley-Anderson model predicts band offsets by comparing electronic surface bar-
riers of the two surfaces forming the interface. One interesting question that arises is
whether we should use values derived from slabs after ionic relaxation or rather the sur-
face barriers from the unrelaxed slabs. Since the ionic relaxation is usually driven by
a minimization of surface energies, we do not expect the structural changes in surfaces
at minimization to be close to those occurring in semiconductor heterostructures at the
interface. So the atomic structure on the interface is probably closer to that of the un-
relaxed surface. On the other hand, one of the main factors determining the electronic
structure of surfaces - the presence of unsaturated electronic bonds - is reduced in both
the relaxed surface structure and at the interface. Therefore, the electronic structure of
the interface could resemble more closely that of the relaxed surfaces. This is of course
particularly true for surfaces with large surface unit cells, and, hence, the chance for a
reorganization of the surface atoms like dimerization, as observed at the O-terminated
bcc-In2O3(001) surface. We give the band offsets derived from relaxed as well as unrelaxed
surface structures. In the end only comparison with band offsets calculated via interface
models or measured in experiment can decide this question. Using the surface barriers
obtained in Sec. 3.2 we can calculate the band discontinuities as the differences between
ionization energy I and electron affinity A via Eqs. (2.32) and (2.33). The results are
listed in Table 4.1 and illustrated in Fig. 4.1.

The band offsets at the Si(001)-SiO2(001) heterojunction are predicted to form a type-
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Table 4.1: Natural band offsets for the Si-oxide interfaces derived via the Shockley-
Anderson model. Values obtained via comparison of the surface barriers with and without
structural relaxation of the surfaces are given. All values in eV.

Si interface with unrelaxed relaxed experimental
Crystal Surface ∆Ec ∆Ev ∆Ec ∆Ev ∆Ec ∆Ev

SiO2 (001)O 1.47 6.00 1.07 6.40 3.4a, 3.13b 4.4a, 4.3-4.61b

(001)Si 3.10 4.37 3.72 3.75
rh-In2O3 (0001) -1.57 3.58 -1.51 3.52
bcc-In2O3 (110) -0.76 2.62 -0.97 2.84 -0.61c, -0.85d 2.6c, 2.85d

(001)In -1.56 3.42 -1.46 3.32
(001)1/12O -2.01 3.87
(001)1/6O -2.37 4.23
(001)1/4O -2.73 4.59
(001)1/3O -3.09 4.96
(001)5/12O -3.44 5.30
(001)1/2O -3.70 5.56
(001)7/12O -3.90 5.76
(001)2/3O -4.11 5.97
(001)3/4O -4.23 6.09
(001)5/6O -4.40 6.26

(001)11/12O -4.58 6.44
(001)O -4.68 6.54 -2.39 4.25

SnO2 (001) 0.44 1.90 0.21 2.13 -0.25d 2.75d

(100)O -1.04 3.37 -1.33 3.67
100Sn 1.09 1.25 0.72 1.62

ZnO (0001)O -2.11 4.03 -0.4e 2.55e

(0001)Zn -0.51 2.43
(101̄0) 0.90 1.02 0.42 1.50

(202̄3)Zn3O2
0.35 1.57

a Reference [107] d see text
b Reference [86] e Reference [108]
c Reference [109]
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I heterostructure with barriers for both types of charge carriers. This is in agreement
with experimental data (see compilations in Refs. [86] and [107]). The values given in the
literature are close to those predicted for the Si(001)-SiO2(001)Si interface. However, the
Si-SiO2 interface is generally assumed to be formed by Si-O bonds [86], which means the
vacuum-level alignment is off by approximately 2 eV. As we shall discuss for other Si-O
bound interfaces in more detail (see Chapter 5), this probably results from a neglect of
charge transfer within this approach: Ionic Si-O bonds cause a charge transfer from the
Si to the O atoms which creates a local dipole moment, raising the electronic bands on
the oxide side of the junction and lowering them on the Si side, i. e. increasing ∆Ec and
lowering ∆Ev.

For most Si-TCO interfaces we predict a staggered type-II heterostructure. For
Si(001)-rh-In2O3(0001), Si(001)-bcc-In2O3(001), and Si(001)-ZnO(0001)O it holds that
|∆Ec| > Eg(Si), so that the alignment gives rise to a misaligned type-III or broken-gap
heterojunction. As mentioned in Sec 2.4, we would expect that in real-world samples
these natural band discontinuities would lead to a charge transfer and a correspond-
ing additional interface dipole creating staggered type-II band offsets. For the hetero-
junctions Si(001)-SnO2(001), Si(001)-SnO2(100)Sn, Si(001)-ZnO(202̄3)Zn3O2

, and Si(001)-
ZnO(101̄0) the Shockley-Anderson model predicts a straddling type-I band alignment.

Experimental values for the Si-TCO band discontinuities are rather rare. In the
case of Si-In2O3, a barrier ∆Ec = −0.61 eV for electrons going from In2O3 to Si has
recently been measured by means of photoinjection [109]. Together with the bulk gaps
Eg = 3.1 eV (from optical absorption of In2O3) and Eg = 1.1 eV (for Si) a valence-band
discontinuity of ∆Ev = 2.6 eV is derived. The combination of measured valence-band
discontinuities ∆Ev = 2.1 eV for CdTe-In2O3 heterojunctions [110] and ∆Ev = 0.75 eV
for Si-CdTe [111, 112] suggests a value ∆Ev = 2.85 eV for Si-In2O3 junctions, applying
the transitivity rule [47]. Together with the gap difference of about ∆Eg = 2.0 eV a
conduction-band discontinuity of ∆Ec = −0.85 eV may be derived. Both the type of
heterostructure and the order of magnitude are in agreement with our predictions via the
Shockley-Anderson model. In fact, the band offsets predicted for the junction between
Si(001) and bcc-In2O3(110), the most stable of the investigated surface orientations is in
very good agreement with these values.

Little is known about the electronic properties of the Si-SnO2 interface. Only indirect
information is available here. The valence-band discontinuity for CdS-SnO2 amounts
to ∆Ev = 1.2 ± 0.2 eV [113]. Together with ∆Ev = 1.55 eV for the Si-CdS interface
[111, 112] one obtains ∆Ev = 2.75 eV for the Si-SnO2 junction via the transitivity rule.
With the gap difference ∆Eg = 2.5 eV, a conduction-band offset ∆Ec = −0.25 eV can
be derived. This is in qualitative agreement with the Shockley-Anderson predictions for
the interface with the O-terminated SnO2(100) surface. Since this surface was predicted
to be most stable (see Fig. 3.5), the model seems to give the right type of interface.
But the deviations between prediction and experiment are of the order of 0.8 − 1 eV.
However, the transitivity rule suffers from shortcomings quite similar to those of the
Shockley-Anderson method. Where the latter treats an interface as merely the sum of
two surfaces (see discussion in Sec. 2.4.1), the former regards an interface merely as the
differential between two other interfaces. The actual electronic structure of the interface,
in particular dipole formation due to charge transfer, is not taken into account in either.

For the Si-ZnO interface band offsets ∆Ec = −0.4 eV and ∆Ev = 2.55 eV have
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Figure 4.1: Natural band offsets predicted via the Shockley-Anderson model for the
heterointerface between Si(001) (left) and various oxide surfaces. Conduction (magenta)
and valence band (cyan) edges are shown. The oxide surface orientation is indicated. The
Si valence band maximum is used as energy zero. Prediction made from (a) unrelaxed
slabs and (b) relaxed slabs.
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Γ Γ Γ Γ

Figure 4.2: QP bulk band structures for bcc-In2O3, rt-SnO2, and wz-ZnO. The level of
the branch point EBP is indicated by horizontal dashed lines. The valence band maximum
Ev is used as energy zero.

been estimated, applying the Shockley-Anderson model for measured electron affinities
and/or work functions of p-Si and n-ZnO [108]. From electrical measurements electron
barriers of ΔEc = −0.45 eV (n-Si) or ΔEc = −0.69 or −0.72 eV (p-Si) have been derived
[114], which indicates an influence of the doping level. In addition, there is a value
ΔEv = 2.7 eV for Ge-ZnO [115]. Together with ΔEv = −0.17 eV for Si-Ge [111, 112] we
can calculate an offset ΔEv = 2.53 eV for Si-ZnO, using the transitivity rule. Employing
the gap difference ΔEg = 2.3 eV one derives ΔEc = −0.23 eV. All these values predict a
type-II heterostructure, in agreement with the Shockley-Anderson predictions for Si(001)-
ZnO(0001), which is generally considered the most stable ZnO surface.

On the whole, the comparison with experimental data seems to suggest that the
Shockley-Anderson model is sufficient to predict the type of heterojunction, but poor in
quantitative predictive power, except for Si(001)-bcc-In2O3(110), which might, of course,
be a lucky shot.

4.2 Branch-Point Alignment

Using the QP band structures derived within the GW approximation (see Sec. 2.2.2)
performed on top of a hybrid functional DFT calculation (see Sec. 2.2.1) we calculated
branch-point energies via Eq. (2.35). The results are listed in Table 4.2.

One notable feature of the calculated branch-point energies is that for all investigated
TCOs it holds that EBP > Eg, i. e. the branch-point energy is predicted to lie inside the
conduction band. To understand this, we have to take a look at the QP band structure of
the oxides, shown in Fig. 4.2. All TCOs show a strong band dispersion in the conduction
band. The branch point, however, was calculated as the average midgap position over
the whole BZ. The rational behind this is that a gap state could be energetically closer
to Ec than Ev, yet still be more acceptor-like, if it is on the whole closer to the valence
band than to the conduction band.

As discussed in Sec. 2.4.2, the branch point is the energy level where - given the
presence of surface or interface states - the Fermi level should be pinned at surfaces and
interfaces. This should create a band bending near the junction. If EBP is situated
within the conduction band of a semiconductor, we would therefore expect the valence
band minimum at the surface or interface to be located below the Fermi energy. This
means that there should be a layer of electron accumulation, a surface or interface charge
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Figure 4.3: Schematic illustration of band bending and surface charge layer induced by
EBP > Eg.

layer, as illustrated in Fig. 4.3.
Such surface charge layers have recently been measured by means of high-resolution

x-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) for the bcc-In2O3(001) surface [120] and the
bcc-In2O3(111) and the rh-In2O3(0001) surface [21]. Another study found charge accu-
mulation on different polar and non-polar ZnO surfaces by means of magnetotransport
measurements and XPS [119].

Recently, Mönch extracted branch-point energies from measured Schottky barriers
[116]. For Si, his branch-point estimates are in excellent agreement with our results, but
for the TCOs he gave somewhat lower values.

Our prediction for the position of the branch-point energies EBP in rhombohedral
In2O3 are slightly higher in energy then those derived from XPS measurements, while the
predictions for the bixbyite polymorph is in complete agreement with the measured values
[75, 76]. For ZnO, Walukiewicz [118] has proposed a Fermi level stabilization energy 0.2
eV below the conduction band edge. Another value of 3.04 eV was derived from valence
band discontinuities to other semiconductors [117]. These values are somewhat lower
than our results. Recent XPS measurements by Allen et al. [21], however, are much
closer to our values and place the charge-neutrality level inside the conduction band.
Their study also indicated an influence of the surface orientation and termination on
the position of the Fermi level at surfaces, which suggests a certain contribution of the
native surface dipole. This of course cannot be reproduced by a method that derives
the charge-neutrality level solely from bulk band structures. For SnO2, our results are
confirmed by other calculations [121].

Using the branch-point energies from Table 4.2 we can calculate natural band offsets
according to Eqs. (2.36) and (2.37). The results are listed in Table 4.3 and shown in
Fig. 4.4. In agreement with the Shockley-Anderson model, the offsets predict a straddling
type-I heterostructure for Si-SiO2 heterostructures. The values are in good agreement
with experimental data [107, 86]. In fact the deviations from experiment are smaller than
the variance among experimental values. The predictions are also in good agreement with
those obtained within the Shockley-Anderson model for the Si(001) interface with the Si-
terminated SiO2(001) surface (less than 0.2 eV deviation from the unrelaxed and approx.
0.5 eV deviation from the relaxed values). The predictions for the (001)O surface placed
the bands on the oxide side of the interface considerably higher in energy (1.8− 2.2 eV).
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Table 4.2: Fundamental gap Eg and branch-point energies EBP of Si, SiO2 and transpar-
ent conducting oxides derived from GW QP calculations. Experimental values are given
as well. All values in eV. EBP is given relative to the valence-band maximum.

Crystal Eg EBP EBP (exp.)
cd-Si 1.29 0.29 0.30a

cb-SiO2 8.76 4.52 4.9b

rh-In2O3 3.31 3.79 3.50c

bcc-In2O3 3.31 3.50 3.23a,3.58c

rt-SnO2 3.64 3.82
wz-ZnO 3.21 3.40 2.79a, 3.04d, 3.1e, 3.50-3.71f

a Reference [116] d Reference [117]
b Reference [86] e Reference [118]
c References [75] and [76] f Reference [119]

Table 4.3: Natural band offsets for Si-oxide heterointerfaces derived within the branch-
point alignment approach. For experimental values compare Table 4.1. All values in
eV.

Si interface with SiO2 rh-In2O3 bcc-In2O3 SnO2 ZnO
∆Ec 3.24 -1.48 -1.35 -1.19 -1.17
∆Ev 4.23 3.50 3.23 3.53 3.09
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Figure 4.4: Natural band offsets derived within the branch-point model for interfaces
between Si (left) and the investigated oxides. Conduction (magenta) and valence band
(cyan) edges are shown. The Si valence band maximum is used as energy zero. The
branch-point energy is indicated by a solid black line.
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For the Si-TCO interfaces we observe ∆Ec < 0 and, hence, staggered type-II junc-
tions. For Si-In2O3 we see |∆Ec| > Eg(Si). Therefore, these structures even represent
a misaligned type-III or broken-gap interface. As mentioned in Sec. 4.1, we do not ex-
pect to see this type of heterostructure at real-world interfaces, since it should lead to
a charge transfer, shifting the band edges towards a type-II heterojunction. Compared
to experimental values from photoinjection studies [109] or by using the transitivity rule
as discussed in Sec. 4.1 the branch-point alignment seems to place the oxide band edges
about 0.5 − 0.7 eV too low. The type of interface predicted for Si-In2O3 is in agree-
ment with the Shockley-Anderson offsets, except for Si(001)-bcc-In2O3(110), where the
vacuum-level alignment resulted in a type-II instead of a type-III alignment. For rh-In2O3

the branch-point results are almost identical to vacuum-level alignment predictions for
Si(001)-rh-In2O3(0001). For the bixbyite structure, the Shockley-Anderson results for
Si(001)-bcc-In2O3(001)In come closest to the Tersoff predictions (0.1− 0.2 eV deviation).

The Si-SnO2 results likewise give Ec(oxide) and Ev(oxide) at lower positions then the
values derived via the transitivity rule (about 1 eV deviation). The comparison with the
Shockley-Anderson predictions shows completely different band discontinuities than those
predicted for the Si(001) interface with SnO2(001) and (100)Sn, where we had predicted
a type-I band alignment, but is in very good agreement with the predictions for (001)O
(about 0.15 eV deviation, just in between the relaxed and unrelaxed values).

The band offsets predicted for Si-ZnO interfaces are again lower than those found in
experiment (0.45− 0.8 eV deviation from values found in Refs. [108] and [114]). As with
the Si-SnO2 interfaces we find a large discrepancy to the Shockley-Anderson predictions
made for some surfaces. In the previous section we had predicted a type-I heterostruc-
ture for Si(001) interfaces with ZnO(101̄0) and ZnO(202̄3) and a misaligned type-III het-
erostructure for Si(001)-ZnO(0001)O. The deviations from the branch-point alignment
are 1.6 − 2.06 eV, 1.45 eV, and 0.94 eV, respectively. As was the case for SiO2 and bcc-
In2O3 (but not for SnO2), the closest agreement was with Shockley-Anderson predictions
for the cation-terminated polar surface (0001)Zn, but even there we see a discrepancy of
0.64 eV.

All in all, the general trends observed for most interfaces within the Shockley-Anderson
model were similar to those found in the branch-point alignment, but for many surface
orientations the two methods gave significantly different results. This is not surprising,
since the physical considerations underlying these two approaches are fundamentally dif-
ferent from each other and should therefore result in different band alignments. In the
end, only a direct comparison with band offsets derived from structural interface models
can give us an answer which model is more appropriate for interfaces between Si and
transparent conducting oxides.
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The Edge... there is no

honest way to explain it,

because the only people who

really know where it is are

the ones who have gone over.

Hunter S. Thompson

Chapter 5

Interface Models

5.1 The Si(001)-In2O3(001) Interface

5.1.1 Coincidence Lattice

Using the lattice coincidence method described in Sec. 2.5.2 we tried to devise a reasonable
atomic model for a crystalline interface between cb-Si and the most stable bixbyite phase
of In2O3. However, just by looking at the crystal structure we can already notice several
problems: The primitive unit cell of bcc-In2O3 consists already of 40 atoms, that means
that surface orientations with high indices or coincidence lattice supercells with higher
coefficients mij (see Eq. (2.46)) will result in interface supercells too large to handle.
Another problem is the lattice constant mismatch between cd-Si and bcc-In2O3, which
amounts to approximately 7%. Low-index surface orientations like (110) or (111) have
surface lattice constants of the type

√
2a0, a0/

√
2, a0

√
3/
√
2, etc., none of which results

in a factor close to 1.07. We performed a search for lattice coincidence by the algorithm
outlined in Sec. 2.5.2. We restricted the search to surface orientations with Miller indices
up to three and to coefficients with |mij| ≤ 8. To make use of the full symmetry of the
crystals we used "primitive" Miller indices, i. e. the indices that give the surface normal
in units of the reciprocal lattice of the primitive, rather than the simple cubic lattice.The
results are listed in Table 5.1. For better readability the surface orientations are given in
the more commonly used notation related to the cubic basis vectors. This is why indices
larger than three appear in the table (the (115) direction with respect to the cubic lattice
being equivalent to the (023) direction of the fcc-lattice). The superlattices are sorted
by best lattice coincidence, that is, first by the size of the coincidence lattice cell A1 and
then by lowest maximal strain, were strain is meant in terms of misfit in the coincidence
lattice basis vectors, as defined in Eq. (2.48).

The first noticeable feature of the discovered coincidence lattices is that most of them
have very elongated unit cells, with small angles between the two superlattice unit vectors
F1 and F2. In fact, the ten best lattices have θ12 in between 0.8◦ (the best fit) and 2.9◦ and
only the nineteenth best fit has θ12 > 12◦. That one "conservatively" shaped coincidence
lattice, the one coincidence found for the (001)/(321) interface is also appealing for other
reasons. Since most Si wafers in laboratory and industrial usage are cut in the [001]
direction, a crystalline model for an interface with this surface would be of particular
interest. But in addition to its rather large coincidence lattice surface area, the [321]
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Table 5.1: Best coincidence lattice cells for cd-Si and bcc-In2O3. Surface orientations
are given as customary, i. e. by Miller indices with respect to the simple cubic lattice.
Lattice vectors from Eq. (2.46), strain from Eq. (2.48). The superlattices are sorted by
best lattice coincidence, that is first by the size of the coincidence lattice cell A1 and then
by lowest maximal strain. All coincidence lattices with A < 200 Å2 and max(si) < 2 %
are listed.

Orientation Vector length (Å) strain (%)
Si In2O3 |F1| |F2| cos θ12 |F2| sin θ12 s1 s2 s3 A1 (Å2)

(112) (110) 75.24 65.93 0.95 1.06 0.09 0.26 71.48
65.94 56.65 1.08 0.09 1.20 0.70 71.48
47.40 38.17 1.51 0.12 1.49 0.92 71.48
68.22 58.17 1.05 1.02 1.16 1.84 71.48

(133) (112) 63.34 53.44 2.01 0.80 1.65 1.10 127.20
(112) (110) 75.24 56.24 1.90 1.06 0.52 0.27 142.96

75.24 56.63 1.90 1.06 1.20 0.27 142.96
76.40 47.37 1.87 1.49 0.12 0.69 142.96
58.18 49.15 2.45 0.71 0.48 1.52 142.96
76.40 48.13 1.87 1.49 1.70 0.69 142.96
66.49 56.62 2.15 0.45 1.96 1.25 142.96

(113) (110) 52.79 35.93 2.75 0.64 0.02 0.10 145.18
55.62 35.94 2.61 0.64 0.03 1.38 145.18
55.62 19.68 2.61 0.64 1.77 1.38 145.18
36.04 19.44 4.03 0.02 1.82 0.76 145.18

(115) (321) 89.83 57.26 2.11 0.28 0.82 0.85 189.54
76.68 66.88 2.47 0.83 1.17 1.42 189.54
60.03 50.43 3.16 0.88 1.86 1.46 189.54

(001) (321) 24.46 20.88 7.76 1.09 1.32 0.59 189.68
(133) (321) 51.25 43.56 3.72 0.43 0.02 0.52 190.80

43.72 36.38 4.36 0.02 0.67 0.07 190.80
59.05 51.15 3.23 0.76 0.44 0.85 190.80
66.71 36.53 2.86 1.07 0.67 0.98 190.80
67.04 58.98 2.85 1.01 0.77 1.09 190.80
76.78 68.61 2.49 0.96 1.37 0.87 190.80
31.50 25.48 6.06 1.34 0.23 1.41 190.80
65.27 30.18 2.92 1.11 1.52 1.19 190.80
66.71 30.18 2.86 1.07 1.54 0.98 190.80
36.64 29.87 5.21 0.66 1.58 0.57 190.80
26.19 21.73 7.29 0.15 1.66 0.24 190.80
68.65 60.57 2.78 1.36 1.88 1.29 190.80
55.22 30.12 3.46 1.99 1.56 1.93 190.80

(113) (321) 68.33 45.27 2.83 0.90 1.38 0.63 193.57
49.07 26.17 3.95 1.88 0.93 0.36 193.57
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orientation of bcc-In2O3 requires a large unit cell to describe, consisting of 14 primitive
unit cells, i. e. 560 atoms on the oxide side of the interface alone. While computations
with such large cells are technically possible in DFT, the computational cost required to
structurally optimize such an interface using only ab initio approaches renders the system
highly unpractical for computational methods.

The unorthodox shape of the "best" coincidence lattices reveals a fundamental weak-
ness in the method of lattice coincidence. By solely optimizing the coincidence lattice
unit cell size and the strain on each of the surface vectors, the method does not take into
account the consequences of lattice shearing. If the second surface lattice vector expe-
riences a different strain in the direction of the first lattice vector than the first lattice
vector itself, i. e. s1 6= s2, there is going to be a lateral displacement of the atomic lay-
ers. This will be largest for coincidence lattices with a small angle θ12, while rectangular
coincidence lattice cells or coincidence lattices with s1 = s2 give rise to a uniaxially or
biaxially strained crystal with a diagonalized strain tensor ǫ, thus reducing the energetical
cost for deformation. Furthermore, the elongated cells also face us with a computational
problem. The residual minimization method by direct inversion in the iterative subspace
(RMM-DIIS) [122, 123], which is computationally the most efficient algorithm for the
iterative solution of the KS equations, can lead to convergence problems if the super-
cell gets to long in one dimension. This can only be avoided by either slowing down
the iteration procedure or using a slower algorithm altogether. Hence, elongated cells
are computationally much more demanding than conservatively shaped supercells of the
same area and atom count.

In fact, there was no shearing-free coincidence lattice with a size below 400 Å2 and
strain si below 2%. This probably explains why indium oxide or ITO grown on silicon
substrates seems not to form crystalline interfaces but rather as junctions between two
amorphous layers of silicon and oxide [124], are separated by thin SiOx buffer layers to
form a semiconductor-insulator-semiconductor (SIS) heterojunction, or other structures
without well-defined crystal geometries at the interface, sometimes even separated by a
thin air gap [125]. Without a good lattice coincidence, we would expect that breaking the
crystal symmetries at the interface in order to minimize dangling bonds is energetically
preferable to overstraining or shearing the crystal structure. For the theoretical modeling
however, we are constrained to junctions between well-defined crystal structures, since
the modeling of amorphous materials requires very large supercells in itself and to add
this to the already considerable size that an interface model demands would be highly
unpractical. The Si-SiO2 interface for instance is typically modelled by averaging several
crystalline interface models [126]. Furthermore, the main purpose of our model is to
use the atomic oscillations in the plane-averaged electrostatic potential for alignment of
the bulk band structures in order to obtain predictions for the electronic band offsets
as outlined in Sec. 2.5.1. An amorphous model would not yield well-defined oscillations
in the electrostatic potential and alignment would be impossible. We therefore have to
restrict ourselves to models of crystalline interfaces.

5.1.2 Atomic Structure

To tackle the problem of an interface with the Si(001) surface we therefore decided to
use a rather strained model for our investigation and created a Si(001)-bcc-In2O3(001)
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Figure 5.1: Optimization of the relative lateral positions of silicon and oxide slabs in the
Si(001)-In2O3(001) interface. (a) Total energy of the interface cell for In2O3 moved across
the Si(001) unit surface cell. (b) Top view of the favored unrelaxed interface structure
unit cell. We show the topmost Si layer (white) as well as the lowest O (red) and In
(black) layers. The interface unit cell is marked in black.

interface model by merely fitting the In2O3(001) unit cell (a0 = 10.094 Å) with four cubic
Si(001) unit cells (a0 = 5.402 Å). The bulk modulus of In2O3 (B0 = 172 − 194 GPa,
see Refs. [22, 127, 128] and references therein) is much larger than that of Si (B0 = 97.6
GPa [129]). Therefore in a structural approximation the stress was put entirely on the
oxide side of the interface, straining it by 7.03 % in the x and y direction each. This also
mimics experimental growth conditions, where the oxide layer is generally grown on a Si
substrate, so the silicon should impose its crystal structure onto the oxide. Although this
model does not describe a realistic interface, our hope is that the average electrostatic
potential might still give us some insight into the question of the electronic structure,
especially the band offsets, of real-world Si-In2O3 interfaces.

We first determined the effect of the two-dimensional strain on bcc-In2O3 bulk crystals
by biaxially straining the crystal in the [100] and the [010] directions while letting the
[001] lattice vector relax. The calculations were carried out using the simple cubic unit
cell (i. e. two primitive unit cells) for the unstrained In2O3. The strained cell has two
cartesian unit vectors stretched by the same factor and the third perpendicular vector
shortened, resulting in a tetragonal unit cell for the strained material. The relaxation
resulted in an energy minimum for a3 = 9.506 Å, a compression of 5.83 %, leading to an
overall increase of the cell volume by 7.88 %. The bulk positions were relaxed until the
Hellmann-Feynman forces were below 5 meV/Å for each atom.

An additional layer of oxygen atoms was put on the strained In2O3(001) slab analogous
to the symmetrization of the slab and the resulting structure embedded in a 5 layer Si(001)
matrix. The rationale behind the additional layer was that it would on the one hand lift
the total dipole in the slab, and that on the other hand Si-O bonds are well-known to be
very strong [130] and thus should be energetically favored. This is also the reason why
experiment often finds thin SiOx layers in Si-ITO junctions [125]. The additional O-layer
was introduced by adding the first layer of the next cubic unit cell on top of the In2O3

slab, and due to the unsymmetrical buckling in the oxygen layer the slab is not truly
symmetrical and the two interfaces in the unit cell are not equivalent. To determine the
best atomic configuration, we searched for the minimum of the total energy in dependence
of the relative lateral position of the silicon and oxide slabs. Due to the lateral symmetry
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.2: Atomic geometry of the optimized and relaxed Si(001)-In2O3(001) interface.
View from (a) [100] and (b) [010]. Si atoms are shown in in white, In in black and O in
red.

of the Si(001) oxide it is sufficient to sample different lateral positions of the Si(001)
surface unit cell, i. e. move the oxide slab in [110] and [11̄0] direction over the unit cell.
The slab was laterally moved on a 4×4, grid, so that the total energy was determined for
16 different relative lateral positions of the slab. During this scan the z-distance dSi−O

was kept constant at 1.7 Å (vertical distance between the Si layer and the average height
of the buckled O-layer). The method is described in detail in Ref. [131].

The resulting total energies are plotted in Fig. 5.1 (a). The best position had the
Si atoms at the same lateral position as the In atoms of the next layer would be (see
Fig. 5.1 (b)), thus almost preserving the bond angles at the O atoms in their bulk values.
Due to the straining, however, the bulk bonding geometry at the fourfold coordinated
oxygen atoms was altered from the usual tetrahedral geometry to a strained tetrahedron,
with two bond angles significantly larger than the ideal tetrahedron value (118◦ to 135◦)
and the other four smaller (95◦ to 108◦). Since, as stated, the two interfaces in the
supercell, i. e. the Si(001)-In2O3(001) and the Si(001̄)In2O3(001̄) interface, are not truly
symmetrical, we optimized the z-distance for the two interfaces independently at the
optimal (x, y) position. This resulted in dSi−O = 1.62 Å and dSi−O = 1.79 Å for the
Si(001)-In2O3(001) and the Si(001̄)In2O3(001̄) junction, respectively. Using the geometry
thus obtained, we performed an ionic relaxation until the forces acting on each ion were
below 5 meV/Å. The resulting structure is shown in Fig. 5.2. After relaxation 17 of the
24 oxygen atoms in the two different interfaces are threefold coordinated (eleven with
two In-O and one Si-O bond, four with one In-O and two Si-O bonds, two with three
In-O bonds) and seven twofold coordinated (five with two In-O bonds and two with one
In-O and one Si-O bond). Similar to the oxygen atoms in the strained bulk, the threefold
coordinated interface O atoms showed strained tetrahedron-like bonding geometries, with
bond angles varying between 98◦ and 138◦.

5.1.3 Interface Formation Energy

The energy cost (or gain) for interface formation can be calculated analogous to the
surface energy (Eq. (2.26) and (2.29)) as the energy difference between the total energy
of the interacting system EIS as obtained from the interface supercell calculations and the
sum of the chemical potentials of the component materials. Since we have a symmetric
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slab with an additional O-layer we have to modify the equation for the surface energy for
non-stoichiometric supercells (2.29) and obtain the interface energy as a function of the
oxygen chemical potential µO = µan as

EIF =
1

2A

[

EIS −
(
Ncat

ncat

µoxide
bulk +NSiµSi

)

+

(
nan

ncat

Ncat −Nan

)

µan

]

. (5.1)

The phase diagram for varying preparation conditions of the interface model is shown
in Fig. 5.3. We have also plotted the surface energy of the relaxed Si(001) and In2O3(001)O
surfaces and the sum of these surface energies for comparison. It has to be noted, that
the interface formation energy as calculated is not independent of the detatils of the
model. In particular we are not truly modelling semispaces, but rather thin layers in a
1D superlattice, and EIF depends on the thickness of the material slabs. We see that the
interface formation energy is well below the sum of the two surface energies, which shows
that the interface as modeled is locally stable, as it might well not have been considering
the large strain on the oxide side of the interface. Indeed, we see that under oxygen-
rich preparation conditions EIF < 0, which means that the total system is energetically
favored to Si and In2O3 bulk crystals plus oxygen molecules for the surplus O atoms.
Physically, this means that the interface structure modeled here is energetically favored
not just over the free surfaces but even to the respective bulk structures.

For a better understanding of the interface formation energy we consider the physical
factors that enter into it. EIF is composed of the energy cost ∆Estrain

In2O3
for straining the

In2O3 slab, the surface energies of Si(001) and In2O3(001)O and the energy gain from the
Si-O bonds at the interface

EIF =
1

2A
∆Estrain

oxide + ESF(Si(001)) + ESF(oxide surface) + ∆Ebond
Si−oxide. (5.2)

The first term in this equation and, hence, the interface formation energy itself is not
independent of the way the model is constructed. A thicker oxide slab would require
more energy to strain. Since the energy required to strain a bulk unit cell is always the
same, EIF depends linearly on the size of the oxide slab used in the calculation.
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The energy cost for straining the oxide can be assessed by comparing the differ-
ence in total energies for the strained and the unstrained bulk cells. We obtain a
strain energy per formula unit ∆Estrain

In2O3
/Nbulk = 0.24 eV. Since, however, we do use a

non-stoichiometric slab in the supercell, we cannot directly determine the first term in
Eq. (5.2). What we can do is determine an upper and a lower limit by calculating
1/2A NO/nO ∆Estrain

In2O3
/Nbulk = 20.56 meV/Å2 and 1/2A NIn/nIn ∆Estrain

In2O3
/Nbulk = 16.45

meV/Å2. A physical estimate of the strain energy using Hookes law requires the Young’s
modulus for bcc-In2O3. Since there are no reported values for the elastic constants of bcc-
In2O3 in the literature, we will make an approximation assuming the volume change to be
caused by isotropic pressure and employ the DFT-LDA derived bulk modulus B0 = 174
GPa and its pressure derivative B′

0 = 4.60 [22]. These quantities, however, describe
the systems response to an isotropic pressure. Since actually the volume change in this
model was obtained by significant biaxial strain and relaxation in the third direction, this
method can only give us a lower limit for the real energy change, but we can see whether
the order of magnitude fits. Using the Murnaghan equation of state [132]

∆E =
B0V

B′
0(B

′
0 − 1)

[

B′
0

(

1− V0
V

)

+

(
V0
V

)B′

0

− 1

]

, (5.3)

we obtain ∆Estrain
In2O3

/Nbulk = 0.09 eV, which is of the same order of magnitude, albeit
somewhat smaller, as the ab initio value.

The fact that despite this rather large deformation energy we still obtain a negative
interface formation energy is due to the very strong Si-O bonds at the interface, that
means the last term in Eq. (5.2) outweighs the other three values. We can estimate the
relative strength of the Si-O and the In-O bonds by comparing the SiO2 surface energies
to the bcc-In2O3 surface energies (Fig. 3.5(a) and (b)). Although they are of comparable
magnitude, we have to keep in mind the difference in lattice structure. The SiO2(001)
surface has four dangling Si-O bonds per unit cell, the bcc-In2O3(001) unit cell 24 In-O
dangling bonds. With the respective lattice constants of 7.38 Å and 10.09 Å we obtain a
bond density of 0.073 bonds/Å2 for the SiO2 and 0.236 bonds/Å2 for the In2O3 surface.
With surface energies of 96.9 meV/Å2 and 86.3 meV/Å2 we get an energy cost of 1.32
eV for every broken Si-O bond and 0.37 eV for every broken In-O bond. Even if - taking
into account that the surface energies were calculated for relaxed geometries and the bcc-
In2O3(001)O surface underwent a reconstruction as discussed in Sec. 3.2 - we compare the
surface energies of the unrelaxed surfaces, 143.0 and 205.3 meV/Å2 for SiO2(001)O and
bcc-In2O3(001)O, respectively we get energy costs of 1.95 eV per Si-O bond and 0.87 eV
per In-O bond. The exact values are of course particular to the bonding geometries and
conditions in the two respective oxides, but we can roughly estimate the Si-O bond to be
about twice as strong as the In-O bond, which explains the negative interface formation
energy for this heterojunction.

5.1.4 Band Discontinuities

Using the optimized atomic model we calculated the electrostatic potential acting on the
electrons and determined the band discontinuities by aligning the atomic oscillations in
the plane-averaged electrostatic potential on both sides of the interface with the potential
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Figure 5.4: Plane averaged electrostatic potential (black) and QP band edges for the
Si(001)-In2O3(001) heterostructure. The conduction (magenta) and valence (cyan) band
edges are shown.

from the HSE+GW bulk calculations as described in Sec. 2.5.1. The potential and
the positions of the band edges are shown in Fig. 5.4. We obtained a valence band
offset of ∆Ev = 3.36 eV and a conduction band offset ∆Ec = −1.50 eV. The Si(001)-
In2O3(001) interface as modeled in this section thus seemingly forms a misaligned type-III
heterostructure.

As stated in Sec. 4.1 the type-III alignment is not something we would expect to
see in real-world samples because it implies that conduction band states in the oxide are
energetically favored over Si valence band states. A broken-gap type-III alignment should
therefore lead to a charge transfer from the silicon slab into the oxide which would create
a local dipole moment, shifting the bands towards a type-II heterojunction. In our model,
however, we have made use of an alignment procedure that assumes bulk-like conditions
on both sides of the interface. Due to computational restraints, however, we had to limit
the model size. With only nine atomic layers of In2O3 and five atomic layers of silicon
we do not expect to see electronic structures that are completely bulk-like on each side
of the interface. We will discuss the details of the electronic structure of the interface, at
least as calculated within LDA, in the next section.

Since these band offsets have been derived from an overstrained and not very realistic
interface model one is entitled to question the reliability of the predicted values. If
the average electrostatics of the interface calculation is highly sensitive to the exact
atomic arrangement at the junction, a bad model should give unreliable results. We have
therefore also calculated electronic band offsets from the unrelaxed interface structure
to estimate how much atomic rearrangement will influence the results. We obtained a
valence band offset ∆Ev = 3.24 eV and a conduction band offset ∆Ec = −1.37 eV. This
means that we predict the same type of heterostructure, and the difference between these
two sets of band offsets is only 0.13 eV. Considering the large atomic shifts that occurred
on ionic relaxation (compare Fig. 5.9 (a) and (b)) the exact positions of the atoms at the
interface seem to have only a minor effect on the average electrostatics and, hence, the
band offsets. This means that despite the flaws in the structural model the results can
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Table 5.2: Valence and conduction band offsets predicted for the Si(001)-In2O3(001) in-
terface via the mesoscopic methods in Chapter 4 and via alignment using the electrostatic
potential of the interface calculation. All values in eV.

Alignment via
Shockley-Anderson Shockley-Anderson Branch Point Electrostatic Potential of

(unrelaxed) (relaxed) Interface Model
∆Ec -4.68 -2.39 -1.35 -1.50
∆Ev 6.54 4.25 3.23 3.36

be regarded with a certain confidence.
When we compare our results with the predictions made by mesoscopic alignment

methods in Chapter 4 (see Table 5.2) we find significant deviations from the band offsets
predicted via the Shockley-Anderson method. In particular the natural band offsets
derived using unrelaxed slabs for the calculations of I and A deviate by about 3.2 eV
from our findings from the interface model. The values derived from relaxed slabs are
closer to the interface results, but even here, we observe a difference of about 0.89 eV in the
predicted band offsets. The band offsets predicted via the branch-point alignment are, on
the other hand, in good agreement with the values predicted here. We find a difference
of about 0.14 eV between the natural band offsets and the offsets predicted using the
interface model. Although one good result might be insufficient to confidently declare
the branch-point method a good approximation for Si-oxide interfaces, the agreement
between the two results is rather promising. We will come back to this point in the
discussion of the Si-ZnO interfaces.

5.1.5 Electronic Structure

To carry out a detailed analysis of the electronic structure of the interface and the ef-
fects of strain, surface formation and interface formation requires the knowledge of the
electronic wave functions of these systems. Since the supercells required for the descrip-
tion of interfaces, surfaces, and, in the case of bcc-In2O3, even of strained bulk cells are,
however, rather large, the interface calculations were carried out within the local density
approximation. Approaches including spatial non-localities like hybrid XC-functionals or
excited-state properties like the GW approximation are unpractical for computer-time
reasons. The results presented within this section do therefore not include excitation
effects or non-local contributions to the XC potential. Nevertheless they will allow us to
discuss the principal trends. We will assume that the results derived from DFT-LDA cal-
culations can be qualitatively descriptive of QP bandstructures as well, at least as far as
the band dispersion, changes in the fundamental band gaps of the component materials,
and the existence and nature of interface states is concerned.

The electronic structure at the interface is influenced by three effects:

1. the strain on the oxide side of the interface
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(b)
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Figure 5.5: Band structure of (a) unstrained and (b) biaxially strained bcc-In2O3. The
right side shows the site-projected density of states projected on the In (cyan) and O
(red) atoms in arbitrary units. The valence band maximum Ev is used as energy zero.

2. the symmetry breaking at the interface due to surface formation

3. the interaction between the slabs, i. e. interface bonding

To investigate the changes in the electronic structure of the oxide due to strain, we
have plotted the band structure along with the projected density of states on the In and O
atoms for unstrained and strained bcc-In2O3 in Fig. 5.5. The strain leads to a significant
decrease of the band gap from ELDA

g = 1.14 eV in the unstrained material to ELDA
g = 0.47

eV under strain. The band dispersion and overall shape of the band structure is largely
conserved and we observe no strain-induced gap states. This of course might mean a
significant modification to the band offsets. On the other hand we have already stated
that a strain of this magnitude is somewhat unphysical. We assume that a real-world
interface with a strain < 2% should be electronically far less affected by strain. This is
confirmed by our results regarding strained ZnO (Secs. 5.2.5 and 5.3.5).

Another influence on the electronic configuration is the creation of the (001) surface.
We have plotted the electronic band structure of the strained O-terminated In2O3(001)
slab in Fig. 5.6 (a). The first notable effect we observe is a widening of the band gap
from 0.47 in the strained bulk material to 1.06 eV in the slab. This is caused by the
quantum confinement of the electronic states within the finite-size slab. The behavior
can qualitatively be understood within the effective mass approximation (EMA) [50]. A
simple, yet effective, model is the one-dimensional potential well. Figure 5.6 (b) shows the
plane-averaged electrostatic potential Ṽel(z) along with the bulk band edges Ec and Ev. A
comparison with the schematic illustration of the one-dimensional quantum confinement
effect within the EMA in Fig. 5.6 (c) illustrates the parallels. In EMA conduction band
electrons and valence band holes are considered to have effective masses m∗

e and m∗
h

inversely proportional to the curvature of the band ∂2E/∂k2. Near the bottom of the
conduction band m∗

e has a constant value and usually m∗
e > 0. In a slab, or a one-

dimensional potential well, the charge carriers are spatially confined in the z direction.
If the potential well width L is of the same order of magnitude as the DeBroglie wave
length of the electron or hole this causes an additional quantization of the electronic
states, which leads to a rise (lowering) of the electron (hole) energies and, consequently,
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Figure 5.6: Electronic structure of the O-terminated biaxially strained In2O3(001) slab.
(a) Band structure and the site-projected density of states projected onto the In (cyan)
and O (red) atoms in arbitrary units. The PDOS is layer-decomposed, going from left
to right from the lowest to the topmost atomic layer in the slab. The In PDOS is
magnified by a factor of three. The valence band maximum is used as energy zero.
(b) Plane-averaged electrostatic potential as well as DFT-LDA valence band maximum
Ev and conduction band minimum Ec. (c) Schematic illustration of the one-dimensional
quantum confinement effect within the effective mass approximation.
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to a widening of the band gap. The magnitude of that gap opening is called confinement
energy

∆conf = Eslab
g − Ebulk

g . (5.4)

For a particle in a one-dimensional potential well it holds that

En =
n2h2

8mL2
. (5.5)

In a crystal, the particle mass m is to be replaced by the effective mass m∗ and we obtain
∆conf ∝ 1/m∗L2. In TCOs the confinement effect is especially important for electrons
because of the strong dispersion of the conduction band at Γ (see Fig. 4.2).

For unstrained bcc-In2O3 we find a nearly isotropic curvature at Γ and an effective
electron mass of m∗

e = 0.19 me, in excellent agreement with earlier LDA results [22]. In
the strained In2O3 we observe a slight asymmetry with m∗

e = 0.24 me in ΓX direction (the
z direction of the slab) and m∗

e = 0.20 me in ΓZ direction (x and y direction). If we insert
the former value into Eq. 5.5 we get E1 = 0.67 eV, very close to the observed confinement
energy ∆conf = 0.59 eV. The effect on the holes is comparatively small because of the flat
upper valence bands shown in Fig. 5.6 (a).

The right side of Fig. 5.6 (a) shows the layer-decomposed PDOS of the slab. We see
strongly localized surface states at O atoms near the valence band maximum deriving
from the oxygen dangling bonds (high peaks in the lowest and topmost layers, i. e. the
left and the right PDOS plot). These states then decay rather rapidly into the slab.
They are still visible in the two outermost In-layers and can just be made out in the next
O-layers (third atomic layer from interface, while the central In-O-In stack is bulk-like
(compare Fig. 5.5 (b)).

The electronic properties of silicon are also affected by surface creation. Since we did
not strain the Si slab, we can analyze an unstrained (001) slab calculation using only the
unreconstructed (1× 1) surface unit cell in lateral direction. This reduced computational
cost allows us to use thicker slabs and ensure, that bulk-like conditions prevail in the
center of the slab. Figure 5.7 (a) shows band structure plots and the DOS of unstrained
bulk Si and Fig. 5.7 (b) the band structure and layer-decomposed PDOS of an unrelaxed
16 layer Si(001)(1× 1) slab. Surface states within the fundamental band gap due to the
two dangling bonds are clearly visible.

The bulk band structure shows the well-known indirect gap with a conduction band
minimum near X on ΓX. The LDA gap value is 0.44 eV, in excellent agreement with
earlier DFT-LDA results[133]. In the slab we see surface states in the upper valence
band and metallic states throughout the gap. The layer-decomposed PDOS shows a
strong localization at the surface. But despite this it is only at the 5th atomic layer that
the PDOS again returns to zero in the gap region.

The last factor influencing the electron structure at the interface is the actual interface
formation, i.e. the electronic interaction between the material slabs. Figure 5.8 shows the
layer-decomposed PDOS of the interface supercell.

The first noticeable feature of this figure is the asymmetry of the PDOS plots. This
is caused by the difference in the arrangement of O atoms, the asymmetric buckling of
the O-layer for (001) and (001̄) orientation, which has led to a difference in the structural
configuration of the two interfaces in the supercell. On the oxide side of the slab (Fig. 5.8
(a)) we observe surface states within the fundamental band gap that decay rapidly as we
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Figure 5.7: Band structure and density of states of silicon. (a) bulk crystal and (b) unre-
laxed Si(001) slab with unreconstructed surface, going from left to right from the lowest
to the topmost atomic layer. DOS and PDOS in arbitrary units. The valence band
maximum is used as energy zero.

move away from the surface. The more pronounced PDOS peak on the upper interface
(right side of Fig. 5.8 (a)) decays considerably more slowly then the gap states on the
lower interface. The result of this is that the gap is not apparent in the central layers,
but in the third and fourth atomic layer coming from the lower interface. We have also
marked the LDA conduction band and valence band edge obtained via the alignment of
the electrostatic potentials of bulk and Interface calculations. They agree rather well with
the gap visible in the DOS. The valence band maximum is almost perfectly aligned and
we see a lowering of the conduction band minimum by about 0.2 eV that can be explained
by our observation about the combined effect of strain (decreasing the band gap by 0.7
eV) and confinement (increasing it by 0.6 eV). This good fit between band offsets derived
from the layer-decomposed PDOS in the interface cell and from the alignment of the
bulk band edges via the electrostatic potentials is a good indicator that the potential
alignment method for energy scales of different calculations is indeed a reliable method
and gives us some confidence in the band offsets derived in this manner.

On the silicon side of the interface (Fig. 5.8 (b)) we observe gap states all throughout
the slab. As we found above, surface states in Si decay more slowly into the material,
requiring 5 atomic layers distance from the surface to see a real energy gap in the material.
The five layer slab in our model system is therefore to small to disconnect the electronic
interface states and give us a band gap in the central layers. But even so we can see
a lowering in the layer-decomposed PDOS around the marked band edges derived from
potential alignment within an accuracy of about 0.1 eV. Taken together with the results
concerning the electronic states on the oxide sides of the interface this means that the
electronic band offsets predicted via the alignment method are accurate to about ±0.15
eV. The discrepancies between different mesoscopic alignment methods are much greater,
so that we can hope to decide the open question of the preferable mesoscopic method by a
comparison with the values derived from interface models. The pronounced surface states
derived from Si dangling bonds visible in Fig. 5.7 (b) are not visible in the Si-PDOS of
the interface slab, indicating that the bonds on this side of the interface are saturated.

The differences in the PDOS of the surface layers and the central layers show a
characteristic bonding pattern. In the O-PDOS we see that the large O2p peak around
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Figure 5.8: Layer decomposed projected density of states in arbitrary units for the
Si(001)-bcc-In2O3(001) interface for (a) the oxide side of the interface and (b) the Si
side. Going from left to right from the lowest to the topmost atomic layer. O-PDOS in
red, In-PDOS in cyan and Si-PDOS in grey. The respective LDA band edges Ev and Ec

are marked as well. Energy scales in (a) and (b) are identical.

3 eV in the central layer is suppressed in the outer layers while two new peaks appear,
one above and one below. This can be seen at both interface layers (right and left side
of Fig. 5.8 (a)), where the O-PDOS shows pronounced peaks around 1.5 and 4 to 5
eV. This suppression of the O2p-derived peak and the appearance of new states can be
explained from new hybrid orbitals originating from the ionic Si-O bonds at the interface,
one bonding and one antibonding orbital [134]. The Si PDOS in Fig. 5.8 (b) shows the
corresponding pattern at the Si-side of the junction. In the two outermost layers the
Si sp3 band that we see around 3.5 eV in the central layers has disappeared and been
replaced with a saddle-shaped DOS with new peaks around 1.5 eV (bonding states) and
4 to 5 eV (antibonding states).

5.1.6 Charge Transfer

As already discussed in Sec. 5.1.4, the band discontinuities derived via the alignment of
the electrostatic potential at the interface with those from the respective bulk calcula-
tions deviate significantly from the predictions made via the Shockley-Anderson model.
The difference is 3.2 or 0.89 eV, depending on whether we use the surface barriers of un-
relaxed or relaxed surface structures for the estimation of the band offsets. This means
that one (or more) of the assumptions made in Sec. 2.4.1, i. e. no strong influence of
the exact atomic geometry on the position of the band edges, no interface states within
the fundamental energy gap, and negligible influence of charge transfer on the average
electrostatics at the junction, does not apply to the Si-In2O3 interface. In Sec. 5.1.4,
we concluded, that the details of the atomic geometry at the interface do not influence
the band offsets in the order of several eV by comparing band offsets derived from unre-
laxed and relaxed interface structures. We have seen in Sec. 5.1.5 that there are interface
states within the fundamental band gap on both sides of the heterojunction. This means
that there can be electron transfer within those states to drive the band lineup more
towards an alignment of the branch points, and hence, the band discontinuities derived
within the Tersoff approach in Sec. 4.2. The third condition for the applicability of the
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Shockley-Anderson model was a negligible influence of charge transfer at the interface on
the local potential. As explained in Sec. 2.4.1, the vacuum-level alignment method, by
employing surface barriers derived from free surfaces, treats the interface as being elec-
trostatically equivalent to two surfaces in close proximity, neglecting chemical interaction
and charge rearrangement. In order to investigate the charge transfer at the interface
and the interaction between neighboring slabs we take our model interface system and
remove either the Si or In2O3 slab, remaining with isolated subsystems in a vacuum.
The charge rearrangement caused by the electronic interaction of two subsystems can be
directly calculated as the local charge density difference [135]

∆n(x) = nIS(x)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Interface

− (nS1(x) + nS2(x))
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Shockley-Anderson

, (5.6)

using the local charge density nIS(x) of the interacting system and the respective charge
densities nS1,2(x) of the isolated sub-systems 1 and 2. Integrating over a plane A perpen-
dicular to the surface normal z we can determine the differential charge

dQ(z) =

∫

A

dxdy∆n(x), (5.7)

the charge transfer into a volume V as

∆Q(V ) =

∫

V

dx∆n(x), (5.8)

and, in particular, the charge transfer into the volume between z0 and z as

∆Q(z, z0) =

∫ z

z0

dzdQ(z). (5.9)

Since atomic rearrangement will naturally cause a considerable shift in the local charge
density, it is important that the interface system IS and the isolated subsystems S1

and S2 have the same atomic geometry. In order to discuss the difference between the
Shockley-Anderson band discontinuities and the offsets derived from interface calculations
quantitatively it is further necessary to use subsystems that closely resemble the free slabs
used to determine the natural band offsets in Sec. 4.1. That means that we will probably
find the best quantitative estimate for the charge transfer neglected in the vacuum-level
alignment method not by comparing the relaxed interface and surface structures, but
the unrelaxed ones. Isosurfaces for the charge density difference ∆n (5.6) are plotted in
Fig. 5.9 (a) and (b). As expected from investigating the density of states in Sec. 5.1.5
the charge transfer is localized at the interface region. We see charge transferred from
the lowest Si atoms to the topmost O atoms. This is caused by the ionic Si-O bonds at
the interface. Other charge rearrangements are hardly visible at all. If we compare the
two figures, we notice that due to the restructuring at the surface, the silicon and oxygen
atoms are less clearly separated. The charge rearrangement still forms a visible dipole,
but since areas of electron accumulation and depletion are smeared out and moved closer
together, the total dipole moment might be reduced. On the other hand, we expect
to see stronger bonds and, hence, in total more charge transfer from Si to O atoms
after geometric optimization. To determine which has the stronger effect on the overall
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Figure 5.9: Charge rearrangement at the Si(001)-bcc-In2O3(001) interface. Isosurfaces of
charge density difference ∆n(x) for (a) the unrelaxed and (b) the relaxed interface struc-
ture. Areas of electron depletion (accumulation) are marked in red (cyan). Isosurfaces
for ∆n = ±0.05 e/Å3. Differential charge dQ(z) (cyan) and charge transfer ∆Q(z) (red)
for (c) unrelaxed and (d) relaxed geometry. The In2O3 and the Si slab are marked in
yellow and grey, respectively.

interface dipole we consider only the charge transfer in the direction of the surface normal.
Figure 5.9 (c) and (d) show the differential charge dQ(z) and the total charge transfer
∆Q(z) for the respective geometries. Despite a small charge transfer from the Si slab
into the In2O3 slab, visible in the continuous increase of ∆Q(z) throughout the oxide
slab and the corresponding decrease in the bulk-like Si region, the total charge transfer
is again dominated by the electronic interaction at the interface itself. The total charge
transferred into a region defined by an interval (z0, z) can be read of the graph as the
difference in the ∆Q(z) curve. Since the minimum and maximum of this curve lie almost
in the middle between the two material slabs in the supercell, we can take the difference
between maximum and minimum ∆Q as the total electron transfer from one material to
the other. We observe a transfer of 3.2 and 2.2 electrons from silicon to In2O3 in the
unrelaxed and relaxed structure, respectively. Almost all of this charge transfer occurs
in the interface region, with electrons moving from the topmost (lowest) Si layer to the
lowest (topmost) oxide layer.

The charge transfer from the silicon to the oxygen atoms creates a local dipole moment
at the interface, shifting the electronic bands on the oxide side of the junction to higher
energies and lowering the energy levels on the Si side. Since this shift is solely caused by
the electronic interaction between the slabs it is not accounted for within the Shockley-
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Figure 5.10: Electrostatic potential difference due to charge rearrangement at the Si(001)-
bcc-In2O3(001) interface. Isosurfaces of potential difference ∆Vel(x) for (a) the unrelaxed
and (b) the relaxed interface structure. Areas of positive (negative) potential shifts are
marked in cyan (red). Isosurfaces for ∆Vel = 1.5 and -2 eV. Plane averaged potential
difference ∆Ṽel(z) for (c) unrelaxed and (d) relaxed geometry. The In2O3 and the Si slab
are marked in yellow and grey, respectively.

Anderson model.
We calculate the effect of charge transfer by determining the local electrostatic poten-

tial Vel(x) (Eq. 2.25) of the optimized electronic structure at the interface and comparing
it with the potentials from the isolated slab calculations. The method is completely anal-
ogous to the one applied for the local charge density above. We investigate the local
electrostatic potential difference [135]

∆Vel(x) = V IS
el (x)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Interface

− (V S1
el (x) + V S2

el (x))
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Shockley-Anderson

. (5.10)

The results are shown by isosurfaces of ∆Vel(x) in Figs. 5.10 (a) and (b). We see a
sharp divide of the interface region into an area of raised potential on the oxide side of the
slab and an area of lowered potential on the oxide side. This means a sharp dipole step
in the z direction, raising the band energies in the oxide and lowering them in the silicon,
yielding a lower valence band discontinuity and a higher conduction band offset, which is
what we observed when comparing the Shockley-Anderson band offsets with those from
the interface calculation. We can even quantify the potential step by taking the planar
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average

∆Ṽel(z) =
1

A

∫

A

dxdy∆Vel(x), (5.11)

which we have plotted in Figs. 5.10 (c) and (d) for the unrelaxed and the relaxed interface
configuration, respectively. We see dipole potential steps at the Si-In2O3 junction. In
particular in the unrelaxed system we see sharp, well-defined potential steps of about
3.3 eV at the interface. This fits perfectly with the discrepancies between the electronic
band offsets derived within the Shockley-Anderson model from the unrelaxed surface
structures and the discontinuities calculated from the unrelaxed interface (3.35 eV). The
relaxed configuration shows similar dipole steps, but due to the atomic rearrangement
the potential increase is smeared out over several atomic layers. The overall potential
difference is a bit smaller than in the unrelaxed configuration but still of the order of
3 eV. Since in this case we had to calculate ∆Vel using as subsystems S1,2 the material
slabs with the atomic configurations from the relaxed interface structure we cannot make
a direct quantitative comparison to the Shockley-Anderson predictions, but it is evident
that an oxygen-terminated interface with ionic bonds such as the Si(001)-In2O3(001)
heterostructure needs to take the charge transfer at the interface into account to predict
a reliable set of band discontinuities, so that it is not surprising that the vacuum-level
alignment from surface barriers of the material slabs fails at this task.

5.1.7 Conclusions

We have used the lattice coincidence method to develop structural models for the Si-In2O3

interface. However, all found coincidence lattices have highly elongated unit cells with a
length >50 Å and a very small angle between the two superlattice unit vectors. This is
due to the neglect of shearing in the coincidence lattice method. The absence of good,
shear-free, low-strain coincidence lattices also explains why experimental measurements
do not observe crystalline heterojunctions for Si-In2O3 or Si-ITO interfaces. In order to
mimic experimental conditions, where the oxide is generally grown on a Si(001) wafer, we
decided to investigate a biaxially strained (001)-(001) heterointerface with an unphysically
large strain of 7% in each lateral direction. This allows us to keep the minimum surface
area of a bcc-In2O3(001)-(1× 1) cell. The strain was put entirely on the oxide side of the
boundary.

The structural optimization of the interface revealed the bond angles at the oxygen
atoms to be the main factor determining the atomic geometry at the boundary. Having
optimized the structure we determined the interface formation energy and found that,
despite the unrealistically large strain put on the oxide, the model is at least metastable,
thanks to the surprisingly low energy cost of straining the In2O3 and the large energy
gain from the Si-O bonds.

We employed an energy alignment procedure using the electrostatic potential as a ref-
erence level as outlined in Sec. 2.5.1 to determine the band discontinuities at the junction
and found them to form a misaligned type-III heterostructure. We also compared the
results to band offsets derived for the unrelaxed atomic structure of that system to deter-
mine the influence of the exact atomic configuration on the band discontinuities. There
is only a minor difference of about 0.15 eV between the two results, indicating that while
the surface orientations and terminations might impact the band offsets considerably, the
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exact atomic configuration of the interface is only of minor importance for the average
electrostatics and, hence, the relative position of the band edges. Comparison with the
natural band offsets derived in the previous chapter revealed significant deviations from
the predictions made within the Shockley-Anderson model (0.89 to 3.2 eV) while the
offsets predicted using the branch-point energy as a reference level are in good agreement
with the findings from the interface model, showing a deviation of only 0.14 eV.

The electronic configuration of the interface was investigated by analyzing the LDA
band structure, studying the effect of different factors in play upon interface formation.
The strain turned out to have a major impact on the electronic configuration, lowering
the band gap of the oxide by 0.67 eV. However, we did not find strain-induced states
within the fundamental gap. Studying the effect of surface formation on the electronic
structure of the material, we observed surface states just below the valence band edge,
decaying rapidly towards the center of the slab. The band gap in the slab is increased by
0.59 eV. This is caused by the quantum confinement effect due to the finite size of the
slab. The Si(001) slab shows electronic states within the fundamental gap, decaying more
slowly than the surface states in the In2O3(001)O slab. The effect of interface formation
lies in the appearance of interface states within the fundamental band gap on both sides
of the boundary, which becomes metallic in the interface region and, in the case of Si,
throughout the slab. The comparison of the layer-decomposed PDOS with the LDA band
edges derived via the alignment of the electrostatic potential shows good agreement.

Investigating the charge reconfiguration upon interface formation we found consider-
able charge transfer from the silicon into the oxide slab. Most of this, however, is located
in the interface region and caused by the ionic Si-O bonds. The charge rearrangement
creates a local dipole moment that leads to a dipole potential which was calculated to be
of the order of 3 eV. This is just the difference in band discontinuities as derived within
the Shockley-Anderson model from unrelaxed surface barriers and within the interface
alignment method using a structural interface model. We therefore conclude that any
interface at which ionic bonding plays a major role the band offsets are not well described
within the Shockley-Anderson model.
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5.2 The Si(001)-ZnO(101̄0) Interface

5.2.1 Coincidence Lattice

As we did for Si and bcc-In2O3 we begin the construction of the Si-ZnO interface with a
search for lattice coincidence using the method described in Sec. 2.5.2. Again, the search
is restricted to surface orientation with Miller indices up to three and lattice coefficients
|mij| ≤ 8. Since the primitive unit cell of the most stable wurtzite ZnO is much smaller
than that of bixbyite In2O3, containing only four atoms instead of forty, we find much
more coincidence lattices with a manageable lateral size and strain s1,2,3 below 2 % than
we did for the interface between silicon and indium oxide. We listed the 24 coincidence
lattices with the best lattice fit in Table 5.3. However, as with the Si-In2O3 interface all of
these lattices consist of very elongated surface cells which means they have the problems
we discussed in Sec. 5.1.1. Again, we expect a considerable energy cost for the shearing
in these lattices.

At the end of Table 5.3 we have listed two further coincidence lattices. One is the
smallest rectangular coincidence lattice found for Si and wz-ZnO, an interface between
the silicon (001) surface and the ZnO(101̄0) surface, the so-called m-plane. The strain in
each of the directions is below 2 %. This interface structure also looks very promising to
us because the (101̄0) surface of zinc oxide is a non-polar surface, which means we can
avoid a net dipole moment in the cell without breaking the stoichiometry of the oxide.
The rectangular supercell also allows us to create symmetric interfaces and the relatively
small coincidence lattice cell means we can include more atomic layers, so that we can
hope to achieve bulk-like conditions in the center of the slabs. The last coincidence
lattice listed in Table 5.3 has the rare property of s1 = s2, which means that, despite
the fact that the coincidence lattice is not rectangular, we do not have shearing within
the supercell. This interface has also been observed experimentally: Mu et al. [136] have
recently grown ZnO nanospears on the Si(001) surface. They measured the tilt angle
of these spears and, assuming the growth direction to be determined by the well-known
tendency of ZnO to grow in the [0001] direction, concluded the surface orientation of
the oxide at the interface to be [202̄3], a semipolar surface, which fits well with our
results concerning lattice coincidence and shearing. Another advantage of studying the
interfaces between Si(001) on the one side and ZnO(101̄0) and (202̄3) on the other is,
that the Shockley-Anderson alignment has predicted type-I heterostructure band offsets
for both these interfaces. Since the Tersoff approach, in sharp contradistinction, has
predicted a type-II junction for Si-ZnO, these two model structures are well-suited to
test the predictions of the mesoscopic band alignment approaches. We are therefore
going to investigate the Si(001)-ZnO(101̄0) as well as the Si(001)-ZnO(202̄3) interface in
detail.

The Si(001)-ZnO(101̄0) unit surface cells as well as the coincidence lattice cells are
shown in Fig. 5.11. The Si surface unit cell is described by the surface lattice vectors f1 =
a0(1/2,−1/2, 0) and f2 = a0(1/2, 1/2, 0) and the ZnO surface unit cell is by f3 = (a, 0, 0)
and f4 = (0, c, 0). We obtain the coincidence lattice cell for F1 = 3f1 + 3f2 ≈ 5f3 = F3

and F2 = f2 − f1 ≈ f4 = F4.
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Table 5.3: Best coincidence lattice cells for cd-Si and wz-ZnO. Surface orientations of Si
are given as customary, i. e. by Miller indices with respect to the simple cubic lattice.
Lattice vectors from Eq. (2.46), strain from Eq. (2.48). The superlattices are sorted by
best lattice coincidence, that is first by the size of the coincidence lattice cell A1 and then
by lowest maximal strain. The 24 best coincidence lattices with max(si) < 2 % are given
as well as two additional coincidence lattices (see text).

Orientation Vector length (Å) strain (%)
Si ZnO |F1| |F2| cos θ12 |F2| sin θ12 s1 s2 s3 A1 (Å2)

(111) (101̄2) 27.54 23.84 0.92 0.55 1.72 1.63 25.27
(331) (101̄3) 58.31 41.67 0.55 1.00 0.40 038 31.80

66.71 25.04 0.48 1.28 1.07 0.61 31.80
61.95 35.21 0.51 1.93 0.64 1.33 31.80
50.53 42.01 0.63 1.99 1.52 1.72 31.80

(210) (101̄3) 65.05 54.95 0.50 1.09 0.68 0.02 32.63
76.59 66.49 0.43 0.46 1.10 0.65 32.63

(210) (112̄1) 46.31 10.08 0.70 1.55 0.75 1.61 32.63
58.56 42.36 0.56 1.42 1.25 1.75 32.63

(210) (101̄3) 59.55 34.80 0.55 0.69 0.97 1.81 32.63
(210) (112̄1) 42.19 35.62 0.77 1.84 1.12 1.33 32.63

16.21 9.90 2.01 1.88 0.82 1.29 32.63
58,56 16.20 0.56 1.42 1.88 1.75 32.63

(210) (101̄3) 56.40 46.31 0.58 1.90 0.03 0.77 32.63
(210) (112̄1) 42.36 26.18 077 1.25 0.86 11.92 32.63

42.36 16.19 0.77 1.24 1.88 1.92 32.63
(112) (112̄2) 55.88 33.95 0.64 1.27 0.28 0.60 35.74

56.27 46.93 0.63 1.47 0.18 0.81 35.74
46.94 37.61 0.76 1.48 0.58 0.82 35.74
46.00 33.94 0.78 1.00 1.49 1.47 35.74

(112) (202̄1) 55.88 33.95 0.64 1.85 0.09 0.85 35.74
65.61 56.27 0.54 1.02 1.93 0.04 35.74
72.27 62.18 0.49 1.94 0.87 0.94 35.74

(112) (101̄0) 41.49 26.72 0.86 0.50 0.39 1.97 35.74
(001) (101̄0) 16.21 0 5.40 1.30 - 1.72 87.54
(001) (202̄3) 16.21 8.10 13.51 1.30 1.30 0.85 218.86
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.11: Surface (black) and coincidence (red) lattice unit cells for (a) Si(001) and
(b) ZnO(101̄0). The dashed arrows in (a) illustrate the construction of the coincidence
lattice cell.

5.2.2 Atomic Structure

ZnO is a rather soft material. The bulk modulus has been determined as B0 = 131.5
GPa [137], which is considerably larger than the Si value of B0 = 97.6 GPa [129]. We
therefore put the strain entirely on the oxide side of the interface, as we did when creating
the Si(001)-In2O3(001) interface model. The ZnO slab is thus compressed by 1.30 % in
the [1̄21̄0] direction, the direction of the second Bravais lattice vector a2, from here
on x-direction, and strained by 1.72 % in the [0001] direction, from here on y. This
increases the surface area by 0.44 %. The third lattice vector of strained bulk ZnO is
then relaxed, resulting in a compression of 4.07 % in the direction of the surface normal
(z). The cell volume of the strained bulk cell is therefore decreased by 3.64 %. The atomic
positions were relaxed until the Hellmann-Feynman forces acting on each ion were below
5 meV/Å. To allow for large-scale reconstructions we performed the ionic relaxation on
a supercell containing 100 atoms. Ionic relaxation resulted in a slight buckling of the
atomic layers, where the oxygen atoms are alternately raised and lowered with respect to
the Zn atoms. The buckling is, however, only very slight, with a buckling height of only
0.3 pm. Nevertheless, in order to avoid a net dipole moment resulting from this slight
buckling we decided to use an even number of atomic layers in the slab, so that the dipole
moments of the individual layers cancel each other out. Unfortunately, this means that
we cannot create a truly symmetrical supercell with equivalent interfaces on both sides
of the ZnO slab. The upper interface, i. e. Si(001)-ZnO(101̄0) and the lower interface,
i. e. Si(001̄)-ZnO(1̄010), differ from each other by a lateral shift of the ZnO layers in the
[1̄21̄0] direction, the x-direction of our supercell. The shift is exactly aZnOstrained/2 = 0.3 aSi0 .
This means that we cannot optimize only one of the interfaces, but rather have to find a
compromise between the two interfaces. We used a strained ZnO slab consisting of ten
atomic layers and embedded it in a silicon matrix of twelve layers, resulting in a supercell
containing 72 Si atoms, 50 Zn and 50 O atoms.

In order to determine the optimal lateral placement of the oxide slab with respect to
the Si(001) surface, we performed a scan similar to the one we did for the Si(001)-In2O3

interface (see Sec. 5.1.2). In the case of the Si(001)-wz-ZnO(101̄0) interface, however, we
can do better than sample the Si(001) surface unit cell. Since the interface unit cell con-
sists of several ZnO(101̄0) surface unit cells, the translational symmetry of the interface
is improved. Figure 5.12 (a) illustrates the point: An O atom at a specific position above
the Si surface unit cell (A) is matched by another O atom (B) at another position over a
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Figure 5.12: (a) Illustration of the reduced interface unit cell compared to the Si(001)
surface unit cell (see text). We show the topmost Si (white), as well as the lowest Zn
(grey) and O (red) layer. Projected O atoms are shown as shaded red circles. The
Si(001) surface unit cells are given by black lines and the reduced unit cell is marked
by the colored region, which gives the energy distribution in (b). (b) Total energy in
dependence of the relative lateral position of the slab over the reduced interface unit cell.

different unit cell. Atoms A and B are, however, chemically and geometrically equivalent
with respect to the ZnO slab. A shift of the ZnO slab from A to B’, the projected position
of B in the Si unit cell of A, therefore creates an interface that is structurally identical.
The same is true for the shift from A to C’, the projected position of a further Zn atom
C. Hence, the irreducible interface unit cell can be obtained by folding all ZnO atoms
at the interface back into the Si surface unit cell and determining the shortest distances
between chemically equivalent atoms. The new reduced interface unit cell is described
by the surface vectors f

red
1 = a0(1/5, 0, 0) and f

red
2 = a0(1/10, 1/2, 0). To determine the

best starting position for the ionic relaxation we moved the ZnO slab on a 4×4 grid over
this reduced cell and used a Fourier-interpolation to predict values on a finer 256 × 256
mesh. The energy dependence of the lateral position over the reduced interface unit cell
is shown in Fig. 5.12 (b).

Using the optimal (x, y) position as a starting point we determined the optimal z
distance between the topmost Si and the lowest ZnO layer by varying the distance between
the slabs independently for both interfaces. This resulted in an optimal z distance of 1.5
Å between Si and ZnO for the upper interface and 1.61 Å for the lower interface. We then
used this structure as a starting geometry for ionic relaxation. The outer three layers of
both slabs were allowed to relax while the central 6 Si layers and the central 4 ZnO layers
were kept fixed. Ionic relaxation was performed until the forces acting on each ion were
below 10 meV/Å. The resulting geometry is shown in Fig. 5.13.

We see considerable structural rearrangement on both sides of the interface. Again it
seems as if the bonding geometry at the oxygen atoms is the driving force in determining
the equilibrium positions of the atoms at the interface. Nine of the ten interface oxygen
atoms in our supercell are threefold coordinated, forming bonds with two Zn atoms and
one Si atom. Table 5.4 lists the bond lengths and angles for the relaxed interface structure
for all interface oxygen atoms in the supercell (notation given in Fig. 5.13). The table
shows that the Si-O bond lengths hardly vary at all (1.67±0.01Å), while the O-Zn bond
lengths vary from 1.92 to 2.13 Å. The bulk value for the Zn-O bond is 1.95 Å in the
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Figure 5.13: Atomic structure of the optimized relaxed Si(001)-ZnO(101̄0) interface.
(a) and (b) show the upper interface, (c) and (d) the lower interface. The view from
[100]Si ‖ [1̄21̄0]ZnO is shown in (a) and (c), the view from [010]Si ‖ [0001]ZnO in (b) and
(d).
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Table 5.4: Bond lengths (in Å) and angles (in ◦) at the oxygen atoms in the Si(001)-
ZnO(101̄0) interface. The identifying numbers for the oxygen atoms in the supercell are
given in Figs. 5.13 (b) and (d).

O atom Bond length Bond Angle
O-Si O-Zn1 O-Zn2 Zn1-O-Si Zn2-O-Si Zn1-O-Zn2

1 1.67 1.95 1.98 113.14 132.79 105.66
2 1.66 2.10 1.96 101.33 133.17 109.14
3 1.68 1.92 2.13 124.01 124.34 105.79
4 1.67 1.98 1.98 110.53 133.31 115.44
5 1.68 1.93 1.95 117.69 119.74 112.28
6 1.71 1.94 2.06 126.68 116.60 114.90
7 1.69 2.09 1.96 139.24 101.19 119.33
8 1.68 1.96 1.99 131.07 131.94 96.90
9 1.65 2.11 1.95 156.75 110.28 87.72
10 1.66 1.65∗ 147.84∗∗

∗ Si-O bond length ∗∗ Si-O-Si bond angle

unstrained wz-ZnO bulk and 1.98 to 1.99 Å in the strained bulk. The fact that we see
quite large deviations from these optimal values at the interface oxygen atoms is further
evidence for the dominant role that the Si-O bonds play in the formation of Si-TCO
heterojunctions. Looking at the bond angles in Fig. 5.13 and Table 5.4, we see that
this time most of the threefold-coordinated O atoms at the junction between silicon and
oxide do not form bonds in a tetrahedron geometry, as they did at the Si(001)-In2O3(001)
interface, but rather a flattened geometry, closer to a regular triangle with the O atom at
the center. If we consider all O atoms except 8, 9, and 10 (see Fig. 5.13 (d)), where the
local geometry is somewhat different, we find that while the bond angles vary by ±15◦,
they are clustered around a value of 117◦, somewhat larger than the tetrahedron angle of
109.5◦, but close to 120◦, the central angle in a regular triangle.

5.2.3 Interface Formation Energy

To discuss the energetics of the Si(001)-ZnO(101̄0) interface we can again calculate the
interface formation energy. However, since we are dealing with a non-polar oxide direction
and, hence, a stoichiometric supercell, it holds that (nan/ncat)Ncat−Nan = 0 and Eq. (5.1)
is simplified to

EIF =
1

2A

[

EIS −
(
Ncat

ncat

µoxide
bulk +NSiµSi

)]

, (5.12)

i. e. EIF becomes independent of the oxygen chemical potential. We calculated an interface
formation energy of EIF = 72.11 meV/Å2. This is considerably lower then the sum of the
two surface energies for the Si(001) (ESF = 148.06 meV/Å2) and the ZnO(101̄0) surface
(ESF = 93.42 meV/Å2). This means that the Si(001)-ZnO(101̄0) interface is locally
stable. However, the interface energy is higher than in the case of the Si(001)-In2O3(001)
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interface. This result is somewhat unexpected, since we put a much smaller strain on the
ZnO than we did on the In2O3 in the previous chapter. However as already discussed in
Sec. 5.1.3, the interface formation energy is not independent of the extent of the supercell.
The energy cost for straining a slab scales linearly with the size of the slab, and we used
more atomic layers for the oxide slab in the Si(001)-ZnO(101̄0) interface model than we
did for the Si(001)-In2O3(001) heterojunction. We can determine the total energy cost
of the strain (i. e. the first term in Eq. (5.2)) by calculating the energetical cost for
straining a ZnO bulk crystal. By comparing the total energy of strained and unstrained
bulk calculations we get a strain energy per formula unit of ∆Estrain

ZnO /Nbulk = 36.55 meV,
about an order of magnitude lower than the strain energy for the bixbyite indium oxide
in the overstrained Si(001)-In2O3(001) interface model.

To check the accuracy of this result, we calculate the energy loss for the strained
oxide using the known elastic constants Cij of wz-ZnO. In our model a different strain
was put on the x, y, and z direction in the unit cell, which correspond to the [21̄1̄0], the
[1̄21̄0] direction, and the [0001] direction of ZnO, respectively (Caution: The x, y and
z direction in the bulk are not equivalent to the supercell directions). This gives us a
diagonal strain tensor ǫ with only three non-zero components ǫ11 = (ax−a0)/a0 = −0.013,
ǫ22 = (az − a0)/a0 = −0.046, and ǫ33 = (c − c0)/c0 = 0.017, where a0 and c0 are the
lattice coordinates of the unstrained hexagonal crystal. For small strains, the energy cost
for straining one unit cell of volume Ω0 from equilibrium is ∆Estrain

ZnO,bulk = Ω0U with the
strain energy density U of a hexagonal crystal without shearing (i. e. ǫij = 0 for i 6= j) is
given by [138]

U =
1

2
C11(ǫ

2
11 + ǫ222) + C12ǫ11ǫ22 + C13(ǫ11 + ǫ22)ǫ33 +

1

2
C33ǫ

2
33. (5.13)

The elastic constants Cij of wz-ZnO vary only slightly in different theoretical [139, 140]
and experimental [141, 142] studies. We use the values derived by Gopal et al. in Ref. [140]
since they have been calculated in a DFT-LDA framework similar to the one used in this
work. They give C11 = 217 GPa, C12 = 117 GPa, C13 = 121 GPa, and C33 = 225 GPa.
If we insert these values into Eq. (5.13) we get an energy density of 68.08 meV per bulk
unit cell or 34.04 meV per formula unit, in very good agreement with the value that we
determined from total energy comparisons (36.55 meV per formula unit).

The determined strain energy for the whole slab consisting of ten atomic layers with
five Zn and O atoms each is therefore ∆Estrain

ZnO,slab = 50∆Estrain
ZnO,bulk = 1.83 eV, its contri-

bution to the interface formation energy ∆Estrain
ZnO,slab/2A = 10.43 meV/Å2, only a minor

contribution to the total interface formation energy. However, we see that because of the
larger supercell the contribution of the strain to EIF is comparable in magnitude to that
of the Si(001)-bcc-In2O3(001) interface model (between 16.45 and 20.56 meV/Å2), despite
the fact that the local strain was much smaller.

The main reason for the energetic favorability of the Si(001)-In2O3(001) interface over
the Si(001)-ZnO(101̄0) interface can, however, be found in the fact that we modeled the
interface for the polar In2O3(001) direction with an oxygen terminated surface, yielding
strong ionic Si-O bonds at the interface, as we have discussed in Sec. 5.1.3, while the
ZnO(101̄0) surface is a non-polar surface orientation which leads to a mixture of Si-O
and Si-Zn bonds, which are far less ionic in character, as the relative electronegativities
of Si and Zn are much closer to each other than those of Si and O [143]. The energy gain
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Figure 5.14: Plane averaged electrostatic potential (black) and QP band edges for the
Si(001)-ZnO(101̄0) heterostructure. The conduction (magenta) and valence (cyan) band
are shown.

due to interaction between the two materials at the interface is given by

∆Ebond
Si−ZnO =

1

2A
(EIS−ES1 −ES2) = EIF−ESF(Si(001))−ESF(ZnO

strained(101̄0)), (5.14)

and is represented by the last two terms in Eq. 5.2. Since we did not relax the strained
ZnO(101̄0) surface, we cannot give an absolutely accurate result for this term, but
given that the surface energy for the unrelaxed strained ZnO(101̄0) surface amounts
to 218.18 meV/Å2, which is not much different from the value of the unrelaxed un-
strained ZnO(101̄0) surface (191.33 meV/Å2), we can make a good estimate by using
the surface energy for the relaxed unstrained surface. We obtain a bond energy of
∆Ebond

Si−ZnO = −169.37 meV/Å2. This represents the energy gain due to formation of
chemical Si-O and Si-Zn bonds at the interface. All interface oxygen atoms except O
atom 10 in Fig. 5.13 (d) form one Si-O bond. The ZnO(101̄0) surface has five oxygen
atoms on each side of the slab in the supercell, while the supercell has a lateral size of
3a20,Si which is 3/4 the lateral size of the Si(001)-In2O3(001) interface, which has twelve
oxygen atoms on each side of the oxide slab. The ZnO slab also has five Zn atoms on
each side of the interface, forming less ionic bonds with the silicon atoms. The differ-
ence in interface formation energy between these two silicon-oxide interfaces is therefore
probably largely due to the relative strength of ionic Si-O bonds compared to the weaker
ionic-covalent Si-Zn bonds. This mixture of different bonds also has an important effect
on the interface dipole as we shall discuss in Sec. 5.2.6.

5.2.4 Band Discontinuities

By aligning the atomic oscillations in the electrostatic potential of the HSE+GW bulk
calculations of Si and wz-ZnO with the oscillations in the potential obtained from the Si-
ZnO interface calculations we determined the QP band offsets at the Si(001)-ZnO(101̄0)
interface as described in Sec. 2.5.1. The electrostatic potential and the relative position
of the QP band offsets is shown in Fig. 5.14. We obtained a conduction band offset
∆Ec = 0.07 eV and a valence band offset ∆Ev = 1.85 eV. Positive values of band
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discontinuities indicate a barrier for the respective charge carriers. This means we predict
a straddling type-I interface for this junction, which will prohibit charge-carrier separation
at the interface. However, one has to take into consideration that the barrier for electrons
moving from silicon into the oxide slab is very small, and the predictions are specific for
this particular interface. Given the accuracy of the alignment procedure and of the DFT
description of the interface it is possibly better to speak of aligned conduction band edges
with a zero band offset.

To see the influence of the exact atomic geometry we also determined the band offsets
for the unrelaxed interface structure. We found a conduction band offset ∆Ec = 0.68 eV
and a valence band offset ∆Ev = 1.24 eV. As with the relaxed geometry, the band offsets
derived from a model with the atomic geometries on both sides in bulk-like arrangements
form a type-I interface with barriers for electrons and holes moving from silicon across
the boundary into the oxide layer. The absolute difference between the two predictions
is 0.61 eV, a considerable discrepancy. It seems that optimizing the interface and using
realistic geometries is of some importance for predicting the band offsets in this case.

Table 5.5 compares the results with the predictions from the mesoscopic alignment
methods in Chapter 4. We see that while the type of the interface has been described
correctly in the Shockley-Anderson model, the results from the interface model are some-
what different from the predicted band discontinuities. We find deviations of 0.82 and
0.35 eV from the values calculated via comparison of the surface barriers of the Si(001) and
ZnO(101̄0) surfaces using unrelaxed and relaxed atomic surface structures, respectively.
The band offset predictions using the branch-point energy as a common reference level
are even further from the interface offsets taken from our model. They predict a different
type of heterostructure and give the band edges on the oxide side of the boundary 1.24
eV lower than the interface model alignment. After the promising agreement between the
Tersoff predictions and the interface model results in the case of the Si(001)-In2O3(001)
interface it is somewhat disappointing that the alignment of the branch-point energies is
so far off the mark for another Si-oxide interface. The alignment of the vacuum levels is
closer to the values found in the actual interface electrostatics, but still not very accurate.
In fact, the band discontinuities we obtained via an actual interface model lie in between
the predictions from the two mesoscopic alignment methods for bulk band structures.

Furthermore, we see that the band discontinuities obtained via alignment of the vac-
uum level using unrelaxed free slabs is actually not that different from the results found

Table 5.5: Valence and conduction band offsets predicted for the Si(001)-ZnO(101̄0) in-
terface via the mesoscopic methods in Chapter 4 and via alignment using the electrostatic
potential of the interface calculation. All values in eV.

Alignment via
Shockley-Anderson Shockley-Anderson Branch Point Interface model

(unrelaxed) (relaxed)
∆Ec 0.89 0.42 -1.17 0.07
∆Ev 1.01 1.50 3.09 1.85
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Figure 5.15: Band structure of (a) unstrained and (b) strained wz-ZnO. In (b) the bands
are shown vs. a strained hexagonal Brillouin zone. The right side shows the site-projected
density of states projected on the Zn (cyan) and O (red) atoms in arbitrary units. The
valence band maximum Ev is used as energy zero.

in the unrelaxed interface geometry. The discrepancy here is only 0.21 eV. Since, as men-
tioned in Sec. 5.1.6, the difference between Shockley-Anderson predictions from unrelaxed
slabs and values derived from unrelaxed interface geometries is the one that is most easily
examined in terms of charge transfer, we will include a discussion of the charge transfer
at the unrelaxed interface in Sec. 5.2.6.

5.2.5 Electronic Structure

The band lineup gives us, of course, only a very simplified picture of the electronic
structure of the interface. Other factors such as dangling bonds, interface states, the
effect of strain on the electron configuration and quantum confinement from finite size
effects all impact the actual electronic interface structure. In order to analyze these we
will investigate the electronic states of the optimized atomic configuration for the Si(001)-
ZnO(101̄0) heterostructure. The interface calculations were all carried out within the
local density approximation for XC, so in this section non-local and quasiparticle effects
on the bands are neglected. As for the Si(001)-In2O3(001) interface we will assume that
the effects of strain, slab creation and interface formation on the electron energies as
described in DFT-LDA are at least qualitatively descriptive for the excited-state system.

The first factor that influences the electronic structure at the interface is the strain
we put on the ZnO slab. Figure 5.15 shows band diagrams and site-projected DOS for
the unstrained and strained ZnO bulk crystals. The band diagrams and PDOS are very
similar in both cases. The DFT-LDA band gap is narrowed from 0.79 eV in the unstrained
system to 0.62 eV for the strained geometry. There are no strain induced electronic states
visible within the fundamental gap. We see that in this model the influence of strain on
the electronic properties of the oxide is much smaller than for the biaxially strained In2O3

in the previous section. This is not surprising, since the strain we applied in this model is
much smaller. While the band discontinuities derived above are probably quantitatively
not much affected by strain, a change in the predicted type of interface is surely possible.
Given that the barrier for electrons passing the Si(001)-ZnO(101̄0) boundary predicted
from the alignment of unstrained QP band structures is only 0.07 eV, a narrowing of the
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Figure 5.16: (a) Band diagram of the strained wz-ZnO(101̄0) slab vs. the 2D BZ of the
rectangular surface unit cell. Surface states within the fundamental gap are marked in
blue and green. The right side shows the layer-decomposed PDOS of the Zn (cyan) and
O (red) atoms in arbitrary units. Moving from left to right we go from the surface layer
to the center of the slab. (b) Isosurfaces of the wave function square of the surface states
at Γ. The isosurface colors correspond to the colors in (a). Isosurface value n = 0.15
e/Å3.

band gap by 0.18 eV might well shift the conduction band edge of ZnO below that of
Si and thus form a type-II heterostructure. We determined the effective electron mass
in unstrained ZnO and found m∗

e = 0.14 me in the ΓK-direction and m∗
e = 0.13 me in

the ΓA-direction, about half the value commonly given in literature [144, 145, 146] but
in excellent agreement with earlier DFT-LDA studies [147, 148]. These effective masses
remain virtually unchanged under strain.

Figure 5.16 (a) shows the band diagram and layer-decomposed PDOS for a ten-layer
(101̄0)-slab of strained wz-ZnO. Since the PDOS for the individual layers is symmetrical
to the center, we show only five atomic layers in the plot, with the plot furthest left
showing the electronic states at the surface layer and the plot on the right one of the two
innermost layers in the slab. There are surface states within the fundamental gap, mainly
O-derived states, just above the valence band edge. Figure 5.16 (b) shows isosurface states
for the Os (green) and p (blue)-derived states. The s-like states are strongly localized at
the surface, whereas the p-derived states decay only slowly as we move towards the center
of the slab and, in fact, are not entirely decoupled in the ten-layer slab. O-derived states
around the valence band maximum were also present at the In2O3(001) surface (compare
Fig. 5.6 (a)) and seem to be a signature of oxygen dangling bonds at TCO surfaces. The
large peaks around -4.7 eV in the central layers represent the Zn d bands. In the surface
layers they have been shifted to lower energies by about 1 eV. This can easily be explained
by the electrostatics at the surface: The (compared to the bulk) lower electron density
at the surface generates a shift to lower energies in the electrostatic potential.

The band gap itself is widened from 0.62 to 0.99 eV, due to quantum confinement
in the slab. We can approximate the confinement energy by using the one-dimensional
potential well model within the effective-mass approximation. If we insert our own DFT-
LDA-derived effective mass in [1̄21̄0]-direction, m∗

e = 0.14 me into Eq. (5.5) we obtain a
confinement shift E1 = 1.16 eV, much larger than the actual confinement energy ∆conf =
0.38 eV. If we employ the more commonly used effective mass in the wurtzite xy-plane
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Figure 5.17: Layer decomposed projected density of states in arbitrary units for the
Si(001)-wz-ZnO(101̄0) interface for (a) the Si side and (b) the oxide side of the interface.
Going from left to right from the lowest to the topmost atomic layer. Si-PDOS in grey,
O-PDOS in red, and Zn-PDOS in cyan. The respective LDA band edges Ev and Ec are
marked as well. Energy scales in (a) and (b) are identical. The Fermi level has been used
as energy zero.

(the bulk x-direction being the z-direction of the slab), m∗
e = 0.21 eV [145], we obtain an

energy shift of E1 = 0.77 eV, which is closer to the observed confinement energy.
Finally, let us consider the impact of interface formation on the electronic structure

at the junction. First, it has to be noted that the difference in the electronic energies
and in the fundamental band gap between DFT-LDA results and the HSE+GW QP-
energies leads to a very different band lineup from the one described in the previous
section. If we use the alignment via the electrostatic potential as described in Sec. 2.5.1
on the band structures calculated within an LDA framework we find band offsets of
∆ELDA

c = −0.90 eV and ∆ELDA
v = 1.23 eV. In combination with the DFT-LDA band gap

of Si, ELDA
g (Si) = 0.44 eV, this means that |∆ELDA

c | > ELDA
g (Si), i. e. in LDA description

the Si(001)-ZnO(101̄0) interface forms a misaligned type-III heterostructure.
Figure 5.17 shows the layer-decomposed PDOS for the heterointerface between Si(001)

and ZnO(101̄0). The DFT-LDA levels of the band edges as obtained via the alignment of
the electrostatic potential of the interface calculation with those from bulk calculations
are shown as solid lines. We notice an asymmetry in the shape of the PDOS on both
sides of the interface, which is not surprising, given the difference in bonding geometry at
the Si(001)-ZnO(101̄0) and the Si(001̄)-ZnO(1̄010) interface described above. The Si side
of the interface shows surface states within the fundamental gap at both interfaces that
decay slowly into the bulk region. However, once again we do not find such pronounced
peaks as in the surface PDOS in Fig. 5.7 (b), which means that the Si dangling bonds are
mostly saturated. The projected band edges obtained via alignment agree very well with
the gap visible in the DOS, the accuracy is about 0.1 eV. On the ZnO side of the interface
we also observe states within the fundamental gap. However these states appear only in
the two outermost layers on either side, while the six central layer show a clear energy
gap, that again conforms to the band edges obtained via alignment of the potentials.
What is more, the pronounced peak in the O-PDOS found at the free ZnO(101̄0) surface
has disappeared. The fact that the interface states quickly decay towards the center of
the gap, while the Op states of the oxygen dangling bonds decay only slowly towards the
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middle of the gap suggests good dangling bond saturation at the interface. If we compare
the nature of the interface states with those found at the Si(001)-In2O3(001) interface
in Fig. 5.8 (a) we notice an important difference: While the latter were almost entirely
O-derived states, the former are localized at zinc as well as at oxygen atoms, a clear
indication of the more covalent Si-Zn bonds at the interface. In fact, if we compare the Si
and Zn-projected states in the interface layers, we find the signature patterns of covalent
bonding: The wide peaks around -3 eV, that we find in the Si as well as the ZnO PDOS
in the central layers are flattened at the interface, with new states appearing above and
below this energy range, indicating a hybridization into bonding and antibonding states,
similar to the one we discussed in Sec. 5.1.5. However, this time the new peaks in the
DOS on the oxide side of the interface appear in the Zn as well as the O-PDOS. In
particular, the PDOS in the layers at the Si(001̄)-ZnO(1̄010) interface, on the left in
Fig. 5.17 (a) and on the right in (b) show the saddle pattern found in other covalent
bonds as well [135, 149]. It is also noticeable that the Si-Zn antibonding states visible in
the Zn PDOS are about 1 eV higher in energy than the new peaks in the O-PDOS, which
can be explained by the difference in electronegativity between Zn and O [134]. We also
see Zn-derived surface states in the conduction band, between 1 and 5 eV above the Fermi
level. The large peak of the Zn-d-states, between -5.5 and -8 eV in the central layers of
the oxide slab are shifted by about -0.7 eV in the interface layers. As we discussed for
the surface, this is probably due to electrostatics, with the (compared to the surface)
higher electron density at the interface decreasing the amount of downwards shift for this
electronic band.

5.2.6 Charge Transfer

The interface QP-band discontinuities discussed in Sec. 5.2.4 differ significantly from the
natural band offsets predicted by alignment of the bulk branch-point energies. Since this
canonical lineup rests on the assumption of an interface charge transfer large enough to
cancel the influence of native surface dipoles (see Sec. 2.4.2), a detailed analysis of the
charge rearrangements upon interface formation might shed some light on this discrep-
ancy. Furthermore, although the vacuum-level alignment yields better results than the
Tersoff method, it is still of the mark by 0.35 eV. As already discussed in Secs. 2.4.1
and 5.1.6, differences between the interface electrostatics and the electrostatics as de-
scribed in the Shockley-Anderson model are due to the neglect of any charge transfer at
the boundary, and can be quantified by analyzing the electronic reconfiguration at the
interface.

We once again determined the charge density difference ∆n(x) according to Eq. (5.6),
differential charge dQ(z) from Eq. (5.7), and charge transfer ∆Q(z, z0) from Eq. (5.9) as
well as the potential difference ∆Vel(x) from Eq. (5.10). Since these quantities have to be
calculated using isolated subsystems S1 and S2 in which the ionic positions are identical
to the interacting system IS, a comparison with the Shockley-Anderson lineup is better
done by using the unrelaxed interface structure, in particular since we found that the
band alignment from the surface barriers of unrelaxed surface structures differs only by
about 0.2 eV from the results derived from the unrelaxed interface model.

Figure 5.18 shows isosurfaces for ∆n(x) for the unrelaxed structure at the two inter-
faces in the supercell. Again, all major charge transfer is localized solely at the interface.
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Figure 5.18: Charge rearrangement at the unrelaxed Si(001)-wz-ZnO(101̄0) interface.
Areas of electron depletion (accumulation) are marked in red (cyan). Isosurfaces of
charge density difference ∆n(x) = ±0.05 e/Å3. (a)-(c) show the upper, or Si(001)-
ZnO(101̄0) interface, (d)-(f) the lower, or Si(001̄)-ZnO(1̄010) interface. (a) and (d) as
seen from [010]Si ‖ [0001]ZnO, (b) and (e) from [01̄0]Si ‖ [0001̄]ZnO and (c) and (e) from
[100]Si ‖ [1̄21̄0]ZnO.

However, in this case the electron rearrangement presents a much more complex picture
than the clear-cut ionic-bond dipoles at the Si(001)-In2O3(001) interface. While we see
the patterns of ionic bonds with electron depletion areas at the Si atoms and electron
accumulation at the corresponding oxygen atoms, best visible in (b), (c), and (d), there
also are regions of surplus charge along the Si-Zn bonds, showing the electron accumu-
lation along the bond axis. The resulting pattern gives rise to alternating rows of ionic
Si-O bond dipoles and Si-Zn bond monopoles, seen best in (c) and (f), the view from
[1̄21̄0]ZnO, the x-direction of the supercell.

The charge rearrangements at the relaxed interface shown in Fig. 5.19 show the same
basic pattern. The areas enclosed by the ∆n(x) isosufaces are larger, indicating stronger
bonds. Also we see that the Si atoms bonding to the Zn atoms at the oxide have slightly
moved away from the oxide slab, so that the electron depletion areas from the ionic
Si-O bonds and the accumulation areas from the Si-Zn bonds are now largely at the
same height. This means that the net charge transfer in the z direction and, hence, the
additional dipole caused by that charge transfer should be decreased compared to the
unrelaxed interface structure.

Let us now consider the differential charge dQ(z) and the charge transfer ∆Q(z).
Figure 5.20 shows plots for the charge rearrangement in the direction of the surface normal
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Figure 5.19: Charge rearrangement at the relaxed Si(001)-wz-ZnO(101̄0) interface. Areas
of electron depletion (accumulation) are marked in red (cyan). Isosurfaces of charge
density difference ∆n(x) = ±0.05 e/Å3. (a)-(c) show the upper, or Si(001)-ZnO(101̄0)
interface, (d)-(f) the lower, or Si(001̄)-ZnO(1̄010) interface. (a) and (d) as seen from
[010]Si ‖ [0001]ZnO, (b) and (e) from [01̄0]Si ‖ [0001̄]ZnO and (c) and (e) from [100]Si ‖
[1̄21̄0]ZnO.

for the unrelaxed as well as the relaxed interface structure. We see charge accumulation
around the ZnO surfaces, originating from the ionic Si-O bonds and matched by areas of
charge depletion around the Si surfaces layers. However, there is also a second peak of
charge accumulation in the middle of the interface. This is the increased electron density
along the Si-Zn bonds. One noticeable difference between the relaxed and unrelaxed
structure is that the ionic-bond peaks in dQ are much higher in the relaxed structure,
indicating a larger contribution of the ionic bonds at the interface. The main difference
from the dQ(z) at the Si(001)-In2O3(001) as shown in Fig. 5.9 (c) and (d) is that at the
Si(001)-ZnO(101̄0) interface there are also considerable areas of charge depletion around
the oxide surface layer, resulting from the charge transfer into the Si-Zn bonds. And
since the charge transfer into these bonds is in this case actually larger than the one
caused by the ionic bonds, the ZnO slab - compared to the free surface - actually loses
electrons and there is a net charge accumulation at the interface itself, but no electron
transfer from Si to oxide. In fact, since the areas of charge accumulation in the Si-Zn
bonds are closer in height to the Si than to the ZnO slab one can even say that there
is a small net transfer from the oxide to the silicon side of the boundary, around 0.4 e
in the unrelaxed and 0.2 e in the relaxed interface structure. This should lead to a
small net dipole moment, raising the bands on the Si side of the interface, i. e. lowering
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Figure 5.20: Differential charge dQ(z) (cyan) and charge transfer ∆Q(z) (red) for (a) the
unrelaxed and (b) the relaxed geometry of the Si(001)-ZnO(101̄0) interface. The ZnO
and the Si slab are marked in yellow and grey, respectively.

∆Ec and increasing ∆Ev compared to the Shockley-Anderson alignment, which is what
we found in Sec. 5.2.4. The net charge transfer is, however, very small, 0.002 e/Å2 at
the relaxed and 0.005 e/Å2 at the unrelaxed interface, compared to 0.02 and 0.03 e/Å2

at relaxed and unrelaxed Si(001)-In2O3(001) interface, respectively. It is therefore not
surprising that the discrepancies between interface alignment and vacuum-level alignment
are much smaller for this structure. On the other hand the small charge transfer reveals
why the branch-point alignment fared so poorly. Although there are states within the
fundamental gap at the interface layers, the charge transfer upon interface formation is
clearly insufficient to drive the bands towards the canonical lineup.

In order to examine the shifts in the electrostatic potential caused by bond formation
at the interface we have determined ∆Vel(x) according to Eq. (5.10). Isosurface plots
for the relaxed and unrelaxed interface structures are shown in Fig. 5.21. As we ex-
pected there is no significant net dipole at the junction as we found for the Si(001)-In2O3

heterointerface. The changes in the electrostatic potential are in fact localized at the in-
terface, and reflect the areas of charge accumulation and depletion shown in Figs. 5.18 and
5.19. One rather surprising feature is the negative potential shift around the Si-O bonds.
A closer look reveals that the area immediately around the oxygen atom itself, which is
where most of the charge accumulation in the atomic bond is located, is not included in
this region (best seen in (c), (d), and (h)), but that it is entirely surrounded by it. This
is the area of charge depletion, from where electrons are moved into the bond areas. If
we look at the planar average of the potential difference in Fig. 5.22. we find the con-
firmation. At the unrelaxed Si(001)-ZnO(101̄0) interface there is only a small additional
interface dipole due to charge reconfiguration, raising the potential on the silicon side of
the interface by about 0.2 eV, which is exactly the discrepancy between the Shockley-
Anderson alignment using the surface barriers of the unrelaxed Si and ZnO slabs and
the alignment using the electrostatic potential. The relaxed structure has an additional
interface dipole in z-direction that raises the ZnO-bands by about 0.2 eV. However, since
the comparison here is not that between relaxed slabs and relaxed interface, but rather
between relaxed interface and slabs with ions at the exact same position, we cannot use
this dipole to explain discrepancies between vacuum-level alignment and interface model
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Figure 5.21: Electrostatic potential difference due to charge rearrangement at the unre-
laxed ((a) to (d)) and relaxed ((e) to (h)) Si(001)-bcc-ZnO(101̄0) interface. Isosurfaces
of potential difference ∆Vel(x). Areas of positive (negative) potential shifts are marked
in cyan (red). Isosurfaces for ∆Vel = ±1.5 eV. (a), (c), (e), and (g) show the upper,
or Si(001)-ZnO(101̄0) interface, (b), (d), (f), and (h) the lower, or Si(001̄)-ZnO(1̄010)
interface. (a), (b), (e), and (f) as seen from [01̄0]Si ‖ [0001̄]ZnO, (c), (d), (g) and (h) from
[100]Si ‖ [1̄21̄0]ZnO.
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Figure 5.22: Plane averaged potential difference ∆Ṽel(z) for (a) the unrelaxed and (b)
the relaxed geometry of the Si(001)-ZnO(101̄0) interface. The ZnO and the Si slab are
marked in yellow and grey, respectively.

lineup. The change in interface dipole between relaxed and unrelaxed surface reflects the
increased strength of - in particular - the ionic bonds at the junction. This means that
at interfaces with mixed bonding mechanisms (e. g. Si-O and Si-Zn) the exact interface
geometry can have a significant impact on the relative strength of the bonds and, hence,
on the interface dipole. This is probably the reason we found the electrostatic potential
and the band lineup at the Si(001)-ZnO(101̄0) interface, where the differences between
the derived band offsets of the unrelaxed and relaxed interface structures is 0.61 eV to
be more sensitive to atomic rearrangements than the Si(001)-In2O3(001) interface, where
this difference ammounts to only 0.15 eV.

5.2.7 Conclusions

Searching for lattice coincidence between silicon and zinc oxide we found two shear-free
interface lattices for heterostructural interfaces. The better lattice coincidence was found
for an interface between the Si(001) surface and the non-polar ZnO(101̄0) surface. We
used it to construct a structural model for this junction creating an almost symmetrical
model of a non-polar ZnO-slab embedded in a Si matrix. Thanks to the small size of
the coincidence lattice unit cell we could extend this model vertically to ten oxide layers
and twelve Si layers. Structural optimization could be done on a finer xy-grid than the
Si(001) surface unit cell thanks to increased lateral symmetries in interface supercells.
Although the ZnO(101̄0) surface is a non-polar surface, creating a mixture of ionic Si-O
bonds and less ionic Si-Zn bonds at the junction, the geometric optimization appeared
to be mainly driven by optimizing the bonding geometry at the oxygen atoms, where a
flattened tetrahedron geometry is preferred.

The interface energy revealed the interface to be locally stable. Investigating the
contributing factors to the interface formation energy, we determined the energy cost
for straining the ZnO by a total-energy comparison between the strained and unstrained
ZnO bulk system and compared this to the costs derived via the known elastic constants
of ZnO, finding very good agreement between prediction and result. Surprisingly the
total interface energy revealed the - slightly strained - Si(001)-ZnO(101̄0) interface to be
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energetically less favorable than the overstrained Si(001)-In2O3(001) interface discussed
in Sec. 5.1. This is best explained by the difference in bonding mechanisms, the silicon-
indium oxide interface being formed exclusively by strong ionic Si-O bonds and the Si-
ZnO interface by Si-O and Si-Zn bonds. This might of course mean that in real samples
geometries in which ionic bonds play a more dominant role could be energetically favored
over the structure investigated in this model.

The band offsets derived via electrostatic-potential alignment form a straddling type-I
heterojunction with almost vanishing barriers for electrons and considerable barriers for
holes traveling from the silicon into the oxide layer. A type-I heterostructure is also what
has been predicted within the Shockley-Anderson model for this pair of surfaces. Still,
the vacuum-level alignment predictions differ from the interface results by 0.35 eV, while
the unrelaxed interface electrostatics gives rise to band offsets that differ by only 0.2 eV
from the Shockley-Anderson predictions. The offsets derived from branch-point energy
alignment were found to be completely at odds with the offsets derived from the model.
The Tersoff-method predicted a type-II heterojunction, with a discrepancy of 1.25 eV to
the offsets derived from electrostatic potential alignment using the interface model.

Investigating the changes in the electronic structure of zinc oxide due to strain, we
observed a slight narrowing of the band gap but found that the overall shape of the
bands and, consequently the effective electron masses remain unchanged. However, since
the potential barrier for electrons predicted through band alignment is so small, a similar
strain-induced narrowing of the band gap of the QP energies might well change the type of
the interface to a misaligned type-II junction. Investigation of the electronic structure of
the free ZnO(011̄0) slab showed O-derived gap states close to the valence band maximum,
decaying only slowly towards the center of the slab. These states have been identified
with oxygen dangling bonds. The gap is widened to 0.99 eV due to quantum confinement
in the slab. Interface formation removes these slowly decaying states, creating states
within the fundamental gap of ZnO only in the two outermost atomic layers. These
slabs are both O- and Zn-derived, demonstrating the role of weaker ionic Si-Zn bonds
for this interface. The band edges visible in the DFT-LDA DOS conform well with LDA
band edges derived via an alignment of the electrostatic potentials, demonstrating the
reliability of this alignment method. The Znd-bands are shifted downwards in energy
both at the surface and - slightly less - at the interface as a result of more favorable
electrostatics at the junction.

Investigation of the charge transfer revealed a fundamental difference in electron rear-
rangements between the Si-ZnO interface modeled here and the Si-In2O3 heterostructure
discussed in the previous section: Due to the influence of the Si-Zn bonds there is hardly
any net charge transfer in the direction of the surface normal. In terms of the electro-
static potential this means that the strong interface dipole step driving the bands away
from the Shockley-Anderson values towards the canonical or branch-point lineup that we
found at the Si(001)-In2O3(001) junction is not present in this model interface. This is
the reason that, for this heterostructure, the alignment of the vacuum levels for clean
surfaces gives better predictions for interface band discontinuities than the alignment of
charge-neutrality levels, which rests on the assumption of charge transfer into interface
states to cancel the influence of native surface dipoles. Comparison of the electronic struc-
ture of the unrelaxed interface geometry and the predictions of the Shockley-Anderson
method for unrelaxed surfaces revealed that the small discrepancy of 0.2 eV found be-
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tween the band offsets derived by these two methods is entirely explained by the small
charge transfer due to chemical bonding not accounted for in the mere comparison of
surface barriers.

In summary, the existence of several good coincidence lattices for Si and ZnO means
that the creation of a crystalline Si-ZnO heterostructure is something that can be achieved
not just in the realm of theory, but also in practice. The comparison between the band
offsets derived here and the ones predicted earlier via mesoscopic methods revealed that
the applicability of the mesoscopic methods depends very much on the question how far
the assumptions on which these methods are based, are actually fulfilled at the interface
under discussion. The main question here is that of charge transfer. If the atomic and
electronic structure of the junction leads to a sufficiently large charge transfer at the
boundary, it seems that the Tersoff lineup is the better indicator for band discontinuities.
If, on the other hand, there is sufficient dangling bond passivation to create only highly
localized interface states and the change in interface dipole achieved by ionic bonding can
be compensated by other forms of bonding, the Shockley-Anderson method can make
better predictions. This holds especially for highly polar materials such as the TCOs,
were the native surface dipoles play such an important role and shift the band edges in
the order of several eV, depending on surface orientation and termination. Then again,
it is precisely these polar materials, which tend to form ionic bonds at the interface, and,
hence, lead to charge rearrangements which often render the vacuum-level alignment an
unreliable way of predicting band offsets.
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Figure 5.23: Surface (black) and coincidence (red) lattice unit cells for (a) Si(001) and
(b) ZnO(202̄3).

5.3 The Si(001)-ZnO(202̄3) Interface

5.3.1 Coincidence Lattice and Atomic Structure

As mentioned in Sec. 5.2.1 there is another interesting lattice coincidence for Si-ZnO
heterostructures: the Si(001)-ZnO(202̄3) interface. This coincidence lattice is, although
not rectangular, nevertheless shear-free, i. e. s1 = s2, and, hence, should be energetically
favorable. In addition, it has been observed experimentally [136]. Therefore we have
decided to construct an optimized interface model for this structure and examine its
properties. The interface is also interesting for a comparison of the predictive power
of the mesoscopic methods for band alignment, since the Shockley-Anderson predictions
for this particular interface resulted in natural band offsets forming a straddling type-I
heterostructure while the branch-point method gave type-II band offsets for all Si-ZnO
interfaces.

Figure 5.23 shows top views of the unrelaxed Si(001) and ZnO(202̄3) surfaces. The
primitive surface unit cells are marked in black. The silicon surface has the well-known
diamond-lattice (001) surface unit cell defined by f1 = a0(

1
2
, 1
2
, 0) and f2 = a0(

1
2
,−1

2
, 0).

The ZnO(202̄3) surface unit cell has a more exotic shape, with f3 = a2 = a(−1
2
,
√
3
2
, 0) and

f4 = 3a1 + a2 + 2c = a(5
2
,
√
3
2
, 2 c

a
). We obtain good lattice coincidence for 3f1 + 3f2 ≈ 5f3,

the same lattice constant match we exploited for the Si(001)-ZnO(101̄0) interface model
in the previous section, and 4f1 − f2 ≈ 3f3 + f4. Herein also lies the reason for the
shear-free lattice match. The component of the second coincidence lattice unit vector F4

which is parallel to the first one, F3, is perpendicular to the [0001]-direction of wz-ZnO.
That means that the two strains s1 and s2 originate in the same relationship between
the fundamental lattice constants of Si and ZnO, namely a0(Si) ≈ 5

3
a(ZnO). In Fig. 5.23

the coincidence lattice unit cells are marked in red. As in the previous cases we put the
strain entirely on the oxide slab.

The optimal geometry for the strained oxide was determined in the same way as in
the previous two sections by first applying the required strain on the x and y direction
of a ZnO(202̄3) bulk unit cell and letting the z-direction, i. e. the component in [202̄3]
direction, relax. The strain imposed by the lattice coincidence on the [1̄21̄0] direction
is a compressive strain of 1.28%, the strain perpendicular to that a compressive strain
of 0.84%. Relaxation resulted in an optimum [202̄3] unit vector 3.96% larger than the
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Figure 5.24: (a) Illustration of the reduced interface unit cell compared to the Si(001)
surface unit cell (see text). We show the topmost Si (white), as well as chemically
equivalent O (red) atoms in the lowest ZnO layer. Projected O atoms are shown as
shaded red circles. The Si(001) surface unit cells are given by black lines and the reduced
unit cell is marked by the colored region, which gives the energy distribution in (b).
(b) Total energy in dependence of the lateral position over the reduced interface unit cell.

optimal bulk value, leading to an overall volume increase of 1.76%. The atomic structure
of the strained ZnO bulk cell was then relaxed until the atomic forces were below 5
meV/Å.

The [202̄3] direction of ZnO is a polar direction with alternating buckled atomic layers
of Zn2O3 and Zn3O2 (see Fig. 3.1 (j)). We will refer to the Zn3O2 termination as the (202̄3)
surface and to the Zn2O3 termination as the (2̄023̄) surface, respectively. The polarity
of the ZnO slab means that there will be a net dipole moment in the supercell, that has
to be compensated for by adding an artificial counter dipole potential (see Sec. 2.3.2).
In order to introduce such a potential without messing up the electronic structure in
the cell, it is necessary to place the additional dipole step in a vacuum region inside
the supercell. We therefore have to introduce an additional vacuum layer in the cell,
separating Si and ZnO on one side. On the plus side, this allows us to optimize only one
interface. Test calculations suggested that a Si(001) interface with the more oxygen-poor
ZnO(202̄3) surface was energetically favored over an interface with the Zn2O3 terminated
(2̄023̄) surface. We therefore decided to create a Si(001)-ZnO(2̄023̄) interface model and
introduced the vacuum layer between Si(001̄) and ZnO(2̄023̄). We used a Si(001) slab
consisting of 8 atomic layers and a stoichiometric ZnO(202̄3) slab of eleven atomic layers,
resulting in a total of 120 Si atoms and 220 atoms on the oxide side of the interface, with
110 atoms of each Zn and O. The vacuum layer has a thickness of eleven Å, which was
found sufficient in the calculations of the free surfaces.

There is an additional problem in applying the dipole correction method to interface
calculations: A counter dipole step inside the vacuum can of course only compensate for
the total dipole moment of the interacting system, i. e. of the two material slabs together.
Local dipole moments and corresponding electric fields are not compensated for. For an
interface between a non-polar material such as silicon and a polar oxide surface we expect
to see some charge transfer in the Si, creating a counter dipole moment that will minimize
the total dipole moment of the system. This means that in addition to the overall dipole
moment there should be a local V-shaped potential originating from the local electric
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.25: Atomic structure of the optimized relaxed Si(001)-ZnO(202̄3) interface.
(a) as seen from [100]Si ‖ [1̄21̄0]ZnO and (b) from [010]Si.

fields created by oxide dipole and silicon counter dipole, which will not be compensated
for by the dipole correction method. This of course means that the alignment of atomic
oscillations in the plane-averaged electrostatic potential with those from bulk calculations
will not be a straightforward job, since the local electric fields will have to be taken into
account.

In order to find the optimal starting geometry for the ionic relaxation of the interface
geometry, we once again moved the ZnO slab on a regular lateral grid over the Si surface
and determined the total energy of the respective atomic configurations. The coincidence
lattice shown in Fig. 5.23 consists of several lattice unit cells of the Si(001) and ZnO(202̄3)
surface, which means that we can again reduce the size of the unit cell that needs to be
sampled in order to obtain the full picture by projecting chemically identical ZnO surface
atoms in the supercell onto the Si(001) surface unit cell (see Sec. 5.2.2). This time,
however, we need to be aware that not all O atoms in the surface layer are chemically
equivalent. There are ten threefold coordinated and five twofold coordinated O atoms in
the surface layer of the supercell, and even the threefold coordinated atoms will be at
two different z-distances from the Si slab. The number of chemically equivalent atoms is
therefore the same as the number of ZnO(202̄3) surface unit cells per coincidence lattice
unit cell, i. e. five. This has an interesting consequence: Since, as mentioned above, the
relationship between the ZnO lattice constant a and the Si lattice constant a0 used for
the construction of the Si(001)-ZnO(202̄3) coincidence lattice is the same as the one used
for the Si(001)-ZnO(101̄0) interface, the reduced symmetry of the coincidence lattice is
the same as in the previous section. Figure 5.24(a) shows the surface atoms of the Si(001)
surface as well as chemically equivalent ZnO surface oxygen atoms relative to them, as
well as the projected positions of these atoms in one Si(001)-(1× 1) surface unit cell. We
have once again moved the ZnO slab on a regular 4× 4 grid across this reduced unit cell.
The total energy with respect to the lateral position is shown in Fig. 5.24(b), and in the
small inset in (a).

Using the starting geometry thus determined, we performed an ionic relaxation, in
which the three atomic layers closest to the interface were left free to relax until the
forces acting on each ion were below 5 meV/Å. The resulting atomic geometry is shown
in Fig. 5.25.
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5.3.2 Interface Formation Energy

The additional vacuum layer means that we cannot use Eq. (5.1) to determine the en-
ergy gain - or cost - EIF for this interface model. In addition to the interface we have
two additional surfaces in the supercell, which means that there is no way of directly
comparing total energies of the bulk systems and the interface. However, we can inde-
pendently examine all three terms that contribute to the interface formation energy in
Eq. (5.2) and make a good estimate. The first contribution to EIF is ∆Estrain

ZnO,slab, the
energy cost for straining the oxide slab, can be estimated by ∆Estrain

ZnO,slab ≈ 110∆Estrain
ZnO,bulk,

with ∆Estrain
ZnO,bulk = Estrained

ZnO,bulk − Eunstrained
ZnO,bulk = 35.55 meV, the energy cost per formula unit

for straining the ZnO bulk crystal. This is marginally lower than the energy cost per
formula unit for straining the oxide to fit the lattice coincidence between Si(001) and
ZnO(101̄0), which we determined as 36.55 meV in Sec. 5.2.3.

Due to the polarity of the slab we cannot directly determine the surface energy ESF

for the ZnO(202̄3) surface, which enters into the second term in Eq. (5.2), since we always
have two non-equivalent surfaces in the supercell for any slab calculation. Furthermore,
attempts to perform ionic relaxations for free-standing unpassivated ZnO(202̄3) slabs in
order to get at least an average value for the two different surface terminations of that
slab proved unsuccessful due to problems with electronic convergence. However, in line
with the overall trend in surface stability as discussed in Sec. 3.3 as well as Refs. [57, 99,
150, 151], we assume that the non-polar (101̄0) surface of wz-ZnO is energetically favored
over the (202̄3) surface.

The last term in Eq. (5.2), the bond energy for the Si-ZnO interface was determined
analogous to Eq. (5.14) as

∆Ebond
Si−ZnO =

1

A
(EIS − ES1 − ES2), (5.15)

where the interacting system is the optimized interface structure and the subsystems
S1 and S2 are the free Si(001) slab and the free strained ZnO(202̄3) slab, respectively.
Since there is only one interface in our unit cell we do not include the factor of 1/2 from
Eq. (5.14). This results in a bond energy of ∆Ebond

Si−ZnO = −100.24 meV/Å2, which is
significantly smaller than the energy gain for the Si(001)-ZnO(101̄0) interface (-169.37
meV/Å2). This is probably due to the larger size of the coincidence lattice unit cell,
which means that there will be more dangling bonds or bonds that are not geometrically
optimal at this interface.

To sum up, we found the strain energy for the oxide virtually identical to that of the
previous interface model, and while we could not directly determine the surface energy
of the ZnO(202̄3) surface considerations based on the polarity of the surface we expect it
to be energetically less favored than the (101̄0) surface. Lastly, we found that the bond
energy for this interface model was considerably lower than what we calculated for the
Si(001)-ZnO(101̄0) interface. Therefore we predict the Si(001)-ZnO(202̄3) interface to be
energetically less favored than the Si(001)-ZnO(101̄0) interface, which is at odds with
the experimental findings mentioned above [136]. However, the actual atomic structure
of Si-ZnO seems to be very much dependent on the experimental preparation techniques
that were used. Recent scanning electron microscopy (SEM) investigations of Si-ZnO
heterojunctions, for instance, have found a tendency of ZnO adsorbed on Si surfaces to
form nanocrystals of granular shape [152, 153].
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Figure 5.26: Plane-averaged electrostatic potential of the interface cell (black) and of the
respective bulk cells with added slope (red, see text) as well as QP band edges for the
Si(001)-ZnO(202̄3) heterostructure. The conduction band is shown in magenta and the
valence band in cyan.

5.3.3 Band Discontinuities

As we did for the other interface models we use the plane-averaged electrostatic potential
for the alignment of bulk band structures obtained via HSE+GW quasiparticle calcula-
tions. Figure 5.26 shows Ṽel(z) for the interface. There is, however, a slope visible on
the potential in the oxide slab as well as in the silicon. This is due to the local electric
fields originating from the ZnO dipole and the counter dipole in the silicon slab. We have
therefore added equivalent slopes on the Si and the ZnO bulk potentials (shown in red)
as well as on the band edges and used the resulting atomic oscillations for alignment of
the energy scales on both sides of the interface.

From this we determine band offsets of ∆Ev = 2.07 eV and ∆Ec = −0.15 eV, thus
predicting a type-II heterostructure for this model, which indicates good charge-carrier
separation at the interface.

If we compare this with the predictions obtained from a comparison of the surface
barriers I and A we find that the alignment of the electrostatic potentials at the interface
leads to a different type of heterostructure than the Shockley-Anderson alignment, which
predicted a straddling type-I junction for this interface. The difference between the two
calculated values is 0.50 eV. The discrepancy between the Shockley-Anderson band offsets
derived from unrelaxed slab calculations and the ones derived from the interface model is,
hence, smaller than what we found in the case of the Si(001)-ZnO(101̄0) interface (0.82
eV), but still not very good. However, since, as mentioned above, we were not successful in
determining the atomic geometry of the relaxed ZnO(202̄3) slab, we cannot say whether
or not a vacuum-level alignment using relaxed surfaces might not have yielded predictions
closer to the values derived from interface electrostatics. We have, after all, found in the
previous sections that the predictions for band offsets from the surface barriers of fully
relaxed surface models to be much closer to the interface values. The canonical band
offsets derived from the alignment of the bulk branch-point energies are even further of
the mark than the Shockley-Anderson predictions. While they predict the right type
of interface, the bands on the oxide side of the interface as determined from interface
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Table 5.6: Valence and conduction band offsets predicted for the Si(001)-ZnO(202̄3) in-
terface via the mesoscopic methods in Chapter 4 and via alignment using the electrostatic
potential of the interface calculation. All values in eV.

Alignment via
Shockley-Anderson Branch Point Interface Model

(unrelaxed)
∆Ec 0.35 -1.17 -0.15
∆Ev 1.57 3.09 2.07

calculations lie about 1.02 eV higher in energy than the Tersoff approach predicted.
We therefore find another Si-ZnO heterostructure in which the band offsets do not

really seem to conform to the predictions made from the simple mesoscopic methods, but
rather lie in between the offsets predicted via Shockley-Anderson and Tersoff approach.
It seems that once again the real interface shows enough charge transfer at the interface
to deviate significantly from the vacuum-level alignment approach, yet not enough charge
transfer to overcome the influence of the surface dipole and drive the bands to a Tersoff-
type lineup.

5.3.4 Dangling Bond Passivation

Since the local dipole of the ZnO(202̄3) surface induces a counter dipole on the Si side of
the interface, thus creating an additional V-shaped electrostatic potential in the material
system, we decided to eliminate the dipole on the oxide slab by passivating the dangling
bonds on the Zn2O3-terminated (2̄023̄) side of the slab. We used one hydrogen atom
for every twofold coordinated Zn or O atom on the ZnO(2̄023̄) surface and one pseudo-
hydrogen atom with a charge of e/2 for every threefold coordinated Zn or O atom, making
for a total of ten hydrogen and fifteen pseudo-hydrogen atoms. The additional atoms were
placed at the site of the missing bonding partners, i. e. the sites were the next Zn or O
atoms would be if the slab were continued, and performed an ionic relaxation in which
only the passivating hydrogen and pseudo-hydrogen atoms were left free to move until
the Hellmann-Feynman forces acting on them were below 5 meV/Å.

Figure 5.27 (a) shows the atomic geometry of the passivated (202̄3) surface. The
plane-averaged electrostatic potential Ṽ (z) of the heterostructure as well as of the bulk
calculations is shown in Fig. 5.27 (b) along with the conduction and valence band edges
on both sides of the interface. We see that the V-shaped additional potential arising from
the local dipole fields is gone thanks to the passivation of the ZnO(2̄023̄) surface. The
QP valence and conduction band offsets derived via the alignment of the electrostatic
potentials on both sides of the interface are ∆Ev = 2.07 eV and ∆Ec = −0.15 eV, the
exact same values we obtained from the alignment of the sloped potentials with the
heterostructure potential of the unpassivated system. This means that while the electric
dipole fields in the Si and ZnO slab do affect the potentials throughout the slab, the
electrostatics right at the interface are not affected by passivation of the (2̄023̄) surface
of the ZnO slab. The charge transfer at the junction, and, hence, the local electrostatics
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Figure 5.27: (a) Atomic configuration of the hydrogen and pseudo-hydrogen passivated
ZnO(2̄023̄) surface as seen from [1̄21̄0] (top) and [0001]. Zn in grey, oxygen in red, hydro-
gen in white and pseudo-hydrogen in blue. (b) Plane-averaged electrostatic potential of
the interface cell (black) as well as of the respective bulk cells (red) as well as QP band
edges for the Si(001)-ZnO(202̄3) heterostructure with passivated (2̄023̄) side of the ZnO
slab. Conduction band in magenta and valence band in cyan.

as well as the relative position of the band edges seems to be protected against changes
on the other side of the material slab.

5.3.5 Electronic Structure

In order to make a detailed analysis of the electronic structure of the Si(001)-ZnO(202̄3)
interface we will once again investigate the electronic structure of the subsystems and the
interface cell as computed within DFT-LDA. We will follow the same steps as in Secs. 5.1
and 5.2, i. e. first consider the influence of strain on the bulk band structure of wz-
ZnO, then investigate the electronic structure of the strained unpassivated and partially
passivated ZnO(202̄3) slab to determine the presence and extend of surface states as well
as the effect of dangling-bond passivation on the electronic configuration and finally look
at the electronic states in the interface supercell.

Figure 5.28 (a) shows the Zn and O-projected density of states in the strained bulk
ZnO. We notice that the influence of the strain applied to achieve lattice coincidence
between Si(001) and ZnO(202̄3) are far less significant than was the case for the strain
that was imposed by the Si(001)-ZnO(101̄0) coincidence lattice. The fundamental band
gap remains almost unchanged, narrowing from 0.79 eV to 0.78 eV, whereas the strain
discussed in Sec. 5.2.5 decreased the fundamental band gap to 0.62 eV. This difference
is somewhat surprising, given the almost identical strain energy of the two strained bulk
configurations. The shape of the Zn- and O-PDOS is also virtually identical to that of
the unstrained oxide (right side of Fig. 5.15 (a)). In Fig. 5.28 (b) we see the electronic
density of states of the strained unpassivated ZnO(202̄3) slab. There are oxygen-derived
surface states within the fundamental gap, similar to the ones we observed for the (101̄0)
surface (see Fig. 5.16 (a)). In the surface layers the pronounced peaks of the Zn d bands
are again pushed to lower energies by about 1 eV. We also see Zn-derived surface states
near the conduction band minimum and higher up in the conduction band. The surface
states decay rather rapidly as we move away from the surface and the forth atomic layers
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Figure 5.28: (a) Projected density of states in arbitrary units for the strained wz-ZnO
bulk crystal, (b) and (c) layer-decomposed PDOS in arbitrary units for the strained
ZnO(202̄3) slab. (b) shows the PDOS for the unpassivated slab and (c) for the slab with
hydrogen and pseudo-hydrogen passivation at the (2̄023̄) surface. Going from left to right
from the (202̄3) surface to the (2̄023̄) surface. The Zn-projected DOS is shown in cyan
and the O-PDOS in red. The bulk valence band maximum is used as energy zero.
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Figure 5.29: Layer-decomposed projected density of states in arbitrary units for the
Si(001)-wz-ZnO(202̄3) interface for (a) the Si side and (b) the oxide side of the interface.
Going from left to right from Si(001̄) to (001) and from ZnO(2̄023̄) to (202̄3). Si-PDOS
in grey, O-PDOS in red, and Zn-PDOS in cyan. The respective LDA band edges Ev and
Ec are marked as well. Energy scales in (a) and (b) are identical. The Fermi level has
been used as energy zero.

from either side of the slab already show an energy gap in the projected density of states.
All in all the pattern of the projected density of states is very similar to that of the
ZnO(101̄0) surface discussed in Sec. 5.2.5. The passivation of the dangling bonds on the
(2̄023̄) surface as discussed in the previous section causes a substantial difference in the
electronic structure of the slab, as can be seen in the layer-decomposed PDOS in Fig. 5.28
(c). We see that the O-derived surface states at the passivated side of the slab have
disappeared (right side of the figure) and there is an energy gap right from the first layer.
The pronounced peaks of the Zn d bands are pushed to even lower energies, this time by
about 1.7 eV. The electronic structure of the unpassivated (202̄3) surface (left side) is not
influenced much by the passivation on the other side of the slab. The surface states within
the fundamental gap seem therefore to originate from dangling bonds, which underlines
the importance of good passivation for devices employing Si-ZnO heterojunctions.

Figure 5.29 shows the layer-decomposed PDOS of the whole Si-ZnO interface supercell.
We see Si surface states at the Si(001̄) surface and interface states in the topmost Si layer
as well as in the three lowest ZnO layers. However, the pronounced O-derived peak in
the PDOS that we observed near the free ZnO(202̄3) surface is no longer visible. This
suggests a reasonably good passivation of the dangling bonds on the oxide side of the
interface. The remaining interface states within the fundamental gap of ZnO are Zn-
and O-derived. The Zn d bands near the interface occur at somewhat lower energies
than in the center of the slab, but with around 0.5 eV the decrease in energy is lower
than it was for the unpassivated (202̄3) surface. We have also marked the LDA valence
and conduction band edges as obtained via the alignment of the electrostatic potentials
from the interface calculation and LDA bulk calculations of the respective crystals. The
agreement between the band edges as obtained from alignment and as seen in the PDOS
taken from the supercell calculations is of the order of 0.15 eV. Since the alignment does
not take into account confinement effects on the band structure, this is a rather good
agreement.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.30: Charge rearrangement at the Si(001)-ZnO(202̄3) interface. Isosurfaces of
charge density difference ∆n = ±0.05 e/Å3. Areas of electron accumulation (depletion)
are marked in cyan (red). (a) as seen from [010]Si, (b) as seen from [100]Si ‖ [1̄21̄0]ZnO.

5.3.6 Charge Transfer

We investigate the charge rearrangements at the Si(001)-ZnO(202̄3) interface the same
way as the electron transfer at the Si(001)-In2O3(001) and the Si(001)-ZnO(101̄0) inter-
face. Our goal is to gain insight into the bonding mechanisms at work at the interface
and to estimate the change in the interface dipole caused by interaction between the
two material slabs. Since the charge transfer is the one quantity not accounted for in
the electrostatic considerations of the Shockley-Anderson model a closer analysis of the
electrostatic changes should explain the discrepancies between the band offsets derived
from a comparison of the ionization energies and electron affinities of the free slabs and
the offsets derived from a detailed interface calculation. We have therefore calculated the
spatial charge density difference ∆n(x) according to Eq. (5.6). Figure 5.30 shows isosur-
faces for ∆n(x) of the relaxed interface structure. We see the by now familiar patterns
of ionic Si-O bonds, with electron depletion near the Si atoms and electron accumulation
at the bonding oxygen atoms. There are also areas of electron accumulation between Si
and Zn atoms similar to those we found at the Si(001)-ZnO(101̄0) interface, arising from
the Si-Zn bonds. Since areas of charge depletion and accumulation appear at the same
height, it is not at all clear from the image whether or not there is a net charge transfer
in the direction of the surface normal and, hence, a change in the interface dipole. The
simple picture of a clearly visible net dipole caused by strong ionic bonds as we found in
the case of the Si(001)-In2O3(001) interface (see Fig. 5.9 (a) and (b)) is not applicable
here. Furthermore, since the ZnO(202̄3) surface is very uneven, the regions of charge
accumulation and depletion originating from the various bond types occur at different
heights, which further complicates the investigation of the interface dipole.

We have also determined the differential charge dQ(z) from Eq. (5.7) and the charge
transfer ∆Q(z) from Eq. (5.9). They are plotted in Fig. 5.31. The differential charge
shows patterns similar to what we observed at the Si(001)-ZnO(101̄0) surface in Fig. 5.20.
There are two areas of charge accumulation in the interface region. A smaller peak around
the lowest oxygen atoms originating from the ionic Si-O bonds and a larger peak around
the center of the interface area from the Si-Zn bonds. Determining a net charge transfer
from the Si slab to the oxide slab or vice versa is therefore not a straightforward issue. In
fact the root of dQ(z) in the interface region is almost exactly at the mid-position between
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Figure 5.31: Differential charge dQ(z) (cyan) and charge transfer ∆Q(z) (red) for the
relaxed geometry of the Si(001)-ZnO(202̄3) interface. The ZnO and the Si slab are marked
in yellow and grey, respectively.

the topmost Si layer and the lowest atomic layer of the ZnO slab. Hence, we are justified
in concluding that despite considerable electronic rearrangements and a good amount of
electrons being shifted from the material slabs into the interface area, there is no overall
net charge transfer from one material to the other. Since the Shockley-Anderson model
is based on the condition of a negligible charge transfer at the interface, it is at first
sight somewhat puzzling that we found a discrepancy of 0.5 eV in the band offsets as
predicted via the electron-affinity rule and those we obtained from the alignment of the
electrostatic potentials at the interface. However, one has to keep in mind, that the
Shockley-Anderson predictions for this system are based on the atomic configurations
of the unrelaxed surfaces, while the charge rearrangements have been computed for the
atomic geometry of the relaxed interface system. The structural rearrangement at the
interface does of course also affect the electronic structure, and, hence, the interface
dipole. After all, for the previously examined interfaces, we had found that the Shockley-
Anderson band offsets derived from relaxed surface structures were significantly closer to
the values found within the interface model than the values taken from unrelaxed surfaces
(see Secs. 5.2.4 and 5.1.4).

The net dipole moments of the ZnO slab and the interface supercell unfortunately
prohibit us from examining the local potential difference ∆Vel(x) from Eq. (5.10) as we did
for the Si(001)-In2O3(001) and the Si(001)-ZnO(101̄0) interface. Since the overall dipole
moment of the free-standing ZnO(202̄3) slab is different from that of the supercell or the
dipole-free Si(001) slab, the potential difference will be dominated by this effect, and local
effects caused by charge rearrangements at the interface are negligible in comparison.

All in all we can conclude from an investigation of the charge transfer at the interface
that it is not in the least surprising that the canonical band alignment proposed by the
Tersoff approach, which is predicated on charge transfer sufficient to dominate the inter-
face dipole, is not applicable for this interface, since we found no or only very little charge
transfer at the junction. A Shockley-Anderson approach should therefore be better for
predicting the band discontinuities, which is what we found in Sec. 5.3.3. However, since
our Shockley-Anderson predictions for the band discontinuities are based on unrelaxed
surface structures, and since even values taken from relaxed surface calculations would
not include changes in the local electrostatics caused by structural reconfiguration of the
atoms at the interface, it is not surprising that we find a certain discrepancy here as well.
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5.3.7 Conclusions

The lattice coincidence search between diamond Si and wz-ZnO revealed a shear-free
coincidence lattice between the Si(001) surface and the ZnO(202̄3) surface. We employed
this lattice match to construct a structural model for the interface between these two
surfaces. However, due to the polar direction of the ZnO slab, an artificial counterdipole
potential had to be introduced into the system to avoid a net dipole moment in the
supercell. This necessitated a vacuum layer in the cell, so that instead of an oxide layer
in a silicon matrix, the system now consisted of two thin material slabs inside a vacuum,
with eight atomic layers of silicon and eleven atomic layers of zinc oxide.

Although a direct calculation of the interface energy is not possible due to the presence
of two further surfaces in the supercell, we did perform an estimate of the terms that
contribute to the energy cost for interface creation. The strain energy per ZnO formula
unit turned out to be almost identical to the strain required for the formation of the
Si(001)-ZnO(101̄0) interface discussed in Sec. 5.2. On the other hand the bond energy of
this interface turned out to be significantly lower than what we found for the (001)-(101̄0)
heterostructure, which together with the assumption of a higher surface energy for the
ZnO(202̄3) surface means that we predict this interface to be energetically less favorable
than the one found in the previous section.

In order to derive the QP band discontinuities at the interface we had to add a slope
on the electrostatic potentials obtained from HSE+GW bulk calculations to take into
account local electric fields not compensated by the introduction of a counter dipole
field. The resulting band offsets form a type-II heterostructure with a small conduction
band offset ∆Ec = −0.15 eV and a valence band offset ∆Ev = 2.07 eV, indicating a
heterojunction suited for photovoltaic applications. This is at odds with the predictions
obtained via the Shockley-Anderson model, which had predicted a type-1 junction for
this interface. The Tersoff predictions for Si-ZnO heterojunctions on the other hand,
while in qualitative agreement with the band offsets derived from the interface model,
show even greater quantitative discrepancies to them.

To eliminate the local electric field originating from the polar ZnO slab we passivated
the dangling bonds on the free Zn2O3 terminated (2̄023̄) surface with hydrogen and
pseudohydrogen atoms. This removes the V-shaped potential originating from the local
dipole fields. However, the band offsets at the junction are not affected by the passivation,
indicating that the local electrostatics at the interface are not influenced by electric fields
acting on the material slabs as a whole.

The analysis of the electronic density of states revealed that the strain on the oxide slab
has a surprisingly small effect on the electronic structure of ZnO. A comparison between
unpassivated and passivated oxide slabs further showed that the main contribution to
surface states within the fundamental gap of ZnO slabs is mainly due to oxygen dangling
bonds and can be eliminated by good passivation, which means that a good passivation
of dangling bonds should be important for photovoltaic devices employing ZnO layers.
The electronic structure of the optimized and relaxed interface geometry possesses a band
gap in the center of the ZnO slab as well as the Si slab, which conforms quite well with
the projected LDA band edges obtained via alignment of the electrostatic potentials on
both sides of the interface.

Investigating the charge rearrangement caused by chemical interaction between the Si
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and the ZnO slab we found the same patterns of dipoles caused by ionic Si-O bonds and
charge accumulation centers from the Si-Zn bonds partially canceling the dipole effect
of the silicon-oxygen bonds that we have observed for the Si(001)-ZnO(101̄0) interface.
In this case, however, integrating over the interaction-induced charge density difference
revealed no net charge transfer from the silicon to the oxide side of the interface or
vice versa. Since under this assumption the Shockley-Anderson model should give rather
accurate band offsets at the interface, we predict that a vacuum-level alignment employing
either fully relaxed calculations or experimentally determined ionization energies and
electron affinities should give relatively good estimates for the band discontinuities at
this particular interface.
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And a fine ass I would have

looked, had I taken at the

flood the tide which leads on

to fortune, because it

wouldn’t have led on to

fortune or anything like it.

P. G. Wodehouse

Chapter 6

Conclusions

We have applied modern ab initio approaches using Density Functional Theory and re-
cent quasiparticle methods based on many-body perturbation theory to predict the elec-
tronic properties of the interfaces between silicon and transparent conducting oxides. Our
methods were very successful in reproducing measured bulk properties of Si as well as
the TCOs. Investigating the surface properties of Si, In2O3, ZnO, and SnO2, we found
that the most important electronic surface properties, the electrostatic barriers that de-
termine fundamental surface characteristics like ionization energy and electron affinity,
are strongly dependent on the orientation and termination of the surfaces. This holds
especially for the oxides, where the polarity of the material means that the surface dipole
can vary in the order of several eV. The stability of the various surfaces is in turn highly
sensitive to changes in the chemical potential of the component elements, i. e. on the
chemical environment upon sample preparation. This was exemplified by a detailed anal-
ysis of step-by-step-oxidation of the bcc-In2O3(001) surface, where ionization energies
and electron affinities can be fine-tuned over a range of several eV by varying the oxygen
chemical potential.

Based on the electronic structure of silicon and TCO bulk and surfaces we derived pre-
dictions for band discontinuities of Si-TCO interfaces in the framework of two commonly
used mesoscopic approximations, the Shockley-Anderson method or electron-affinity rule
and the branch-point or charge-neutrality level alignment. Despite the fundamental dif-
ferences in the methodologies they predict staggered type-II heterostructures for most
Si-TCO systems, indicating good charge-carrier separation in photovoltaic devices. How-
ever, for two particular junctions, the Si(001)-wz-ZnO(101̄0) interface and the Si(001)-
wz-ZnO(202̄3) interface, the vacuum-level alignment results in a straddling type-I het-
erojunction, predicting an energy barrier for both electrons and holes trying to move
from the Si substrate into a transparent ZnO electrode layer. Moreover, the quantitative
differences between the two approaches are significant, in particular since due to the sen-
sitivity of TCO surface barriers towards changes in surface orientation and termination
the variation of natural band offsets predicted within the Shockley-Anderson framework
for the interfaces between Si and any given TCO is considerable, while the branch-point
alignment, at least in the approximation used for this study, assumes natural band offsets
to be intrinsic material properties, independent of the atomic structure of the interface.

The main part of this work was devoted to the investigation of three heterostructural
and heterovalent Si-TCO interface models. We used the method of lattice coincidence
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to develop structural interface models for heterostructures of silicon and indium oxide as
well as zinc oxide and analyzed the energetics, the band discontinuities, the electronic
structure, as well as charge rearrangements and accompanying changes in the electrostatic
potential.

For the most stable bcc polymorph of In2O3 we did not find good lattice coincidence
which would allow us to describe an interface at reasonable computational cost. We
therefore developed an overstrained Si(001)-In2O3(001) interface model. A search for
lattice coincidence between Si and wz-ZnO yielded good shear-free coincidence lattices
with less than 2% strain for the Si(001)-ZnO(101̄0) and the Si(001)-ZnO(202̄3) interface.
The calculated interface formation energy predicts all of the modeled interfaces to be
stable, which means that lattice coincidence search is a good method for the development
of structural interface models in the absence of experimental data on the atomic geometry
of semiconductor heterostructures.

One of the more surprising findings in this study is the fact that the Si(001)-ZnO(101̄0)
interface forms a straddling type-I heterostructure, creating barriers for optically created
electrons and holes in the silicon, thus preventing charge-carrier separation at the junc-
tion. The barrier is, however, only very small and within the accuracy of the alignment
procedures used in deriving the band offsets it might be more accurate to speak of aligned
conduction band edges than of a type-I interface. The two other interface models result
in staggered type-II band alignments, although the conduction band offset predicted for
the Si(001)-ZnO(202̄3) interface is rather small. All in all this means that type-II offsets
at Si-TCO interfaces cannot be taken for granted and depend on the exact experimental
setting, i. e. the surface orientations and terminations as well as the nature of the interface
bonds.

Comparison of the band offsets derived from structural interface models with the
predictions obtained within the framework of the traditional mesoscopic methods showed
that neither of the simple alignment procedures could reliably predict band offsets at the
interfaces. The calculated Si(001)-In2O3(001) offsets are close to the predictions of the
branch-point alignment and differ from the Shockley-Anderson results by several eV. The
Si-ZnO heterostructures, on the other hand, are closer to the vacuum-level alignment
predictions, but still differ from them by 0.35 to 0.5 eV. For these interfaces, the branch-
point predictions fared even worse. They deviate from the offsets obtained from interface
calculations by 1.1 to 1.2 eV.

An investigation into the electronic structure of the Si-TCO heterojunctions as ob-
tained within DFT-LDA shows interface states within the fundamental gap on both sides
of the interface for all three modelled heterostructures, mainly deriving from dangling
bonds at the junction. The saturation of dangling bonds on the ZnO(2̄023̄) surface re-
moves the gap-states at that surface, a clear indicator of the importance of dangling-bond
saturation at Si-TCO interfaces for improving the efficiency of Si-TCO-based devices.
More importantly, the alignment of the bulk LDA band edges via the electrostatic poten-
tials at the interface agrees very well with the relative positions of the band extrema as
observed in the projected electronic densities of states in the interface calculations. We
can therefore conclude that the alignment of band edges via the electrostatic potential at
the interface is a reliable method for the prediction of band discontinuities.

The main reason for the success or failure of the mesoscopic band alignment appears
to lie in the charge transfer at the interface and the effect it has on the interface dipole.
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The ionic Si-O bonds at the Si(001)-In2O3(001) interface create considerable local charge
transfer, which alters the interface dipole by several eV. In fact, the discrepancies between
the Shockley-Anderson predictions and the values derived from unrelaxed interface models
can be quantitatively accounted for by the charge rearrangement at the interface for all
three models. This, however, is not quite true for the relaxed interface structures. Here,
the change in the atomic positions also has a notable influence on the interface dipole
and, hence, the band offsets. The Si-ZnO interfaces are created by a mixture of ionic
Si-O and less ionic Si-Zn bonds, so that the local dipole moments created by the Si-
O bonds are partially or, in the case of the Si(001)-ZnO(202̄3) interface, completely
cancelled out by electron accumulation along the Si-Zn bonds. This is the main reason
why the vacuum-level alignment predictions are closer to the calculated band offsets for
these heterointerfaces. The branch-point alignment, which relies on charge transfer at
the interface to create the canonical lineup of aligned charge-neutrality levels, does best
for the purely ionic-bound Si(001)-In2O3(001) interface, but fails for the structures where
other bonding mechanisms play a significant role as well.

We therefore come to the seemingly paradoxical conclusion that the vacuum-level
alignment, which does take polarity into account, is better suited for the prediction of
band discontinuities at interfaces with little or no polarity, while the charge-neutrality
level alignment, which does not take polarity into account is more reliable for polar
orientations. This, however, is only true as long as polar orientations at the interface re-
sult in large charge rearrangements while non-polar orientations lead to negligible charge
transfer. It should therefore not be regarded as a general rule for the treatment of semi-
conductor interfaces, since the relevant effects of polarity on the electron rearrangement
at the junction will be specific for the materials involved and other crystalline interfaces
will - due to different relative electronegativities and, consequently, different types of
chemical bonds at the junction - not necessarily be well-described by that rule.

All in all, it appears that realistic structural interface models are the only reliable
method for the prediction of band discontinuities at Si-TCO interfaces from first princi-
ples. As long as the role of ionic bonds and the charge rearrangements at the interface
are not known in advance, this seems to be the only way to get accurate predictions. In
the end, we will have to walk the extra mile.
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